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ABSTRACT

Genomic and Proteomie Analysis of Drought Tolerance in Sorghum

(Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench)

Adugna Abdi Woldesemayat

PhD Thesis, South African National Bioinformaties Institute, Department of Biotechnology,

University of the Western Cape

Drought is the most complex phenomenon that remained to be a potential and historic challenge to

human welfare. It affects plant productivity by eliciting perturbations related to a pathway that

controls a normal, functionally intact biological process of the plant. Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor

(L.) Moench), a drought adapted model cereal grass is a potential target in the modem agricultural

research towards understanding the molecular and cellular basis of drought tolerance. This study

reports on the genomic and proteomic findings of drought tolerance in sorghum combining the

results from in silica and experimental analysis. Pipeline that includes mapping expression data

from 92 normalized cDNAs to genomic loci were used to identify drought tolerant genes.

Integrative analysis was carried out using sequence similarity search, metabolic pathway, gene

expression profiling and orthology relation to investigate genes of interest. Gene structure

prediction was conducted using combination of ab initio and extrinsic evidence-driven information

employing multi-criteria sources to improve accuracy. Gene ontology was used to cross-validate

and to functionally assign and enrich genes.

An integrated approach that subtly combines functional ontology based semantic data with

expression profiling and biological networks was employed to analyse gene association with plant

phenotypes and to identify and genetically dissect complex drought tolerance in sorghum. The

gramene database was used to identify genes with direct or indirect association to drought related

ontology terms in sorghum. Where direct association for sorghum genes were not available, genes

were captured using Ensemble Biomart by transitive association based on the putative functions of

sorghum orthologs in closely related species. Ontology mapping represented a direct or transitive

association of genes to multiple drought related ontology terms based on sorghum specific genes or

orthologs in related species. Correlation of genes to enriched gene ontology (GO)-terms (p-value <

0.05) related to the whole-plant structure was used to determine the extent of gene-phynotype
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association across-species and environmental stresses.

Seeds of sorghum varieties obtained from the International Crop Research Institute for Semi-Arid

Tropics (ICRISAT), India, were used in to identify drought responsive proteins. Plant samples were

grown in greenhouse under differential conditions and post-flowering drought stress was induced on

the onset of flowering using 30% ± 5 water field capacity (FC). Harvested samples were stored at

-80°C until use for protein identification. TCA/acetone method was used to extract proteins from

leaf tissue (Btx642 sorghum variety) for this analysis. After conducting protein separation using

two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE), Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) stained gels were

scanned using Molecular Imager PharosFX Plus System (BIO-RAD). Spot detection and analysis of

differential expression pattern was performed using PDQuest ™ software (Bio-Rad) version 8.0.1

build 055. Sixteen spots selected based on abundance and resolution were used for protein

identification using MALDI-TOF MS/MS and MASCOT search engine and database.

A total of 10619 UniGenes (75.5%) were mapped to reference genome using pair-wise sequence

similarity search and were retained as high scoring segment pairs (HSPs) out of which 9763 were

mapped to the existing gene loci. We report 123 (1.3%) putative uncharacterised proteins that

matched UniGenes as drought responsive genes (DRGs) which were not previously ascribed. The

remaining 856 (6.1%) HSPs that mapped to intergenic region were further screened for analysis in

gene structure prediction. Interproscan (IPS) analysis of the 123 HSPs revealed 60.5% known

signature domains. The number of genes with IPS and those enriched by GO analysis (P-value <

0.05) were comparable. Pathway analysis revealed 14 metabolic pathways related to drought

tolerance and 32 genes responsible to encode protein enzyme that catalyse substrate conversions in

the respective pathways. Expression profiling showed 12 genes significantly expressed under

drought stress. Result from analysis of orthology group showed 265 non-redundant genes with

response to drought stress. Identification of two merged genes and 3 corresponding transcripts, one

novel mRNA, 64 novel exons, 74 five and 3595 three prime novel UTRs account for update of

more than 4400 single gene models (~12.6%) of the existing annotation. This study reports 241

novel genes of which 69% represent drought responsive (DR), 6% complete gene model structure

and 47.7% single exonic. On the basis of gene-gene and gene-phenotype association study, we

report 169 sorghum genes identified for drought tolerance across species and environmental

stresses. Out of this, 56% have shown multiple stress tolerance in sorghum, 90% exhibited drought

tolerance with other species and 10% remain sorghum specific. Mapping biological ontologies

validates the results and provides role for identified genes association. The resource enables us to
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perform cross-species queries for genes that are likely to be associated with stress tolerance, as a

means to identify unique opportunities to create stress resistance in sorghum and other crop species.

This study identified nine protein enzymes with novel function in sorghum from seven spots that

resulted significant score out of sixteen selected for mass spectrometry analysis. Two spots were

shown to have mixture of two different proteins each. Four classes of known protein functional

groups were identified namely: proton (H+) transporting related (11.1%); carbohydrate metabolism

(22%); carbon assimilation (33%); 4) Stress tolerance, defence and immunity (11.1%) and RNA

binding proteins (11.1%) and an unknown protein. Most of the proteins were identified to be

chloroplastic showing functions related to photosynthesis under drought stress. Of all identified

proteins, 78% were shown to be significantly up-regulated suggesting their role in drought

tolerance. However, this study also shows a typical mechanism where plants induce signal

transduction alarm to bypass stress condition by down-regulating a rate limiting enzyme. This study

reflects functional correlation of some key protein enzymes experimentally identified with some

other enzymes identified in silico thus serving as validation tool bridging the gaps between genomic

and proteornic research.

Our integrated in silico approach proves to be unique tool for detecting biologically plausible

candidate genes. This study has successfully identified significant array of prioritized candidate

known and novel genes that are critical to response to drought and related stresses. The pathways

identified in this study signify the interplays of biochemical reactions that make up the metabolic

network constituting fundamental interface for the crop to build defensive mechanism against

drought stress. Multiple informants in the gene prediction prove to be reliable and dependable. This

result entails yet untapped natural genetic variation in sorghum suggesting its key position in

agricultural productivity and comparative protogenomies as a model for grass family. The resource

in this study represents a useful reference for future research in sorghum and related cereals.
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CHAPTER I

Chapter 1: General Introduction and Literature Review

Abstract

Drought stress is the most complex phenomena that disrupts a normal biological functioning of the

plant. Because of the complexity in genetic and physiological conditioning and the environmental

influences, the progress towards drought tolerance has been very slow. Thus advances in the study

for drought tolerance requires an identification and detailed analysis of many and possibly all

components of the complex biological processes. Data sets consisting but not limited to genomies

and proteomics provide basis for systems biology the integration and handling of which through

modeling will be the best way to arrive at a predictive level for improving drought tolerance. This

chapter attempts to indicate the challenges that drought causes to human welfare and describes

sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) as a model crop in assisting the combat against this

challenge as a target material in genomic and proteomic research. This chapter provides general

review on the main topics that will be incorporated in the thesis, outlining the main components and

giving brief description on each. Because genomic and proteomie analysis of drought tolerance is

the heart of the thesis, this chapter gives review with due attention on candidate gene identification,

highlighting procedures for in silica and experimental analysis. It highlights computational pipeline

for candidate gene identification and prioritization. It gives details of gene structure prediction, role

of ESTs as tool for gene discovery and UniGene build procedure. It provides description on signal

transduction and transcriptional regulation of drought associated genes; provides brief review on

identification of proteins differentially expressed under drought stress conditions.
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1.1 Introduction

Sorghum (Sorghum bieolor (L.) Moench) is the fifth most important cereal crop worldwide. It is

grown in rain fed lowland and semi-arid tropics with remarkable tolerance to adverse conditions. It

holds a key position in the North-East and Southern Africa where it is grown on an average area of

more than seven million hectares per year (Rao et al., 2011). In Southern Africa sorghum has played

an important role in the development of food security where it is largely grown by small scale

farmers. In South Africa, though it is expected to find unreported landraces cultivated by non-

commercial farmers, sorghum is mainly grown on a commercial level and utilized on a wider scale

than other countries in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) (Rao et al., 1989;

Bernstein,2013).

Worldwide production of sorghum is over 63 million metric tones of grains annually from over 44

million hectares of land with an average yield of 1.4 metric tones per hectare (Sasaki and Antonio,

2009). Drought contributes heavily to the constant food insecurity and rampant poverty

characteristics of sub-Saharan Africa. Drought coupled with global climatic trend is becoming a

bottle-neck for crop yields worldwide. This challenge on top of the exponential growth of world

population aggravated the demand for limited fresh water supplies for crop production (Sorghum

Genomies Planning Workshop Participants; SGPW, 2005). This suggests that dry land and water-

use efficient crops such as sorghum will be of increasing importance to enhance food production

and livelihoods of poor farmers (Bennetzen, 1997; and Nguyen, 2000). Sorghum is grown under

sever moisture stress and incredibly adapted to marginal condition compared to most other crops

grown in low rainfall areas of the world (Doggett, 1988; Doggett, 1991; Rosenowet al., 1996). This

uniqueness is an attribute of the presence of important genes and useful alleles that enable the crop

to survive in arid environments (Dogget, 1988). Despite its importance, relatively few studies have

been undertaken to develop drought resistant varieties of sorghum. It is imperative to develop

strategies to harness existing and emerging sciences to exploit the potential of this crop to reduce or

limit drought stresses and to promote food and economic security. Genomies and proteornics

provide new approaches that may allow relatively rapid progress in producing crops with improved

drought tolerance (Bennetzen, 1997). Thus, improving drought tolerance in sorghum would

increase and stabilize grain and food production in drought affected areas of South Africa and other

parts of the world.

2
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Therefore, identification of drought tolerant genes and gene products in sorghum is of significant

importance for further development of the potential germplasm and their utilization in the

commercial sectors and breeding programs. Hence, this project aims at investigating genes and

gene products that respond to drought stress employing integrated genomic and proteomic

approaches. Application of bioinformaties to develop a comprehensive dataset of gene function that

will serve as a powerful reference of protein properties and functions towards the molecular

understanding of drought tolerance in sorghum is also a target.

1.2 Drought

1.2.1 What is drought?

Though difficult to define, drought is a prolonged and abnormal moisture deficiency. It is an

insidious hazard of nature resulting when there is less precipitation than normal over an extended

period, usually a season or more (Brewer and Heim, 2011; Fu and Tang, 2013). Drought is among

environmental factors but the most likely disastrous abiotic stress (Slettebak, 2012). According to

Wilhite and Glantz (1985), and latter reviewed by Mishra (2010), drought is defined as a conceptual

phenomenon which represents prolonged period of less precipitation than normal resulting in

extensive damage to crops and as an operational thought that speculates the extent of drought in a

given geographical location where the beginning, severity, and end of droughts would be set. Based

on the differences in regions, needs and disciplinary approaches, the definitions reflect operationally

four basic approaches for identifying and measuring drought, namely: meteorological (long-term

region-specific drought characteristic), agricultural (moisture deficient soil fails to meet needs of

crop at a time (McKee et al., 1993), hydrological (truncation level of water reserve causing

deficiencies in surface and subsurface water supplies (Tallaksen et al., 2004; Shiau et a.l., 2007) and

socio-economic (effects of water shortfall rippling through socio-economic systems). All the other

approaches deal with measuring drought as a physical phenomenon, whereas a socio-economic

measure drought in terms of supply and demand (Yuan and Zhou, 2012).

1.2.2 Drought: "A primarily African problem"

Drought is a major environmental stress that would adversely affects crop yield and quality. The

harmful effect of drought stress on crop productivity is increasingly implicated by a global rise in

temperature level. This is exacerbated by human activities such as over-utilization of water

resources, over-irrigation, improper drainage, besides natural causes. Among other stresses, cold,

3
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salinity and drought are major stresses which adversely affect plant growth and productivity.

Drought and salinity have osmotic, ionic and nutritional constraint effects on plants (Tuteja and

Mahaja, 2007; Mahajan et al., 2008). Water is the main limiting factor to plant productivity in arid

and semi-arid zones where approximately four-tenths of the world's agricultural land lies and which

still a lot of variables contributing to the drought conditions (Fensholt et al., 2012). Erratic rainfall,

degradation of land, loss of biodiversity, shift in a vegetation cover to agricultural lands, and global

warming are among those variables eliciting drought. This contributed tremendously to the virtual

decline of world food production from time to time compared to the ever increasing rate of world

population and the upcoming alert from increased temperature (global worming) with inescapable

consequences. This urgently necessitates to look out of box to seek the long term solution.

Developing and enhancing stress tolerant crops using modem approach is one of the mitigating

action among others.

Interaction between Plant drought stress response and resistance are complex biological processes

that need to be analysed at a systems level using functional genomies and proteomics in addition to

the traditional physiological approaches to dissect experimental models that address drought

stresses encountered by crops in the field.

Drought combined with current global climatic changes is unavoidable challenge for the modem

agriculture particularly in Africa. Genomic approaches in combination with proteomics will likely

be needed to significantly improve drought tolerance in crops and to provide understanding and

subsequent utilization of stress response and acclimation networks (Mittler and Blumwald, 2010).

With due care to the experimental conditions, our work was designed to investigate sorghum

drought tolerance that include all the above variables in addition to in silico identifications.

1.2.3 Mode of responses and mechanisms of drought tolerance

Plant responses to most stresses comprises physiological or morphological changes. The effect of

stress is usually manifested with retarded photosynthetic and growth rate at the whole plant level.

This is usually perceived in association with alteration in carbon and nitrogen metabolism (Comic

and Massacci, 1996; Deeba et al., 2012).

According to Arraudeau, 1989, Physiological mechanisms of drought tolerance could be grouped

into three major categories. These are i) accumulation and translocation of assimilates, (ii) osmotic

4
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adjustment, and (iii) maintenance of cell wall elasticity. However, in addition to this, mechanisms

such as biochemical, genetic and molecular and all the basis behind these mechanisms including

Reductive Oxygen Species (ROS), Antioxidants and Detoxification genes and Cell Membrane

Stability (CMS) as a measure of drought (Pareek, 2010) are all important interplay that have

prominent roles affecting plat survival. Sorghum as a plant mainly grown in drought affected

regions have evolved a wider basis of adaptive mechanisms that accounts for either resistance to or

escape from drought (Price et al., 2002). Drought-escaping is the early flowering of the plant before

drought occurrence while drought resistance could be manifested in various ways as identified by

price et al., 2002 such as drought avoidance by mechanism of maintaining tissues water potential

and drought tolerance which could further be identified as dehydration avoidance and dehydration

tolerance. However, for a holistic perception of plant resistance, understanding the way of their

interactions and responses to drought with respect to the above mentioned mechanisms particularly

biochemical and molecular responses is essential.

The process of responses and mechanisms of drought tolerance requires initial signal with sufficient

amount to generate signalling molecules that allow signal transduction cascade to effect

transcriptional factors. This on one hand, mediates the Abscisic Acid (ABA) biosynthesis and on the

other alters growth and development at all plant level regulating the expression level of target

genes. The mechanistic process flow of the plant drought response according to Reddy et al., 2004

include: Sub-or-supra-optimal environmental stimuli ~ Sensing mechanisms ~ Local and Global

(long distance) signals ~ Signal transduction ~ Genomic and proteomic (post-genomic) responses

~ Alterations in cytoplasmic and apoplastic metabolism ~ Altered growth and development at

level of cell, organ and organism ~ Acclimation (Adaptation! Adaptive adjustment) or stress-

induced death (see detail in section 1.4; Figures 1.1 and 1.).

1.3 Signal transduction and Transcriptional regulation network

1.3.1 Signal transduction cascade

Stress related activation of signalling cascade of molecular networks is the basis for plant adaptation

to environmental influences. Plant adaptation involves a chain of processes that include stress signal

perception, signal transduction, activation of transcription factors and ABA biosynthesis, the

expression of specific stress-induced genes and gene products and other related metabolites (Figure

1.1). Because of the complexity in signal transduction pathway (Atkinson et al., 2012), yet this

process has not been fully demonstrated from the perception of the stress to the adaptive response
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manifested by gene expression in plant cells where enhanced access is achieved to plant survival.

Most abiotic stresses are mutually exclusively related with an exception of ABA that commonly

regulates the main pathway that effects the response to these stresses (Pareek, 2010). Drought is

among environmental factors but the most likely disastrous abiotic stresses (Slettebak, 2012). The

generic concept, however is that there is the common regulatory system and cross-talk among

abiotic stresses, with particular emphasis on the Mitogene Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK)

cascades and the cross-talk between ABA and abiotic signalling (Haung et al., 2012). Survival of

plants therefore depends on the extent of their adaptation to respond to these stresses at the

molecular, cellular, physiological and biochemical level given the deferential rate of expression

patterns of dehydration inducible genes (Nakashima et al., 2009). Plants have developed adaptive

responses both to multiple or specific environmental stress (Huang et al., 2012). It is also practical

for plants to respond to stresses as individual cells and synergistically as a whole organism (Tuteja,

2007; Bansal et al., 2011; Chawla et al., 2011).

The generic signal transduction pathway, as reviewed in Xiong et a!. 2002; Mahajan and Tuteja,

2005; Hubbard et al., 2012 and Haung et al., 2012, is described briefly as follows. Signal

transduction pathway begins with extracellular stress signal perception by the membrane receptors.

This activates downstream intracellular signal cascade allowing the generation of the second

messenger (secondary signalling molecules) such as calcium, Inositol phosphate (lP) and Reactive

Oxygen Species (ROS; Figure 1.1). This further modulates and triggers up-regulation of

cytoplasmic calcium level which in tum sensed by calcium binding proteins (Ca+2 sensors) that

eventually change their conformational structures in the presence of calcium ion as they lack any

enzymatic activity. Interacting with their down stream signalling components (eg. kinases and/or

phosphatases), these sensors then initiate a respective transduction (eg.phosphorylation) cascade to

target the major stress responsive genes or the transcription factors regulating these genes. Then

responsive expression of these genes result in important gene products that involve in plant

adaptation and survival. Chemicals such as ABA, salicylic acid, ethylene are also produced as a

consequence of stress induced change in gene expression. These molecules may involve in second

round signalling cascade not necessarily following the same initial pathway (Larkindale et al.,

2002). Other molecules like protein modifiers though involve in the modification and assembly of

signalling components for effecting myristoylation, glycosylation, methylation and ubiquitination

may not directly participate in signalling (Xiong et al., 2002).

6
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Figure 1.1: Signal transduction, transcriptional regulation and ABA biosynthesis pathways networks in

response to drought stress.

Stress inducible genes are categorized based on the duration of changes in expression since they

first received stress-signal into early (those induced instantly and often expressed transiently) and

late (slow inducible genes and often exhibit a prolonged and sustained expression level (Cramer et

al., 2007). It was previously known that early genes encode for the transcription factors that activate

the major stress responsive genes (delayed genes) the expression of which result in the production

of various osmolytes, antioxidants, molecular chaperones and LEA-like proteins, which function in

stress tolerance (Cheong et al., 2002).

1.3.2 Role of ABA in dehydration tolerance response

The phytohormone ABA plays major role in plant responses to stress. While ABA is rapidly

synthesised at time of stress, it is equally rapidly dissociated at time of relive (Huang et al., 2012) as

the later may lead to inhibition of normal growth of plants if not otherwise. It has been shown that

ABA is produced under water-deficit conditions causing stomatal closure and induction of

expression of genes which play important role in the tolerance response of plants to abiotic stresses

(Figure 1.2; Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki, 2006). It has also been shown that exogenous

7
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application of ABA induces most of the genes that respond to drought, salt, and cold stress

(Shinozaki et al., 2003; Zhu 2002). However, studies have indicated that not all genes which

respond to stresses are induced by exogenous application of ABA (Zhu, 2002; Shinozaki et al.,

2003; Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki, 2005).

ABA dependent gene
expression

cytosol

Figure 1.2: The Core ABA signalling pathway (Source: adapted from Hubbard et aI., 2012)

Secondary
messenger production

This suggests the existence of both ABA-independent and ABA-dependent signal transduction

cascades that lie between signal perception and the expression of specific genes. Some genes, for

example RD29A, are reported to be regulated in both ABA-dependent and ABA-independent

pathways (Figure 1.3; Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki, 1993; Yamaguch-Shinozaki and

Shinozaki, 1994,2005; Zhang et al., 2012).

Ion
transport

1.3.3 Transcriptional Regulatory Networks

Understanding the regulatory interactions and interconnections between genomics, transcriptomics,

proteomics and metabolomies is not only important in the discovery of the genes and gene products

and assigning functions to these genes and their products. It is also crucial in understanding the

behaviour of complex biological systems and processes in terms of their molecular constituents

(Kirschner, 2005). Molecular mechanisms governing gene expression patterns have been studied on

model crops such as Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; Yamaguch-schinozaki and Schinozaki,

2006) and rice (Oriza sativa; Qin et al. 2007 and Khan, 2012) in response to dehydration and cold

stresses. Molecular basis of stress tolerance mainly rely on active control of transcription factors

either collectively or independently, and/or constitutively over expressing the target genes through

8
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binding to the cis-acting element in the promoter region of the same target genes (Lee et al., 2002;

Nakahima et al., 2009). This suggests that cis-acting elements (transcription factor binding sites, or

DNA-binding element) are the major evidence for transcriptional regulatory networks and for the

cross-talk among abiotic stresses (Knight and Knight, 2001).

Based on the transactivation assays, plant-specific TFs function as transcriptional activators (Lu et

al., 2012) and these belong to families defined by their characteristic DNA-binding domains

(DBDs) such as AP2/ERF, B3, NAC, SBP, and WRKY (Yamasaki et al., 2012). Transcriptional

factors regulate gene expression by inducing activators or repressors which is the activity of the

RNA polymerase (Ciarmiello et al., 2011). Major plant-specific TFs that are active in response to

abiotic stress have been identified (Nakashima et al., 2009) in many cereal crops. For example

AP2/ERF, a large group of plant-specific TFs that includes four major subfamilies: the AP2, RAV,

ERF and dehydration-responsive element-binding protein (DREB) subfamilies (Sakuma et al.,

2002), first identified in Arabidopsis homeotic gene APETALA 2 (Jofuku et al., 1994), and a

similar domain ethylene-responsive element binding proteins (EREB) was found in tobacco

(Nicotiana tabacum; Ohme- Takagi and Shinshi, 1995). Recently, a maize stress-responsive NAC

transcription factor, ZmSNACl was proven to confer enhanced tolerance to dehydration in

transgenic Arabidopsis (Niu and Bate, 20 10; Lu et al., 2012). Though detailed description of its role

in stress-responsive was not indicated, 15 distinct clusters of NAC subfamilies have been

phylogenetically identified by genome-wide survey and characterization of green-bug induced

NAC transcription factors in sorghum (Zhang, 2013). The roles ofB3, NAC, SBP, and WRKY TFs

in stress signal transduction and transcriptional regulation have been well reviewed in Corrêa et al.

(2008); Agrwal and Jha (2010); Mizoi et al. (2012) and Lu et al. (2012).

According to Riechmann and Ratcliffe (2000); Wingender et al. (2001) and Warren (2002),

classification of TFs into different protein families is based on the following two criteria: their

primary and/or three-dimensional structure and similarities in the DNA-binding and

multimerization domains. The extent of binding of transcription factors (TFs) to these DNA-

binding sites switches or effects the expression pattern of dehydration inducible genes such as

RD29 (Mahdevar et al., 2012). This means that gene expression and its regulation are dependent, to

a great extent, on the binding efficiency ofTFs on to the TFBS (Mahdevar et al., 2012).

There are four independent transcription regulatory system for gene expression which involve two

9
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major cis acting elements, ABA-independent cis-acting element (Dehydration Responsive Element

(DRE/C-RT or C-Repeat) and ABA-dependent cis-acting element (ABRE or ABA-Responsive

Element Repeat; Jia et al., 2012). Figure 1.3 shows the generic map of the transcriptional regulation

network and signal transduction cascade and the gene regulation under drought condition for ABA-

dependent and independent pathways. On the other hand, following the two major groups of cis

acting elements, dehydration inducible TFs are likely divided into two main groups namely AREBs

(ABA-responsive element-binding proteins) and DREBs (DRE-binding proteins) such that each

group further divided into subgroups based on the type of signalling pathways they involve in

(Yamaguchi--Shinozaki and Shinozaki, 1993; Shinozaki et al., 2003; Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-

Shinozaki, 2007; Nakashima et al., 2009; Mizoi et al., 2012).

ABA-responsive element-binding proteins is activated under ABA-dependent signal transduction

pathway whereas DREBs (DRE-binding proteins) is activated under ABA-independent signal

transduction pathway. DREB proteins further sub-grouped in to DREBI/C-repeat binding factor

(CBF) and DREB2 (Nakashima et aI., 2009). Both of these TFs belong to the ERF/AP2 family and

actively bind to their common conserved DNA-binding motif, AlGCCGAC (Shinozaki and

Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007). The fact that the DREBI/CBF is rapidly and transiently induced by

cold stress resulting in the regulation of expression of target cold stress-inducible genes mainly

distinguishes between the two (Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2006; Shinozaki and

Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007; Nakashim et al., 2009; Mizoi et al., 2012). Their function in the

development of cold-stress tolerance doesn't necessarily require post-translational modification as

proven through transgenic plant experiment (Liu et al., 1998). It was shown that most of the

CBFIDREB1 regulated target genes contain a conserved DRE motif with (AlG) CCGACNT

sequence (Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007) in their promoter regions. On the contrary,

DREB2 genes are stimulated by drought stress and are responsible for the activation and

controlling of expression of target drought stress-inducible genes (Liu et al., 1998).

10
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Figure 1.3: Generic flow chart for cell signalling and gene regulation network

This figure shows a generalized flow chart for cell signalling and gene regulation network under dehydration condition

based on ABA-dependent and independent pathways.

Unlike CBF/DREBI genes, the developmental function of DREB2 genes in drought stress

tolerance involves post-translational activation (Liu et al., 1998). However, DREB 1 (also called

CBF) and DREB2 involve in cross-talk between cold and drought signalling since they share the

same cis-acting element, DRE element (also known as LTI78) in the promoters of genes such as

RD29A (Knight and Knight, 2001). This suggests that DRE element is a common site for cross-talk

between cold and drought signal transduction pathways. DREB2 genes include but not limited

DREB2A and DREB2B which are thought to be the major TFs that function under drought and

high-salinity stress conditions (Sakuma et al., 2006). DREB2A protein was known to be activated

by post-translational modification such as phosphorylation (Liu et al., 1998). A constitutively active

form of DREB2A was demonstrated in Arabidopsis that transactivates the target drought inducible

genes (Sakuma et al., 2006).

Similarly, a common target gene, RD29, is known to be regulated by the two different TFs, AREBs
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and DREBs through binding to two separate binding elements called ABRE and DRE respectively

(Agarwal and Jha, 2010 and Zhang et al., 2011). On the other hand, there seems a phenomenon

where ABA-independent transduction pathway regulates the ABA-dependent pathway by way of a

transactivational integration of the four major genes that involve in the ABA biosynthesis, namely:

Zeaxanthin oxidase (ZEP), 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED), ABA-aldehyde oxidase

(AAO) and molybdenum cofactor sulphurase (MCSU; Figure 1.3; Xiong et al., 2002; Tuteja,

2007).

It has been shown that ABA is involved in regulating many aspects of plant developmental patterns

such as seed germination and maturation, desiccation tolerance and seed dormancy and hence plays

an integral role in the plant's response to drought stress. This is probably associated with the fact

that plenty of the drought-inducible genes identified and studied to date are also induced by ABA

(Wang et al., 2003). Identification of the genes involved and understanding their roles during stress

perception and physiological regulation has become an important and exciting research field in

recent years (Zhang et al., 2006).

1.4 Sorghum: "A drought-hardy and agriculturally important crop"

Sorghum is the most drought-hardy crop that suitably thrives under rain-fed environments (Nagaraj

and Rao, 2011; Rao et al., 2011). Hardy crops thrive in adversely drought affected regions with

minimal production risky. Early analysis on physico-chemical nature of drought resistance in crop

plants by Newton and Martin (1930) and later likely supported by Ben-Hammouda et al. (1995) and

Yu et al. (2003) shows that sorghum contain relatively higher drought-hardy varieties. Comparative

evaluations also show that sorghum is drought-hardy than most drought grown crops (eg. rice) and

produces well with relatively little moisture (Mcclain, 1997). Furthermore, sorghum has stay-green

genes that potentially contribute to drought hardiness and yield productivity than a close relative

grass, maize (Subedi and Ma, 2005). This suggests that sorghum is an agriculturally important crop

a choice for which substitutes are so limited in sub-Saharan Africa and most arid and semiarid

regions thus continue feeding millions of resource poor.

1.4.1 Sorghum Metabolic pathway: C4 crop

Sorghum is one of the only two major food crops (including maize) that evolved C4 photosynthetic

pathway (Long 1998; Brutnell et al., 2010). Mainly because of the advantage of eliminating energy

loss in photorespiration that C3 pathway fail to exhibit, C4 plants are the world most productive
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(Long et al., 2006) compared to the C3 plants. A comparative analysis of the key photosynthetic

enzyme genes in sorghum, maize (C4) and rice (C3) signified the contribution of duplication both at

the whole-genome and at the individual gene level for the evolution of C4 pathway (Wyrich et al.,

1998; Wang et al. 2009). In total, there has been multiples of independent evolution of C4 pathway

at the time of angiosperm evolution (Edwards et al., 2001; Surridge, 2002) with multiple origins

(Gaut, et al., 1997; Swigonova et al., 2004) implying genetic predisposition in some C3 plants to

C4 evolution (Wang et al., 2009; Paterson et al., 2010). This suggests that C4 pathway may be the

only adaptive feature to use among plants for avoiding high energy loss in photorespiration (Long

et al., 2006).

1.4.1.1 C4-pathway: A secrete behind drought-hardy sorghum

The secret behind exceptional hardiness of sorghum and its thriving to adverse agro-ecological

situations lies on C4-pathway (Britton, 2003; Gowik and Westhoff, 2011). However, other drought

and crop related factors may also contribute to this fact (Manavalan et al., 2012). Sorghum has

characteristic xeromorphic features (Britton, 2003) such as dense root system (for efficient water

absorption), thick waxy cuticle (for efficient reduction of water loss), rolling leaf in dry condition

(for trapping moisture and reduce transpiration), low number of stomatal sunking in leaf surface

(keeps the transpiration rate low but allowing gas exchange).

1.4.1.2 Sorghum Metabolic pathway: SorghumCyc

Sorghum-specific metabolic pathway database was constructed as the first released (SorghumCyc)

at the pathways section in the Gramene metabolic pathway databases. From here users can search

for genes, proteins, enzymes, reactions, metabolites and can upload and analyse high-throughput

expression data and generate cellular overview of pathways using Omies-viewer tool (Naithani,

2013). SorghumCyc is one of the eight species metabolic pathway databases that Gramene hosts

and it provides 328 pathways (Youens-Clark et al., 2011) which are suited for web-based browsing

as well as for bulk downloading in several options including the BioPax (Demir et al., 2010) and

Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) (Gauges et al., 2006) formats for advanced users. The

annotated pathways are used as external references in the sorghum genome browser (Youens-Clark

et al., 2011). However, many of the pathways might be incomplete or may contain errors based on

the fact that functions of many of the sorghum genes are either provided by homology and/or HMM

based predictions (Youens-Clark et al., 2011; Naithani, 2013).
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However, according to Plant Metabolic Network (PMN), it has been shown that Sorghum bieolor

has 428 pathways, 2802 enzymatic reactions of which 41 are transport reactions, 392 pathway holes

(reactions within metabolic pathways of Sorghum bieolor for which no corresponding enzyme has

been identified in the genome) were identified. Similarly, 8615 enzymes of which 316 are

transporters, 2155 compounds and 1 complex have also been identified with no transcription units

and tRNAs (Chae et al., 2013).

1.4.2 Sorghum genome sequence: opportunity

Sorghum is only the first among the few major food crops that evolved C4 photosynthetic pathway

and is only the second after rice among grass family whose genome has completely been sequenced.

It's approximately 730 Mb genome size (Bennett and Leitch, 2005; Paterson et al., 2009) which is

much larger than the genome of its distant relative, rice from which sorghum diverged 42 mya

(Paterson et al., 2004; Paterson, 2008; Bolot et al., 2009). However, it is by far a small, diploid

genome compared to its closest relatives maize (Zea mays) and sugarcane (Saccharum offieinarum),

both of which have much larger polyploid genomes (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991). The

completion of sorghum genome sequencing is undoubtedly an opportunity through which further

characterization of the genomes other than Saccharine cereals may shed light on mechanisms,

levels, and patterns of evolution of genome size and structure. This will lay the foundation for

further studies on sugar-cane and other economically important members of the group (Paterson,

2008; Paterson et al., 2009). With the genome having been sequenced, sorghum consensus gene

predictions were built around several evidence sources (Paterson et al., 2009; see also prediction

pipeline, Figure 1.4).

1.4.2.1 Sorghum consensus gene prediction

The principal products of any genome project involve at least three main components including the

genomic sequence itself, the genes and the map integrating the genes (Zhuo et al., 2001). This three

basic products are applied to and included in the sorghum genome projects though the extent of

enrichment of each product varying from genome to genome project. Here we briefly describe the

consensus sorghum gene prediction procedure providing the pipeline (Figure 1.4) that illustrate the

prediction procedure based on the original information in Paterson et al. (2009) and on the overview

of the consensus gene prediction.
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PASA pipeline yield:
36.338 transcript model; 34.496 loei

Complete prediction
28.003

Figure 1.4: Pipeline for sorghum consensus gene prediction based on existing gene prediction data

(Paterson et al., 2009).

Sorghum gene prediction has passed through a series of process that include three major steps as

follows (Figure 1.4):

First, evidence sources for the consensus gene prediction were organized;

Second, gene models were identified and sorted. Result from this pipeline yielded 36,338 transcript

models at 34,496 loci out of which 28,003 were complete gene model (complete gene structure)

whereas 6493 were partial, candidate genes lacking a start and/or stop codon included in annotation

if they were not overlapping with complete predictions (Paterson et al., 2009). Partial gene models

may result from several, not mutually exclusive reasons: (i) sequencing or assembly errors (Venter

et al., 2001); (ii) transposon activity; Brennecke et al., 2007) (iii) insufficient evidences from ab

initio predictions or expressed sequence tag (EST) matches (Curwen et al., 2004).

Thirdly, UTRs were identified by utilizing the gene prediction set using PASA with all available

sorghum ESTs to run producing 842 alternatively spliced alignments that increased UTR to 17,744

transcripts (Paterson et al., 2009).
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1.4.2.2 Sorghum Genomies

Genetic and physical mapping as well as genome sequencing and the future perspective for the

enhanced progress in genome characterization at the post genomic era has been well addressed in

Paterson et al. (2008). Well-developed physical and genetic maps and large bacterial artificial

chromosome (BAC) libraries are already available to facilitate the progress in sorghum genomies

(Klein et al., 2000; Menz et al., 2002; Paterson, 2008; Paterson et al., 2009). The availability of

complete sorghum genome sequence has laid foundation for progress in functional genomies

(Paterson, 2008; Paterson et al., 2009) and this feature combined with the relatively small genome

size provides basis for understanding of the structure, function and evolution of the grass genomes.

Sorghum genome remains unduplicated at the whole-genome level compared to its cereal closest

relative maize which has undergone one whole-genome duplication (Swigonova et al., 2004) since

the two crops were diverged 12 mya (Gaut, et al., 1997; Swigonova et al., 2004) and to its

saccharrine member Saccharum (sugar-cane) that has undergone genome duplication at least twice

(Ming et al., 1998).

1.4.2.3 Sorghum proteomies

Proteomic analysis seemingly is a current focus particularly on tagging genes for complex traits

such as drought tolerance mainly based on the fact that the fate of gene expression is determined at

least partially by post-translation modification to which most proteins are subjected (Bevilacqua et

al., 2003) and that it is difficult to monitor regulation of gene expression at transcription level.

Several studies have been conducted to analyse changes in proteomes in response to salinity and drought

stress such as Peng et al., 2009 in Bread Wheat; Merracini et al., 2012 in coffee and Ndimba et al., 2010;

Ngara and Ndimba, 2011; Ngara et al., 2012 and Ndimba and Ngara, 2013 in sorghum. However, compared

to genomics, proteomic studies conducted on plants in general and on sorghum in particular is limited in

reference to drought tolerance. Recently, studies that target salinity and drought stress have been done using

proteomic techniques and Mass Spectrum (MS) on sorghum as a focus organism (Ndimba et al., 2010; Ngara

and Ndimba, 2011; Ngara et al., 2012 and Ndimba and Ngara, 2013). Studies to dissect the complex traits

using proteome analysis may help target candidate proteins dissecting the genetic foundation of the

variation of quantitative traits, and essentially using for validation purposes.

While drought primarily generates osmotic stress, salinity induces osmotic stress through effects on

the ionic homoeostasis within the plant cell (Zhu, 2002) where in both cases identification of stress-

responsive proteins are made possible as a result of physiological and biochemical defence actions
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(Salekdeh et al., 2002; Ndimba el al., 2005). Physiological and biochemical mechanisms are among

strategies by which plants respond to various stress signals. As to the latter one, drought stress

induces the accumulation of important biochemical components (proteins) which are produced as a

result of the expression of drought-inducible genes (Seki et aI., 2003). These genes are functionally

classified into two groups (Shinozaki et al., 2003). The first group includes those proteins that

probably directly involve in protecting plants from dehydration and are termed as functional

proteins such as the detoxification enzymes (enzymes required for the biosynthesis of various

osmoprotectants such as proline, sugar and sugar alcohol), proline, sugar transporters, water

channels, protection factors of macromolecules such as late embryogenesis abundant proteins

(LEA), chaperones, and enzymes that conducts proteolysis (proteases/peptidase/proteinases) (Seki

et al., 2003). The other group of proteins which provide regulatory functions in the signal

transduction and the expression of drought inducible genes are known as regulatory proteins (Seki

et al., 2003). These include various transcription factors, protein kinases, protein phosphatases,

enzymes involved in phospholipid metabolism, and other signalling molecules such as calmodulin-

binding protein, mRNA binding (Seki et al., 2003; Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2006). The

combinatorial effect of the two groups of gene products build adaptive responses in plant to stresses

such as drought. This probably suggests the possibility of selecting drought tolerance biomarkers as

a source of potential adaptive traits. Drought tolerance biomarkers represent biochemical

compounds found in the plant biological tissues which are directly or indirectly associated with the

presence and progression of a drought stress (Jorrin-Novo et al., 2009). Thus, a comprehensive

approach that include genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic analysis provides basis for a complete

biomarker development from RNA expression (Figure 1.6) to validated quantitative RT-peR

assays; from MS-based protein identification to validated, multiplex immunoassays (Ong and

Mann, 2005; Whiteaker et aI., 2011). Identification of such protein markers is empirically and

imperatively crucial to improve drought tolerance in agriculturally useful crops such as sorghum

and as a strategy in the proteomics research.

1.4.2.4. Proteogenomics: Integrative genomies and proteomies

A notion that integrative approach investigates 'complex' systems, which cannot probably be

understood by investigation of individual components in separate, brings better understanding of

how these complex systems are based on the development of computational models so that the

response of the biological systems to any sort of perturbation (e.g. drought perturbation), can be
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predicted (Aggarwal and Lee, 2003). Proteogenomics is a recently emerging term representing

incredibly vital tool for integrating protein-level information into the genome annotation process to

attain genome annotation quality (Gupta et aI., 2007; Payne et aI., 2010). Proteogenomics involving

both biological experiments and in silico analysis interplay a pivotal role between proteornics and

genomies to utilize information from expressed proteins, often derived from mass spectrometry, to

improve genome annotations (Gupta et aI., 2007; Ansong et al., 2008). This shows the most likely

interdependence between approaches in dissecting the complex trait such as drought. While

genomies depends on and benefited from a highly complementary information offered by

proteornics which transmit the most biological functions through protein into new insight of

biological traits (Nilsson et al., 2010), proteornics would not be possible without the previous

achievements of genomies which provided the 'blueprint' of possible gene products, the focal point

of proteornics studies (Tyers and Mann, 2003). The difference between the two partly lies on the

factors that determine the expression of what they are supposed to measure. Genomies measures the

genotype of an organism confounded by a rich and long history of genetics, whereas proteornics

measures the phenotype shaped by both the genotype and the environment of the organism built

upon an equally long history of biochemistry (Cox and Mann, 2011) and structural biology.

So, the improvement of the drought tolerance, as a complex trait, basically depends on the

integrative complementation of genomies and proteornics approaches. Genomics, on one hand

provides access to agronomically desirable alleles present at quantitative trait loci (QTLs) which

affect such responses (Cushman and Bohnert, 2000). By and large, genomies-based approaches, aim

at emphasising on the integrated analysis of stress-dependent behaviour relying on the physiological

and biochemical observations that need to be linked together by a functional genomies with all

information on gene complement, transcription and transcript regulation, the behaviour of proteins,

protein complexes and pathways (Bohnert et al., 2006). On the other hand, proteornics provides

strategy that complements other functional genomies approaches, including microarray-based

expression profiles (Shoemaker and Linsley, 2002) and systematic phenotypic profiles at the

cell/tissue and organism level (Giaever et aI., 2002). Therefore, it is imperative to integrate

genomies and proteornics data sets through application of bioinformaties to develop a

comprehensive database of gene function that will serve as a powerful reference of protein

properties and functions, which will also useful both in building and testing hypotheses towards

drought tolerance (Tyers & Mann, 2003).
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1.5 Homology and syntenic relationships

Sorghum, a morphologically distinct species from other cereals but also highly diverse in its genetic

bases with a wider range of adaptive traits and growth regional patterns has collinearity of

orthologous regions with rice (a distantly related) and maize (a closely related cereals) conserved in

tandem duplication (Li and Gill, 2002). It has earlier been shown that sorghum and maize had

largely conserved gene content and gene number with extended regions of map collinearity

(Bennetzen and Freeling, 1997). However, these two species did not exhibit a cross-hybridization of

interspersed repetitive DNAs (Hulbert et al. 1990) as this part of the DNAs do not agreeably cross-

hybridize between members of different plant genera. Collinearity in gene density in larger genome

sized (750 Mbp) sorghum euchromatin is similar to that in smaller genome sized (400 Mbp) rice

euchromatin. The difference in the sizes of the genomes of the two species may reflect the greater

amounts of repetitive DNA in sorghum's pericentromeric heterochromatin (Mullet et aI., 2002).

This suggestion has been supplemented in the recent sorghum genome analysis that identified more

than 60% repetitive elements of sorghum constitute the genome (Paterson et al., 2009). Similarly,

sorghum genes are known to be about 24% and 7% grass and sorghum-specific respectively

(Paterson et al., 2009). Some drought tolerant genes have been suggested to occur due to recent

gene and microRNA duplications. Based on the resulted gene duplication, in the rice, maize and

sorghum genomes, it is suggested that there might be high functional gene redundancy, rapid gene

silencing and/or loss from the duplicated genomes (Xu and Messing, 2008a and 2008b). Thus, of all

identified sorghum genes, 34,496 loci, during genome sequencing, only about 24, 580 (71.3%) are

protein coding genes (Paterson et al., 2009).

1.6 Gene-Trait Association

Several studies have reflected the challenges behind associating genes with phenotypes that detect

genetic covariance across biological scale (Chesler et al., 2005; Pierlé et al., 2012). A typical

phenotypic variation in quantitative genetics is caused by the change in gene expression which is

under investigation. If such an alteration in gene expression is due to functional mutations, then the

normal biological function is stored in the phenotypic variants with respect to the particular trait.

This notion suggests that candidate genes which are defined by the known biological function

directly or indirectly involve in the developmental processes of the investigated traits, which in tum

could be proven by evaluating the effects of the causative gene variants in gene-trait association

(Zhu and Zhao, 2007). Based on candidate gene approach that assumes some understanding of the
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genetics of the trait, it is possible to test the hypothetical correlation between DNA polymorphisms

in a particular gene and the trait of interest. This could be exemplified by examining a large

collection of sorghum germplasm for a correlation between DNA sequence alleles of functional

stay-green and the extent of chlorophyll in leaves (Park et al., 2007; Hërtensteiner, 2009) and the

increase in plant productivity (Harris et al., 2007). However, genome scan as opposed to candidate

gene approach, involves in testing for association of the segments of the genome by genotyping

densely distributed genetic marker loci covering all the chromosomes. On the other hand, genome

wide association studies (GWAS), takes care of one (or more) of the genetic loci being considered

in association with the trait of interest as either causal for the trait or in linkage disequilibrium with

the causal locus in a segmental genome (Rafalski, 2010). But, just for the reason of coverage,

candidate gene association, could be considered a subset of a more general genome scan approach.

Based on this, Rafalski (2010) has described some principles behind association analysis: when a

genetically rich and diverse germplasm is genotyped and grouped into a densely spaced loci sharing

SNP haplotypes (or alleles) that distributed along the genome, the respective distribution of

phenotypic values for each haplotype are generated and can be compared and statistically evaluated.

Association studies in relation to a semantically built query components for known traits lays a

platform for the. identification of candidate genes pertaining to sorghum and its relatives

contributing to drought and associated stress tolerance.

1.7 Candidate gene identification strategies

One of the products of any genome project are the predicted genes along with the enriched

information in terms of their location and functionality (Zhuo et al., 2001). Genome-Wide

Approach (GWA) and Candidate Gene Approach (CGA) are the two widely accepted approaches

for identification and prediction of genes associated with complex quantitative traits like drought

tolerance (Zhu and Zhao, 2007). While the former only locates glancing chromosomal segment of

quantitative trait loci (QTLs) basing on the genetic distance which usually may harbour multiple

candidate genes, the latter approach has been shown to be extremely powerful and most promising

for studying the genetic architecture of complex traits. This shows that CGA is more effective and

economical method for direct gene discovery (Byrne and McMullen. 1996; Harris et al., 2007; Zhu

and Zhao, 2007). Here we provide a comprehensive list/description of strategies used for the CGA.

Candidate gene approach is extremely useful in determining the genetic foundation of complex

drought tolerance when coupled with drought-regulated ESTs (Byrne and McMullen, 1996; Perez-
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Torres et al., 2009) and unique genetic materials such as near-isogenie lines (NILs; Nguyen, 2000;

Sanchez et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2007). However, CGA relies on the a priori knowledge of

possible candidates (Zhu and Zhao, 2007) for which reason digital candidate gene approach

(DigiCGA) has recently emerged though is still in its infancy (Zhu et al., 2010).

The gene-disease research, genetic association studies, biomarker and drug target selection in many

organisms (Tabor et al., 2002) including plants have gained popularity in CGA. Strategy for CGA

that include rapid discovery of genes primarily employs cataloguing and categorizing genetically

complex trait (Cushman and Bohnert, 2000). However, this strategy starts with selection of some

target genes based on biological pathways or genome location relative to the landmarks identified

such as known QTL for the target trait. One or some or all of the following studies based on the

complexity of the trait are required (Faris et al., 1999):
I

1) identifying biochemical pathways involve the gene of interest such as stay green or any trait

(QTL) of interest;

2) examining a drought-related EST database, microarray and RNA-seq data and the mutagenesis

approach for identification of valuable candidates and for verification of their association with

the drought tolerance traits;

3) determining by intelligently guessing the sequence of at least some genes that are involved in the

pathways, probably from homology studies (sequence homology);

4) text mining for orthologs in existing literature and databases for information on drought and

related abiotic stress genes;

5) mapping genes to QTL to tag-genes as putative candidate. This step is likely based on the

following points: i) mapping ESTs very near the trait QTLs for further candidate gene analysis

(Nguyen, 2000). However, fine mapping of such genes that generate a QTL will only be possible

in NIL populations, in which a single QTL provides all the population variation for drought

tolerance; ii) mapping ESTs to genome annotation to uncover/tag-genes as putatively

predicted/unpredicted candidate. Since most of the ESTs can be located on the physical map, one

will be able to target a subset of candidate genes for co-segregation analysis in different

populations;

6) conducting extensive biochemical and genetic studies to confirm the phenotypic effect;

7) hypothesizing a model regarding how drought tolerance is manifested based on several candidate

genes with different functions in different QTL locations that could be verifie;

8) using gene knock-out population by transposable elements, the existence of the known
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transposon sequence within a gene will normally knock out the function of that gene;

9) Producing F1 plants containing a transposon within a candidate gene that can be identified by the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers specifically designed for the gene of interest and

the appropriate transposon.

10) Performing a segregation analysis on the F2 seed from the identified plant to confirm the

putative function of the gene. Initial mapping activities can generally map targeted loci to 1-5

cM regions of the sorghum genetic map (Klein et al., 2000).

Analysis of large segregating populations (-1 ,000 plants) is usually required to provide sufficient

genetic resolution for efficient map-based cloning. Fine-mapping can then reduce the target locus in

euchromatic regions to less than 100 kbp, a size that can be readily sequenced using standard BAC-

based shotgun sequencing approaches. Interestingly, -100 kbp of sorghum DNA, on average, will

encode protein (Paterson et al., 2009): First, if the targeted region is less than 500 kbp, shotgun

sequencing of BAC DNAs spanning the region followed by BLASTX analysis can be used to

identify sorghum genes that are related to other known protein coding genes. Second, the sorghum

sequence can be compared to the sorghum EST database to identify the transcribed portions of the

BAC sequence and third, other genes encoded by the sorghum BAC sequence can be identified by

aligning the sorghum sequence with orthologous rice or maize sequences. Finally, gene prediction

programs such as FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev, 2000); riceGAAS (Sakata et al., 2002) and

AUGUSTUS (Stanke et al., 2006a,b&c) can be used to identify regions of the sorghum genome that

may encode genes. Genome sequence, genomic tools including microsatellite, cDNA, EST and

cosmid libraries (Colbourne et al., 2005) now allow access to link systematically the drought

response information compiled over decades with the genomic data available for sorghum

(Schwarzenberger et al., 2009).

1.7.1 Integrated In silico Candidate Gene Approach (InsCGA)

1.7.1.1. Analytical Strategies

In the current study, we used an integrated in silico candidate gene approach (InsCGA) by

modifying a traditional CGA by integrating multi-analytical processes. Conceptual strategy for

InsCGA was designed to include three main interrelated components which are not functionally

mutually exclusive. These are: A) Primary process (Core issues): a priori analytical process based

knowledge; B) Central process: Underlying analytical process of candidate gene identification; C)

specialized process: a posteriori analytical process based knowledge for candidate gene
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identification and prioritization (Figure 1.5). Each of these processes is further divided into sub

components. While the primary process represents three core issues which are predominantly based

on the predetermined knowledge with regard to the gene of interest, its cumulative effect add on to

the central process as a prerequisite for the chain of coherence and as the basis for possible

analytical process. This also indirectly links to the specialized process. The central process consists

of five underlying analytical processes (UP) of candidate gene identification the combined effect of

which would provide for generation of a list of potential candidate genes that would be catalogued

in the following process. Last but not lest, the specialized a posteriori analytical process consisting

of further evaluative steps directly dependent on output synthesized from the analytical underlying

processes. The outcome of this would be processed in a hierarchical procedure representing

identified list of genes, ranked, prioritized and validated promising elements.

1.7.1.1.1 Primary process (Core issues): apriori analytical process based knowledge

This process represents the baseline, the minimum predetermined knowledge, required for the

identification of candidate genes.

1.7.1.1.1.1 Core issue 1: Genes of interest (knowledge base)

Though this issue is difficult to deal with, possible facts and evidences, concepts and ideas were put

together to develop a consensus. This question considers defming a proposed type and near true

nature of candidate genes to be under investigation looking for molecular, genetic, physiological

and biochemical speculation and background features of the genes of interest. Candidate genes were

proposed from the conceptual understanding and knowledge point of view and related evidences

from reviewed and revised works based on the existing literature and from the inheritance, epistesis

and epigenetic stand point. Since these are drought stress related adaptive genes, this theme

considers the polygenetic nature of drought tolerance in its quantitative and complex chain of

continuous variation. This allows an interplay of several adaptive genes acting, reacting and

interacting with one or more of their own partners and co-partners and with the niche or broadly

ecophysiological environment they are hosted and existent in towards gaining response to develop

adaptive traits. Such complex quantitative traits or formally QTLs shall follow in additive effects a

polygenetic inheritance unlike Mendelian genetics which predominantly govern a single genetic

effect. Based on this, literature was gathered and reviewed to gain insight and understanding on the

basis of proposed candidate genes. Typical characteristics of drought tolerance as the knowledge

base were reviewed such as polygenic and complex quantitative nature (Ribaut et al., 2002; Ravi et

al., 2011), genomic based approaches to discerning the regulatory mechanisms of abiotic stress
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tolerance in plants (Sreenivasulu et al., 2007), species specific advancement of drought tolerance

(Campos et al., 2004), systems biology-based approaches toward understanding drought tolerance

in food crops (Jogaiah et al., 2013).

1.7.1.1.1.2 Core issue 2: Gene repositories and tools

Databases that contain potential candidate drought responsive genes were identified (Table S2.4). Similarly,

relevant tools for identifying candidate drought responsive genes were identified and selected (Table S2.S).

1.7.1.1.1.3 Core issue 3: Identification of candidate genes

Five major analytical components (Figure 1.5) based on the principle behind integrated InsCGA are

selected for identification. The results from each were treated as specialized process, a posteriori

analytical process based knowledge.

1.7.1.1.2 Central Process: underlying process for identification of candidate genes

Designing appropriate methodology for the analytical processes is vital to reveal the functional

processes underlying strategy for candidate gene analysis. This is well suited to model the interplay

over the entire processes between each analytical aspects of every functional process concordant

with functional genomies though not feasible all the time to look at the whole (Westerhoff and KeIl

2007). Central process represents and plays analytically predictive role based on the five major

processes for identification and prediction of candidate genes. Sequence similarity search (SSS)

(Altschul et aI., 1990; Conesa et aI., 2005), analysis of differential gene expression profiling (DE)

(Vanderschuren et al., 2013), analysis of metabolic pathways using Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes

and Genomes (KEGG) (Deokar et al., 2011), analysis of orthology groups (Yu and Buckler., 2006),

and analysis of gene ontology (GO) terms and functional GO enrichment (Zhou. et al., 2007) were

used as the key instrumental processes for candidate gene identification (see Figure 1.5, B).

Output for the candidate genes from SSS and all other analytical processes were analysed based on

the functional genomies approach. Based on the evaluation, known and novel candidate genes were

identified for drought responses. Known genes from existing annotation (Paterson et al., 2009)

which were not reported as drought tolerant were identified as potential candidate drought

responsive, examined for their functional annotation and classified as hypothetical, putatively

uncharacterised and unknown proteins. Novel genes identified were filtered, prioritized and tested

for accuracy of prediction (see Figure 1.5C). Based on the criteria set for quality control on top of

statistical significance mentioned above, namely: genomic coordinates, prediction score, gene
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coverage, percent evidence prediction support, intergenic distance from the nearest neighbouring

genes were used.

1.7.1.1.3 Specialized process: a posteriori analytical process based knowledge

The analytically processed results were integrated by pooling respective outcomes together (see

Figure 1.5, C) for cataloguing and listing candidate genes. This was further employed to identify the

top ranking candidate genes based on statistical models used for scoring similarities (Chen et al.,

2009), fuzzy measures for clustering categorical data (Gan et al., 2009) and Pearson's correlation

for a non-parametric measure of statistical dependence between variables representing candidate

genes (Schafleitner et al., 2007).

The candidate genes prioritization procedure (see Figure 1.5, graphical representation for

hierarchical analysis output) is meant to provide a guiding procedure for evaluating hierarchical

achievements of candidate gene analysis. The experimental validation work for known and novel

candidate drought responsive genes was supposed to be conducted using RT-qPCR technology. The

molecular validation of large size of candidate genes is both technically and economically

challenging (Yin et al., 2014). Thus, identified candidate drought responsive genes were validated

using functional GO gene enrichment based on the fact that semantic similarity measures using GO

enrichment is widely used in validation and trait gene prioritization (Pesquita et al., 2009). Further

more, identification of drought responsive proteins using differential expression profiling and

MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS (chapter 4) was evaluated to reveal proteins encoded by genes In

similar functional category with those identified in silica, an implicated functional validation.
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Figure 1,5: Conceptual strategic work flow for the candidate gene analysis and prioritization.

The conceptual work-flow consists of three component parts which are functionally interrelated: A) Primary process (Core issues): representing a

priori analytical process based knowledge to consist three core issues. These include defining the characteristic features of gene of interest to build

knowledge base, selecting gene repositories and appropriate tools and identifying relevant analytical process for the candidate gene identification.

This component represent a reference knowledge that provides basis for analytical process in identification of candidate genes. B) Central process:
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Underlying Processes (UP) of candidate gene identification in this manuscript represent those analytical aspects used to help identify the candidate

gene analysis based on systems approach to functional genomics. UP representing the heart of the conceptual work flow is the collective form of five

interrelated aspects of analytical processes used in this research. These include analysis of sequence similarity search, metabolic (KEGG) pathways,

gene expression profiling, orthology relation and functional gene ontology as a central for all the analysis. The combined effect of all the analysis

allow generation of a list of potential candidate genes. However, it is important to note that challenges may not be avoided in this analysis because

drought responsive candidate genes (DRCG) may vary in attributes based on the complexity of trait. C) Specialized process: a posteriori analytical

process based knowledge represent the post analytical process out-put that include cataloguing and evaluation processes to rank and prioritize genes

reducing to a promising number based on the criteria used. This also include graphical representation of the prioritization steps denoting the

hierarchical out comes of a nest of gene sets coming up with validated promising elements. Starting with the largest size of genes increase in accuracy

and precision with decreasing in size of genes to the minimum possible promisingly validated for use.

1.7.1.2 Genomic resources

1.7.1.2.1 Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) mapping

Expressed sequence tags being produced in a large batch, denote a snapshot of spatio-temporally

expressed genes that represent tags of a particular cDNA library featured in a short sigle-pass

sequence read (Parkinson and Blater, 1995). ESTs or mRNA fragments, however, depending on the

sequencing technology mostly varies in length from 200 to 500 nucleotides. Significant figure of

ESTs have been generated with an advancement of high throughput technologies and the automated

sequencing projects playing role in the discovery of genes and the assignment the functions

(Nagaraj, et al., 2007).

Chromosome

Exon 2

'" TRANSCRIPTION

Precursor
mRNA

mRNA

t Pro"ln

Figure 1.6: An overview of the process ofmRNA translation

Adapted from NeBI: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov!About/primer! est.html
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A global comprehensive EST database (dbEST), a division of GenBank, National Centre for

Biotechnology Institute (NCBI) contains single-pass cDNA sequences data and other information

from a number of organisms including sorghum (Boguski et al., 1993). Sorghum dbEST constitute a

collection of 209,835 ESTs in the collection release '130101' (Sakharkar et al., 2009). Obviously,

finding a gene that codes for a protein, or proteins, is not an easy task. Thus, gene identification in

sorghum is relatively difficult for the fact that sorghum genome is composed of 60 - 75% repetitive

elements and other features like introns interspersed with a relatively few-DNA coding sequences

(Paterson et al., 2009).

Although there are limited EST collections for most species apart from human and mouse, the

available resources are very useful in gene identification if the resource are employed from related

taxonomic groups (Brendel et al., 2004). Sorghum consensus gene prediction has employed EST's

from 15 relative species for mapping and computing gene structure models. This was relied on a

similarity-based approach by adding external homologs from maize for splice site models (Paterson

et al., 2009; see also section 1.1.3.4.1 and Figure 1.5). In addition, it is important to realise that the

collection of ESTs reflecting the level and complexity of gene expression (Zhang et al., 2010), to-

date the majority of EST entries constitute mainly from grass family (Sakharkar et al., 2009).

1.7.1.2.1.1 What is the advantage of ESTs?

Ever since the launching of the first EST sequencing project for human in 1991 (Lander et al.,

2001) and the establishment of dbEST as a division of Genbank in 1992 (Boguski et al., 1993),

many similar projects have been completed or are under way for many plant species. All of these

projects have a common agenda such as for: providing useful tools within and between genomic

comparisons (Fulton et al., 2002; Schlueter et al., 2004), gene discovery (Ewing et al., 1999;

Ronning et al., 2003; Hughes and Friedman, 2005), molecular marker identification (Michalek et

al., 2002), microarray development (Alba et al., 2004; Arpat et al., 2004; and Close et al., 2004),

polyploid species genomic resource development (Udall et al., 2006), sequence data source and

quality filtering; highlight transcript sequence diversity and splicing (Wolfberg and Landsman

1997). This entails that ESTs provide ample opportunities in providing routes for gene discovery,

gene expression and regulation, and genome mapping and landmarking.
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1.7.1.2.1.2 ESTs: Tool for gene discovery

Expressed Sequence Tags provide research communities with a quick and cheaper route for

discovering new genes, for obtaining data on gene expression and regulation, and for constructing

genome maps (Duggan et al., 1999; Alba et al., 2004; Manickavelu et al., 2012). As ESTs represent

mRNAs (transcripts) that were copied from coding region of the genome, they are experimentally

proven to be a potential tool in the discovery of genes (Duggan et al., 1999). Since mRNA in a cell

do not contain sequences from the intergenic regions, nor from the non-coding introns that are

present within many genes, isolating mRNA appears impressive to finding expressed genes in the

genome. Some typical examples are: 1) representation ofthe 60 % of Arabidopsis thaliana genes by

105, 000 ESTs (Arabidopsis, 2000); 2) identification of wheat genes by EST and full-length cDNA

(Manickavelu et al., 2012) In complementary to the ongoing genome sequencing

(www.wheatgenome.org), and 3) the coverage of about 90% of the switchgrass gene space (Wang

et al., 2012). Consequently, ESTs as a tag for expressed genes have gained practical advantage in

spite of only a single sequencing experiment required at each cycle of cDNA generation

(Christoffels et al., 1999; Christoffels et al., 2001). Although no basic steps as such is required for

error checking, it would not basically affect the identification of the genes from which the EST were

derived (Duggan et al., 1999). Hence, steps in detecting ESTs include: Observation of phenotypic

syndromes; examination of the DNA of the stressed tissue for mutations (alteration) and isolation of.

genes involved in specific trait (eg. drought responsive genes).

1.7.1.2.1.3 ESTs: as a source of data on gene expression and regulation

While identification of the gene and its genomic location is important, it is not the ultimate goal of

genome sequencing per se. However, importantly, one wants to gain understanding of the spatio-

temporal patterns of gene expression and the process associated with it. This eventually elucidate

understanding of the gene expression patterns with respect to time and space in an altered condition

for which identification of protein coded for the genes is informative. Huge progress has been

realized in terms of characterization and analysis of expression data underpinning the gene

expression profiles (Cramer et al., 2011; Jamil et al., 2011). The regulation of alterations in gene

expression (Baena-González, 2010) is a consequence of the fast growing technologies in this field.

ESTs, microarray, RNA-seq, large-scale gene expression (transcriptome) profiling are among many

of these technologies (Alba et al., 2004). EST data has proven to be important for mining UTRs as

both 5' and 3' ESTs contain significant sections of the UTRs along with protein coding regions
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(Nagaraj et al., 2007). Some functionalities of ESTs are intended to facilitate the candidate gene

discovery through: (i) access to specialised subsets of the data base; (ii) identification of isoforms

based on physical or developmental expression states; or (iii) locating entries based on physical

location within the genome (Christoffels et al., 2001).

1.7.1.2.1.4 ESTs: tool for gene mapping (genome Landmarks)

ESTs as a tool for genome mapping provides potential landmarks for navigating though genomic

region in search for specific segment of the DNA sequence that code for a particular protein. Thus,

EST as genomic landmark provides a clue to identify and discover new genes (Rapp and Wheeler,

2005). Among other potential mapping techniques, Sequence Tagged Site (STS), is the most

reliable landmarks owing to the fact that it is a DNA sequence easily recognized and appearing only

once in a genome or chromosome (Olson et al. 1989). A common source of STSs that most likely

represent unique identity of a specific species directly related to an expressed gene is 3' ESTs in the

NCB I repository. Mapping of ESTs to specific chromosomal locations can be generated using

physical mapping techniques, such as radiation hybrid mapping (Christoffels et al., 2001), Happy

mapping, br FISH (Thangavelu et al., 2003; Cossins and Crawford, 2005), and in silico alignment

mapping (Rheadet al., 2010) to the genome that originated the EST specially for organisms having

complete genome sequence.

1.7.1.2.1.5 Challenges and limitations of ESTs

ESTs may be represented in databases as either cDNA/mRNA sequence or as the reverse

complement of the mRNA, the template strand. Since genes are frequently expressed as mRNA

splice variants, so many overlapping ESTs ultimately redundantly originated. As a solution to this

EST limitation, UniGene database has been deliberately established to automatically partition EST

sequences into a non-redundant set of gene-oriented clusters (Stanton et al., 2003). There are

several other limitations in association with the EST approaches despite the fact that it is widely

recognized as an efficient strategy to identify genes. The difficulties in isolation of mRNA from

some tissues and cell types create the scarcity of expression data related to certain genes that may

only reside in these tissues or cell types (Chawla et al., 2011). Second is that important gene

regulatory sequences may be found within an intron. Because ESTs are small segments of cDNA,

generated from a mRNA in which the introns have been removed, much valuable information may
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be lost by focusing only on cDNA sequencing. Despite these limitations, ESTs continue to be

invaluable in characterizing the human genome, as well as the genomes of other organisms. They

have enabled the mapping of many genes to chromosomal sites and have also assisted in the

discovery of many new genes. EST sequences are grouped into a cluster if they share a minimum of

95% identity over a 40 nucleotide or longer with fewer than 20 bases of mismatch sequence at their

end (Christoffels et al., 2001).

Aiming at reducing the number and the redundancy in ESTs for the downstream analysis, EST

contigs have been produced by assembling ESTs the best resources of which include TIGR gene

indices (Lee et al., 2005), STACK (Christoffels et al., 2001), and UniGene (Stanton et al., 2003).

On this review we are briefly reviewing UniGene by taking greater attention to the building

procedure and the stages and the criteria behind the procedure.

1.7.1.3 UniGene

UniGenes are largely automated analytically or experimentally unified system for producing a

partitionally organized GenBank sequences into a non-redundant set of gene-oriented transcripts

(Pontius et al., 2003). It is a well defined data set containing clustered members of groups of ESTs

(Miller et al., 1999; Dai et al., 2005). Unlike what its nomenclature primarily denotes, a database

for genes, UniGene represent an NCBI database of the transcriptome (Pontius et al., 2003). Sets of

transcript sequences in a database of each UniGene entry are probably originated from the same

gene or expressed pseudo-gene (Isokpehi et al., 2009), along with all informations on amino acid

similarities, gene expression, cDNA clone reagents, and chromosomal location (Mewes et a., 2002;

Wheeler et al., 2005). This indicates that set of transcripts involved in each UniGene appears to

represent isoforms of the same gene. Hence, the motivation for establishment of the UniGene

database was primarily aimed at the resolution of the difficulty created by the high level of

redundancy of transcribed sequences of which effective use is very unlikely (Wheeler et al., 2005).

UniGene databases are updated weekly with new EST sequences and bimonthly with newly

characterized sequences (Wheeler et al., 2007).

1.7.1.3.1 UniGene clusters

UniGene clusters primarily consists of the EST, mRNA, and the mixture of ESTs and mRNA/cDNA

sequences, with all the coding sequences (CDSs) annotated on genomic DNA, into subsets of
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related sequences (Pontius et al., 2003; Wheeler et al., 2005). Based on this formulation, sorghum

UniGene was built around sequences from the known genes obtained from GenBank and the ESTs

from dbEST (Matsumoto et al., 2011). A transcript based building method was employed taking

into considerations the alignments between all transcript sequences to generate clusters of

sequences originating from the same gene. In this method, the clustered members of transcript set

include mRNA, ESTs, and high-throughput cDNA (HTC) sequences available from GenBank that

contain a final number of clusters (sets) equal to 14057 based on the UniGene Sbi build 29 and 13

733 UniGene Sbi build 30 (Albert et al., 2005).

1.7.1.3.2 UniGene build procedure: steps for inclusion of ESTs into clusters

UniGene Build is a staged procedure that includes several important steps evaluating members of

the clusters that have to be included (Table S1.1). Each stage is adding less reliable data to the

. results of the preceding stage referring in decreasing reliability order to pairwise identity,

annotation, shared clone and information (Hide et al., 1999). Here we present an updated complete

description of standard check as selective criteria for UniGene building procedure and inclusion of

sequences into the UniGene clusters (for a complete pipeline or flow chart, see Figure S1.1). Unlike

the TIGR gene index, UniGene follow a combination of supervised and unsupervised methods with

variable levels of stringency in clustering and with no consensus sequences being produced (Pontius

et al., 2003).

The primary step in the UniGene clustering is the quality filtering process where the sequence

quality will be checked for repeats, low information content and vectors by running repeatmasker

against known genomic repeat (Table S1.1; Smit et al., 2004; Tarailo-Graovac et al., 2009), DUST

for identifying a run of a single pyrimidine or purine in DNA and low-complexity DNA sequences

(Morgulis et al., 2006), TRF, a tandem repeat finder for finding the tandem repeats (Benson, 1999)

and Cross-maching for contaminants, fragments of vector, mitochondrial and ribosomal sequences

against database (Heller et al., 2010).

UniGene rule underlines that a sequence to be included in UniGene cluster must at least be 100 base

pairs in the clone insert with high sequence quality and not repetitive (Table S1.1). Hence,

sequences are discarded if the minimum length falls below 100 informative base pairs (Hide et al.

1999). The third important step is the sequence record where ESTs and or other sequences are
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required to satisfy the minimum set of data necessary for a gene record that include a unique

identifier, or GeneID, assigned by NCBI; and other information (Benson et al., 1999; Pontius et al.,

2003). It is important to bear in mind that gene records are only created for genomes whose

annotation and assembly are completely represented by Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS). In this

case UniGene builds also include genome basis. For instance, sorghum genome completely

represented by WGS assemblies and record containing annotated genes (Paterson et al., 2009), has

gene records and RefSeq created for all high quality loci defined as per the criteria for Entrez genes

(Maglott et al., 2007).

As the next step, set of ESTs is compared with set of initial clusters using megaBLAST to add high

similarity pairs to the clusters discarding links that would join the initial clusters. Likewise, EST to

EST links are also created to increase the dimension of initial clusters and to create purely EST

clusters, however discarding the unmatched ones. Importantly, clone-based edges are added to

avoid overlapping 5' and 3' ESTs for assigning to the same cluster merging two clusters with clone

IDs that link at least two 5' ends and two 3' ends coming from distinct cluster (Girma, 2012). If a

sequence with no polyadenylation signal or tail is found in a cluster, it is discarded. These are called

anchored clusters, because their 3' ends are presumed to be known (Kim et al., 2005). Lower level

of stringency would operate for ESTs that do not belong to an anchored cluster (Hide et al., 1999;

Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002) and those meeting this evaluation are added to the cluster as the guest

members. Clusters with just a size merge with the one of most similar sequence based on a

comparison against the rest. The resulting clusters are compared with the immediate preceding

UniGene build to provide succession for the following build bearing in mind that Genbank

accessions are safer alternative than cluster Ids as reference at time of merging clusters. The

summary of all the parameters required in UniGene staged clustering is given in Table S1.1.

1.7.1.4 Functional Genomic Annotation

The result of any genome-project is an ever-widening gap between drafted and fully annotated that

only promises to continue (Chain et al., 2009). The value of the genome depends on the extent of

annotation because the latter fills the gap from the sequence to the biology of the organism (Stein,

2001). This entails that genome annotation is the process of attaching biological information to

sequences in terms of identifying repeat-poor, gene-rich euchromatin (Schmutz et al., 2010) thereby

identifying protein coding genes (gene prediction) and repeat-rich heterochromatin reigns (Lippman

et al., 2004).
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Searching for sequence homology is the basis for annotation on which genome annotation is based

(Pevsner, 2009), though, manual annotation is still imperative to enrich the annotation platform

(Flicek et al., 2013). Based on the information they assign to the genome, two interrelated types of

genomic annotation exist. Structural annotation is concerned in the identification of genomic

elements as collective process of identifying genes (Open Reading Frames (ORFs) and their

localisation, genes and gene structure, coding regions, promoters, and regulatory elements (motifs)

and their location). On the other hand, functional annotation using GO as a reference guide

(Ashburner et al., 2000) is assigning biochemical and biological functions, involved regulation and

interactions and expression profiles to each structural element or gene (Ansong et al., 2008; Bright

et al., 2009). With this regard, among the total genes predicted in sorghum, about 30% are thought

to have no functional annotation (Paterson et al., 2009). Proteogenomics, however, may play a

major role in making use of translated information to upgrade genomic annotations.

1.7.1.5 Functional Ontology annotation

Gene Ontology (GO) is the structured and controlled vocabulary of terms for the description of

three important non overlapping biological domains (Harris et al., 2004) representing and

processing of information about gene products and functions (Smith et al., 2003). The GO project

was initiated in 1998 based on three model organisms with targeted goals to develop a set of

ontologies, to describe key domains of molecular biology and to apply GO terms in the annotation

of sequences, genes or gene products for centralized public resource that allow universal access to

the ontologies and annotation data sets (Harris et al., 2004). Other than using it as a de facto

reference-guide for functional annotation, GO helps standardize the way evidence codes are used

for curating the various databases in plants (Ashburner et al., 2000; Jaiswal et al., 2005). The

gramene database has provided a wide range of ontologies for extensive use of controlled

vocabularies to describe specific biological attributes in comparative genomies across taxonomic

groups (Ware et al., 2002; Liang et al., 2008).

The gramene ontology database is a source of an integrated information based on structured

controlled vocabularies for the knowledge domains such as: 1) Plant Ontology (PO) for description

of plant anatomy and the stages of plant development (Jaiswal et al., 2005; Avraham et al., 2008);

2) Trait Ontology (TO) for specifying of phenotypic traits related to mutants and QTLs (Jaiswal et

al., 2002; Ware et al., 2002; Bard and Rhee, 2004 and Gaulton et al., 2007); 3) Plant Gene
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Ontology (GO) for describing genes and their products from the perspectives of the three important

biological domains vis-a-vis molecular function, biological process and cellular component (Harris

et al., 2004); 4) Environment Ontology (EO) for enumerating the concepts and relations of different

simulation environments and ontology of landforms (Smith and Mark, 2003); 5) Gramene's

taxonomy ontology (GR_tax) for displaying the taxonomy tree of the plant species in the ontology

format (Ware et al., 2002; Jaiswal et al., 2006 and Liang et al., 2008); and 6) Plant Growth

Ontology (PGO) for description of plant growth and developmental stages (Pujar et al., 2006; Liang

et al., 2008). In addition, Crop Ontologies (CO), have been established for 12 Global Challenge

Programme (GCP) mandated crops including sorghum for developing and describing crop-specific

ontologies primarily to address the concept of anatomy and plant agronomic traits (Shrestha et al.,

2010) and define how many other domains and publicly available ontologies were required to fully

reflect the concept. So, plant ontology can be successfully integrated with functional annotation and

mapping for detecting QTLs that control complex traits such as drought tolerance and for testing

the interplay between gene action and development (He et al., 2010).

1.7.2 Experimental approach for gene identification

1.7.2.1 Drought phenotyping

Plants inherent diversity and reactions to varying level of environmental factors such as moisture

stresses and complexity of drought tolerance contribute drought phenotyping to real challenge.

Thus, sorghum drought phenotyping would require meticulous selection of drought testing

environments such as hydroponics (Mir et al., 2012), growth chambers (Wall et al., 2001;

Gholipoor et al., 2010), Greenhouses (Kebede et al., 2001), Rain-Out Zones (Harris et al., 2007)

and Fields (Salekdeh et al., 2009; Van Oosterom et al., 2011; Hammer et al., 2012). These depend

on the question in target to properly address the actual biological variability in the test population.

Appropriate experimental design (Salekdeh et al., 2009), robustness of drought phenotyping

parameters (El Soda et al., 2010; Brito et al., 2011), accurate, precise and timely measuring and

sampling (Cobb et al., 2013), automated data processing and evaluation (Burke et al., 2010;

Cabrera-Bosquet et al., 2012) are all essential for successful drought phenotyping in particular

reference to sorghum. Detail and complete description of drought phenotyping have been given in

articles and reviews (Hervé and Seraji, 2009; Monneveux and Riboult, 2011; Masuka et al., 2012).
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1.7.2.2 Source of stay-green genes

Stay-green is a character that regulate chlorophyll and chlorophyll-binding protein degradation

during senescence (Park et aI., 2007; Hërtensteiner, 2009). Stay-green mutants are delayed in leaf

senescence compared to functional stay-greens which have the potential to increase plant

productivity (Harris et al., 2007). A stay-green phenotype could arise in one of four fundamentally

distinct ways (Thomas and Smart, 1993) and could occur in one of the five ways (Thomas et al.,

2000). Stay green in sorghum (Sorghum bieolor (L.) Moench) is a vital trait related with post-

flowering drought tolerance. Four major stay-green, Stgl, Stg2, Stg3, and Stg4 (Xu et al., 2000) and

many minor QTL that can modulate expression of the stay-green traits had been earlier identified

with distinct genomic location controlling the functional basis of senescence or 'stay-green' in the

source plant (Borrell et aI., 2014). However, recently, based on the analysis using 55 simple

sequence repeats (SSR) markers with genome coverage, eight distinct sources of stay-green genes

have been identified in the sorghum germplasm of which most originating from Sudan and

Ethiopian collections (Harris et al., 2007; Kassahun et al., 2011). Several sorghum genotypes have

been identified that exhibit the stay-green trait some of the most commonly used highlighted in this

section are BTx 423, BTx623, Btx642, Tx7000 and E 36-1.

BTx 423 (also called PI 659985 MAP), from which most genomic resources for sorghum has been

developed gained popularity in breeding and genomic research programms (Kresovich et al., 2005).

BTx623 beyond its attribution in agricultural sector, its values in genomic research has gained a

central position owing to its published fully sequenced sorghum genome (Paterson et al., 2009).

Another genotype likely to be focused on is Btx642, formerly known as B35. Btx642 is a back cross

1 derivative of IS 12555, a dura landrace cultivar from Ethiopia (Walulu et al., 1994). This has been

an especially useful source of stay-green genotype for research (Tuinstra et al.,1998; Xu et al.,

2000), for the development of commercial hybrids (Kumar et aI., 2011) and for distinct responses to

drought during the pre-flowering and post-flowering stages compared to Tx7000. It is susceptible to

pre-flowering drought and highly resistant to post-flowering drought (stay-green) with a relatively

low yield potential. Tx7000, an elite open-pollinated variety Caprock, high-yielding with nonstay-

green, pre-flowering drought tolerant was released from a 'Kafir' x 'Milo' cross and distributed in

the late 1940s but later a hybrid male parent of Texas 660 was released in the late 1950s (Pratt et al.,

2005). Tx7000, exhibits two lines: A-line (male sterile or the seed parent) is the cytoplasmic sterile

counterparts with the B-line which restore fertility in Al cytoplasm. B-line contain the restorer gene
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for male-fertility counter-parting with A-line to maintain the male-sterility (Hunt et al., 2011). E 36-

1, Ethiopian released variety is striga susceptible stay-green drought tolerant (Van Oosterom et al.,

1996) and has been widely used in the drought-breeding program at the International Crops

Research Institute for the Semi-Aid Tropics (ICRISAl).

1.7.2.3 Protein identification and purification

Proteome analysis has become an increasingly crucial task involving wider research area that target

dissection of complex traits, biomarker discovery, cancer prevention, novel candidate gene

identification and discovery, food safety, protein interaction studies, medicine treatment, disease

screening and many more. The advancement of proteomics in the postgenomie era has proven to be

the global domain in understanding the application of proteomes across the board and in

recognizing peptide fingerprints as the sole bottom line evidence for identification and validation of

gene markers. Strategies have been developed for identification and purification of proteins that

involve solubilization of proteins with detergents, separation of proteins by sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and digestion of the gel-trapped proteins ('in-

gel' digestion) (Shevchenko et al., 1996) and without detergent, comprising protein extraction with

strong chaotropic reagents such as urea and thiourea, protein precipitation and digestion under

denaturing conditions ('in-solution' digestion) which may usually be followed by two-dimensional

peptide separation (Washburn et al., 2001). Both strategies convert proteins extracted from tissues

efficiently to peptides suited for advanced proteome analysis. Though, less automated and the

peptides may not be easily recovered, in-gel digestion is advantages in cleaning impurities which

otherwise interfere with digestion, whereas in-solution digestion, in spite of its readiness to be

automated, the proteome may be incompletely solubilized and digestion gets impeded by

interfering substances (Wisniewski et al., 2009). As strategies for protein identification, in-gel or

in-solution based approaches can further be divided as follows, detail work flow for both strategies

are provided in (Capelo et a!., 2009): (i) protein dissolution or denaturation (Park and Russel,

2000), (ii) protein reduction (Capelo et al., 2009) (iii) protein alkylation (Sechi and Chait, 1998)

and (iv) protein digestion (Nesvizhskii, 2010; Stauber et aI., 2010).

1.7.2.3.1 Protein Optimization and Quantification

One of the most efficient way to optimize the quantitative detection of protein is to minimize

complexity in sample by increasing the chromatographic gradient times or through biochemical
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fractionation prior to Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis (Lee et aI.,

2010; Schulze and Usadel, 2010). However, for gel-free quantitative proteornic analysis, phenol

protein extraction method has proven to be the most efficient and reproducible, and hence used to

optimize the in-solution digestion method (Lee et al., 2010 ).

Strategies for differential proteornics have been designed to measure the quantitative variation in

protein abundance between stressed/disturbed and normal/reference samples. However, since a

particular quantitation strategy is influenced by factors such as the technical reproducibility,

biological variation and sample amount, it is important to have enrichment and purification steps of

sub-proteomes before actual comparison of protein abundances (Falick et al., 2011). Thus, based on

the physical and chemical properties of the different tryptic peptides, differential proteornics is

categorized into gel-based and mass-spectrometry-based quantitative (Schulze and Usadel, 2010).

1.7.2.4. Differential expression

Analysis of expression profiling can provide insight into the protein function revealing regulatory

pathways to indicate potential effects of stresses and serving as a diagnostic syndrome (Baginsky et

aI., 2010). Gene expression studies using cDNA tag sequencing, two-dimensional gel proteome

analysis and microarray and RNA-seq technologies have improved our understanding as the

approaches providing relevant experimental information that can be viewed as validative steps for

in silico identification (Claverie and Notredame, 2011; Matas et al., 2011; Amiour et al., 2012).

Genome wide expression data have provided opportunities to investigate thousands of genes at the

same time and to understand effects of stress on tissues under consideration. Stress-associated traits

and genes are complex, multigenic and networked in nature. Thus, their identification through

analysis of regulatory systems and pathways they are involved in provides understanding on the

basics behind stress response related gene expression and regulatory network (de la Fuente, 2010).

Differential protein expression is the analytical measure of changes in protein expression under

changing moisture conditions from ambient to the drought stress for different tissue types or

developmental stages (Rabello, 2008). Subtracted cDNA using RT- PCR (Jiang et al., 2004) and

Liquid-Chromatography/Mass-Spectrometry (Pandey and Mann, 2000; Zhang et al., 2006) are tools

currently applicable for identifying, visualizing and analysing differential expression of proteins.
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1.8 Rationale of the thesis

Drought stress is a major cause of agricultural failure ultimately hampering crop productivity (Tester and

Langridge, 2010; Meena et al., 2012). World crop damage due to drought stress exceed $10 billion annually

(Mutava, 2009). Understanding the relationship between drought phenotype of the plant during drought

stress condition and the typical drought tolerance pathway is a novel approach to improve crop productivity.

A completely sequenced and annotated genomic resource and associated proteome provide wide

opportunities to identify promising drought responsive genes and biomarkers which can be targeted in

breeding programs to enhance sorghum productivity. Studies using sorghum and other model crops have

demonstrated that drought tolerance is a function of complex polygenic traits mediated by complex

metabolic networks that uses a wide range of QTLs, protein and gene families and metabolic pathways to

respond to drought stress (Cattivelli et al., 2008).

Sorghum genome annotation and progressive update revealed sorghum-specific genes with novel drought-

related functions (Paerson et al., 2009 and Moris et al. 2013). However, in contrast to the large number of

studies assessing candidate genes for drought impacts under a single environmental stress, relatively little

attention has been devoted to understanding how genes function in multiple pathways under several

environmental stresses. Addressing this issue, integrally and comparatively evaluates how metabolism and

gene expression are altered under water stress conditions in relation to other stresses.

The vast natural variability in sorghum arising from the major and hybrid races (Harlan and de Wet, 1972)

across the wide geographical area and integrated "omics" datasets, offer opportunity for harnessing a

comprehensive catalogues of drought responsive genes in order to unravel the unique association of genes to

drought tolerance. A total of approximately 22000 unique transcripts and of about 15000 UniGene clusters

(UniGene build # 29; Pontius et al., 2003) exist that are organized into about 90 diverse libraries from

several sorghum genotypes (Kresovich et al., 2005). This resource together with a collection of 200,000

sorghum ESTs which originated under drought condition from experimental tissues offers opportunities to

discover novel sorghum specific drought responsive genes and proteins. The result of this work would

provide basis for understanding metabolic pathways that modulate drought tolerance. Furthermore,

comprehensive catalogue of drought responsive genes resulted from this thesis would represent unique value

in sorghum productivity.

1.9 Aims and objectives

1. Identify candidate genes associated with drought tolerance using integrated in silica approach;

2. Predict novel drought responsive genes structure models using a combinatorial approach;

3. Identify proteins differentially expressed under drought stress conditions using MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry analysis;
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4. Identify gene-trait and gene-phenotype association usmg integrated ontologies and query

building approach;

5. Validate identified candidate drought responsive genes and proteins using functional GO gene

enrichment.

1.10 Overview of the thesis

This thesis is organised into the following chapters:

Chapter one outlines the main components of the thesis and gives a general review on each. The

detailed purpose of this chapter has been described in the abstract section.

Chapter two provides description on the methodology, the findings and the arguments there in with

regard to the candidate gene analysis illustrating the pipelines for mapping experimental data to

reference genome and for building gene models. It also provides description on the functional

annotation of genes putatively uncharacterised in the previous annotation. Furthermore, it describes

the gene ontology terms associated with genes and biochemical pathways that these genes involve

in. This chapter also provides a detailed description of novel gene structure prediction.

Chapter three gives a detailed description of the integrated approach in determining gene-trait and

gene-phenotype association. This chapter also details the role of functional ontology in determining

gene association with plant phenotypes.

Chapter four provides a detailed description of the drought responsive proteins identified using

MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS. It also provides description on protein quantification and separation;

spot analysis, qualitative and quantitative deferential expression patterns and lastly protein spot

identification.

Chapter five highlights general description of each chapter outlining only the mam points.

Integrates and compares results across the different chapters. Lastly, it gives conclusive remarks,

applications and future research plans.
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CHAPTER2

Chapter 2: In silica identification of candidate genes for drought tolerance in Sorghum (Sorghum

bicolor (L.) Moench)

Abstract

Background: Genetic dissection and understanding of the biological functions of drought regulated

traits are complex in nature that necessitate integrative approaches. Identification and

characterization of candidate genes for drought tolerance using a model organism and high-

throughput technologies is the best strategy to enhance productivity. Here we present an integrated

approach for the identification and analysis of candidate genes for drought tolerance using sorghum,

a model cereal, well adapted to drought-affected regions that sustain millions of resource-poor lives.

Methodology: Integrated in silica identification of candidate gene analysis (InsCGA) is a powerful

and holistic approach that takes into consideration functional features of genes. Here we

demonstrate a novel approach for InsCGA using a conceptual work flow that consists of three

interrelated components to integrate multi-functional analytical processes and to prioritize candidate

genes. We have developed a pipeline and decision tree that includes mapping expression data from

92 normalized cDNAs to the sorghum genome to identify and characterize drought tolerant genes.

The approach integrates a sequence similarity search, metabolic pathways, gene expression

profiling and orthology relation to investigate genes of interest. Genome functional reannotation

enabled modification and update of the existing sorghum annotation and the discovery of novel

gene features where the latter employed the combination of ab initio and extrinsic evidence-driven

information and multiple sources of criteria to improve accuracy in gene prediction. Gene ontology

was used to validate and to functionally assign and enrich genes across-analytical processes.

Result: A total of 10619 UniGene clusters derived from drought expression libraries were mapped

to the genome based on pair-wise sequence similarity search. Out of this, 9763 (91.9%) UniGenes

mapped to existing gene loci. The remaining 856 (8.1%) didn't match with any existing gene

annotation and were considered as putative novel gene loci. One hundred and twenty-three of the

9763 genes (1.3%) used the drought response expression information from the UniGene libraries.

Identification of two merged genes and 3 corresponding transcripts and 64, 74 and 3595 novel

exons, 3' and 5' UTRs respectively enabled a potential update of more than 4400 (~12.6%) existing
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single gene models. In this study, 241 genes were identified to be novel and interestingly, nearly

50% of these represent single exon genes. Approximately 69% represent DR and 6% complete gene

structure model with 3' and 5' UTRs. Five classes of interprodomains namely protein domains (205,

33%), protein families (179, 28%), motives or binding sites (6, 1%), repeats (12, 2%) and null (228,

36%) were identified based on the drought responsive UniGenes that mapped to known genes.

Interproscan revealed approximately 49% of the drought responsive genes posses interpro ids. This

is almost comparable with the number of corresponding known genes (69,57%) enriched using GO

enrichment (P-value < 0.05). Analysis of biochemical metabolism revealed 14 metabolic pathways

related to drought tolerance and 32 genes that encode protein enzymes that catalyse substrate

conversions in the respective pathways. This indicates a biological network among categories of

genes involved with some playing the rate limiting role in all pathways. Expression profiling

showed 12 genes significantly expressed under drought stress conditions. Similarly, results from

analysis of ortholog groups showed 265 non-redundant genes responsive to drought stress which

were verified by gene ontology enrichment for water deprivation (118, 44.5%), dessication (21,

8%), heat (91, 34.3%), ABA stimulus (109, 41.1%) and ABA mediated signalling pathways (37,

14%).

Conclusion: Our results have shown that the consistency of our method proven to be a powerful

approach for identifying candidate drought responsive genes (CDRGs). This study has successfully

identified significant array of prioritized candidate known and novel genes that are critical to

respond to drought and related stresses. In line with its C4 photosynthetic evolution, the pathways

identified in this study signify the interplays of biochemical reactions that make up the metabolic

network constituting fundamental interface for sorghum to build defensive mechanism against

drought stress. Multiple informants that we used in the gene prediction method prove to be reliable

and dependable. This result entailed that 12.6% of the existing annotation has been modified and

1% novel gene models have been incorporated to the sorghum genome suggesting untapped natural

genic and genetic variation in sorghum and its key position in agricultural economy and

comparative genomies as a model for grass family.
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2.1 Introduction

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) is one of the few crops that uniquely sustain life and

productivity under environments of intermittent or perpetual stresses from drought or water

shortfalls. Several studies indicated that the unique adaptation of sorghum to such arid regions of

the world may probably be credited to its recent C4 photosynthetic pathway evolution (Ghannoum

et al., 2002 and 2003; Miyao, 2003; Ripley et al., 2007; Ghannoum, 2009), anatomical structure

(Nguyen et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2007; Xin and Wang, 2011) and physio-biochemical processes

(Lay and Anderson, 2005; Pagariya et al., 2011 and 2012).

Previous studies have demonstrated an increase in sorghum productivity by improving resistance to

pathogen infection and notorious weeds such as striga (Striga hermonthica) (Ejeta and Gressel,

2007). Others have demonstrated various aspects of sorghum functional information related to

drought. These studies can be classified into four general categories:

(I) Research using traditional practices and indigenous knowledge identified largely morphological

traits of diverse varieties based on local practices and knowledge (Teshome et al., 1999; Abdi and

Asfaw, 2005; Altieri, 2004 and 2009). Although this method uses various indigenous knowledge

based selection criteria towards developing and maintaining genetic variability in traits of interest at

the phenotype levels (Teshome et al., 1999; Abdi and Asfaw, 2005), easily identifiable and heritable

genetic variation could not be developed in drought tolerance as it lacks significant levels of

interaction of genes with drought stresses (Edmeades, 2013).

(II) Conventional breeding that include diversity assessment and resource location (Teshome et al.,

1997 and 1999; Brush et al., 2000; Subudhi et al., 2000; Abdi et al., 2002; Dillon et al., 2007 and

Ejeta, 2007) mainly focused on diversity studies and selection of the best trait aiming for higher

yield under uniform and high input conditions. These studies, however, ignore varietal diversity,

and the traits are less well adapted to changing environment and may be unable to cope with

stresses such as drought (Teshome et al., 1997; Abdi et al., 2002 and Ceccarelli and Grando, 2007).

(III) Molecular breeding and QTL mapping (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997; Tuinstra et al., 1997;

Tao et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2000; Kebede et al., 2001; Sanchez et al., 2002; Eathington et al., 2007)

target QTLs responsible for a particular trait on a genomic region by linkage analysis and
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association mapping. Others focus on the use of DNA markers that are closely-linked to target loci

used as a substitute for phenotypic screening (Harris et al., 2007). However, these studies mostly

didn't engage various "omies" data sources generated under stress conditions that can potentially

identify candidate genes responsible for specific or multiple stresses tolerance (Collard et al., 2008).

(IV) Recent studies which largely include whole-genome sequencmg, genome scannmg,

comparative genomies and transcriptomics applied high throughput data sets to describe sorghum

related information. While genome sequencing determine the sequence of chemical base pairs

(Childs et al., 2001; Bedel et al., 2005; Pratt et al., 2005; Paterson et al., 2009; The International

Brachypodium Initiative, 2010; Mace and Jordan, 2011; Morris et al., 2013), genome scanning

identifies DNA markers linked to an inherited trait allowing genotyping and co-segregation of the

markers (Zhang et al., 2001; Harris et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2013). Moreover, comparative

genomics, compares complex traits based on single or several tissues from different species to

understand the functional basis of these traits (Draye et al., 2001; Tuberosa and Salvi, 2006;

Paterson et al., 2009). Recently relatively few studies in sorghum such as Dugas et al. (2011) have

shown efforts that described functional annotation of sorghum transcriptome in response to osmotic

stress and identified more than 50 differentially expressed orthologs and (Mace et al., 2013) that

identified racial variation and domestication events in sorghum by analysing genomic sequences of

wider geographic origin of several accessions.

All these data, however, suggest that relatively limited studies have reported on drought candidate

gene identification in sorghum compared to other grass species like Arabidopsis (Xiong et al., 2006;

Atkinson et al., 2013), barley (Ramalingam et al., 2002; Tondelli et al., 2006; Cseri et al., 2011),

maize (Ramalingam et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2014), pear millet (Sehgal et al., 2012; Parvathaneni et

al., 2013), rice (Ramalingam et al., 2003; Nguyen et al., 2004; Yue et al., 2006), sugar cane (Gupta

et al., 2010; Chandrakant, 2012) and wheat (Webster et al., 2012; Diab et al., 2013). Sorghum is

known to have high genetic variability, however, the genes that play rate limiting roles in pathways

controlling drought tolerance are not known. Approximately 50% of the 35845 existing protein

coding genes lack experimentally validated information. For example, 10278 predicted genes

(28.7%) are largely similar to or weakly similar to putatively uncharacterised proteins. Another

4324 genes (12.1%) represent predicted proteins and 3351 genes (9.38%) are similar to or weakly

similar to expressed or putatively expressed proteins (Paterson et al., 2009). In addition, the

sorghum transcriptome (sorghum_79 _annotation) was used to identify 27,608 transcripts of which
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3984 transcripts represent unknown protein function. Thus, in the post-genomic era, assigning

drought tolerance phenotype to any of these genes by gene knock-down experiment will be

important for plant transformation and map-based cloning to improve sorghum drought tolerance

and produce yield stability in drought affected area.

Traditionally, the candidate gene approach aims at dissecting a single drought gene in a pathway

that contributes to a drought-response cascade and to measure its contribution to tolerance (Vinocur

and Altman, 2005). Real progress in the study of drought tolerance at the gene level will require the

identification and detailed analysis of many and possibly all components of the complex biological

processes (Tyers & Mann, 2003).

Integrated in silica candidate gene approach (InsCGA) is the most promising method that allow for

mapping expression data to metabolic pathways, gene expression profiling and orthology relation to

investigate genes of interest. InsCGA considers functional features of the traits under study

complemented by multi-analytical processes unlike genome wide association (GWA) study which

usually overlooks such special features (Zhu and Zhoa, 2007). Moreover, InsCGA employ efficient

and reproducible study design that can provide a generic scheme for maximizing identification of

promising candidate genes unlike traditional CGA which is mostly criticised for inefficient study

design or suboptimal analytical approaches (Jorgensen et al., 2009; Thomas, 2010).

During the past decade, unique genetic material such as near-isogenie lines (NILs) (Byrne and

McMullen, 1996; Sanchez et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2007) were used to identify complex

quantitative traits. Today, next generation sequencing technology has accelerated the identification

of genes. For instance, Dugas et al. (2011) used RNA-seq data to identify genes responsive to

osmotic stress and abscisic acid. Shakoor et al. (2014) used microarray data to identify and

functionally characterize genotype-specific tissue expression in sorghum. However, genomic data

sets such as a normalized library of drought-regulated expressed sequence tags (ESTs) also provide

a well-defined view of the transcriptome (Pontius et al., 2003), so called UniGenes (putative unique

genes). Presently the sorghum gene space is represented by approximately 200,000 sorghum ESTs

which has been clustered into approximately 22000 unique transcripts. These transcripts are

grouped into about 15000 UniGene clusters representing more than 90 diverse libraries from several

genotypes (Kresovich et al., 2005). Each UniGene cluster, in addition to representing a unique gene,

also includes information such as map location and the tissue types where these genes have been
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expressed (Hoeven et al., 2002). Therefore, the UniGene transcripts expressed under drought

conditions together with its genomic location represent a collection of candidate genes (Irizarry et

al., 2005). This substantiates the importance of UniGene in InsCGA for identification and analysis

of genes based on tissue, developmental stage and stress condition of the plant.

Furthermore, in silica candidate gene identification relies on an updated genome annotation.

Genome annotation is updated dynamically as additional information on molecular and genome

biology is obtained (Haas et al., 2005; Haas et al., 2011). For instance, the rice genome was

reannotated at least four times (Ouyang et al., 2007) and continue to be refined (Kawahara et al.,

2013), while the Arabidopsis genome has been annotated at least five times (Haas et al., 2003 and

2005). However, between 2009 and 2013, the sorghum genome has undergone two annotation

updates (Wang and Paterson, 2013). To our knowledge few sorghum studies have reported

functional annotation using RNA-seq technology (Dugas et al., 2011) or whole-genome sequencing

to resequence the sorghum genome (Mace et al., 2013).

There are two approaches routinely used to discover novel genes: first, ab initio, an intrinsic method

is the most straight forward approach with no external input (Bonneau et al., 2001; Korf, 2004;

Lomsadze et al., 2005; Stanke et al., 2006a) that basically rely on a target genomic sequence. The

prediction accuracy is limited and dependent on the user defined training set derived parameters for

the underlying probabilistic model, often a Generalized Hidden Markov Model (GHMM) (Stanke et

al. 2006c). The second approach employs extrinsic evidence-driven information to generate hint for

finding genes based on similarity search (Stanke et al. 2006b). The current method used in our gene

prediction pipeline is a combination of both intrinsic and extrinsic approaches that includes a

validation protocol (Harrow et al., 2009).

In this project, we embarked on a genomic approach to identify, characterize and prioritize sorghum

candidate genes for drought tolerance using an integrated in silica candidate gene approach. The

InsCGA executed multi-analytical processes that include sequence similarity search, metabolic

pathways, differential gene expression profiling, identification of orthologs and functional gene

ontology based gene enrichment. We set out to identify drought tolerant genes in the current

sorghum annotation by mapping UniGene data obtained from drought resistant libraries. These

genes were then functionally annotated. The sorghum genome was reannotated using the Program

to Assemble Spliced Alignments (PASA) and publicly available experimental data. Gene models
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were generated for mRNA reads that mapped to intergenic regions. This study presents unique

approach and resources that complement existing efforts in sorghum research and potentially

contribute to further understanding sorghum genomies and comparative studies.
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2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Data sources

Sorghum genome sequence, UniGene data and ESTs were used to identify drought responsive (DR)

genes (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Summary of sorghum transcript and genomic data

Sequence Sequence type Numberof GC URL

ongm sequences %

Chromosomes 10 41.6 http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum

Genome Super scaffold 3394 40.9 http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum

Non-Clustered UniGene 199087 52.9 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/

UniGene Clustered UniGene 14057 52.0 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/

T!GR transcripts 209835 53.3 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/

ESTs NCB! dbEST 20199 50.7 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/

2.2.1.1 Genome Data

Genome assembly (sbil, fasta format) and annotation data (sbi1.4, GFF file) were downloaded from

the phytozome database (Goodstein et al., 2012) (Table 2.1). The genome assembly was

downloaded with 10 chromosomes and 3394 super-scaffolds which are small unmapped pieces of

genome, that mayor may not contain annotated genes and coordinates (Paterson et al., 2009). The

genome is represented as 697,578,683 base pairs arranged in 2n=20 chromosomes, 34,496 loci

containing protein-coding transcripts and 36,338 protein-coding transcripts (Paterson et al., 2009).

2.2.1.2 UniGene Data

The UniGene database represent a collection of non-redundant stage-wise clustered and unified

view of transcriptome that comprise ESTs derived from differentially expressed cDNA libraries

(Pontius et al., 2003; Rudd et al., 2003). A total of 199087 UniGene sequences (build#29) were

retrieved from NCB! UniGene (Table 2.1) of which 14057 sequences were unique and represented

the longest sequence for each cluster. These included 41 clusters comprising ESTs derived

exclusively from drought resistant libraries and 11353 clusters without any ESTs from drought

resistant libraries.

2.2.1.3 NCBI EST

A total of20199 drought related ESTs were downloaded from the EST database (dbESTs) (Boguski
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et al., 1993) (Table 2.1). Based on EST data generated from drought stress experiments under

differential expression conditions, 36 libraries were treated with water-stressed conditions at the

pre-flowering developmental stage. The remaining 56 were treated under drought conditions at the

post-flowering developmental stages targeted for stay-green traits. Sequences of a mixture of

poly(A)+ RNA were organized in a total of 92 normalized eDNA libraries made of 48 body sites

and 44 developmental stages of plant tissues grown under differential conditions (Table S2.1).

2.2.1.4 TIGR plant transcripts

A total of 209835 transcripts, which are all expressed sequence tags responsive to drought stress

(DRESTs) were obtained from the TIGR plant transcript assembly database (Childs et al., 2007)

and were cross-checked for redundancies with dbEST from NCB I (Table 2.1; Boguski et al., 1993).

2.2.2 pre-processing (quality filtering process)

Genome and EST sequences were screened for repeats, low complexity and vectors using

RepeatMasker v. 3.0 (Smit et al., 2012). A run of single pyrimidine or purines were identified using

the DUST program (Morgulis et al., 2006). Drought response phenotype information was obtained

from the EST library description field to label ESTs within a UniGene cluster as a drought

responsive EST (DREST). UniGene clusters were defined as follows: (i) DREST -only - all ESTs in

the cluster were DREST, (ii) non-DREST clusters - non of the ESTs in the cluster were DREST and

(iii) a mix of DREST and non-DREST.

2.2.3 Mapping experimental data to reference genome

The sorghum genome file was partitioned into its respective chromosomes (1-10) and more than

3300 super scaffolds using a python script. The partitions were used to minimize the size into each

chromosome when mapping experimental sequences to the genome. The UniGene dataset and the

TIGR ESTs were mapped to the sorghum genome in a two step approach namely: (i) UniGene

dataset containing drought ESTs were mapped to the sorghum genome using EXONERATE and

BLAT (Figure 2.1). Coordinates of sequences that mapped to intergenie regions were used as

HINTs for AUGUSTUS (Figure 2.1). (ii) UniGene dataset and the TIGR ESTs were mapped to the

sorghum genome using BLAT and then valid alignments were assembled by PASA to improve the

existing gene annotations (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Pipeline for mapping experimental data to reference genome and annotation comparison

Keys to legend: BCUCs = best candidate UniGene clusters; BCORFs = best candidate open reading frames. A

summarized description of an implementation of the pipeline for mapping genes and annotation comparison shown in
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Figure 2.1 is given as follows: mapping UniGenes to genome using BLAST provides the best drought responsive hits

(HSPs) that mapped to interegenie regions and the known sorghum genes. Almost all the known genes identified were

putatively uncharacterised and they were selected for further functional annotation. The HSPs that were originated from

intergenic mapping were consolidated along 2000nt spanning. The associated genomic regions were extracted for

mapping back to the corresponding UniGenes by EXONERATE (Figure 2.2). The resulting best candidate UniGenes

clusters were used by BLAT to generate HINTs which were in tum used by AUGUSTUS as an extrinsic experimental'

evidence in gene structure model prediction. Novel genes produced by AUGUSTUS were further optimized by PASA.

The UniGenes that mapped to integenic region by BLAST algorithm were also used as transcript input for annotation

comparison by PASA to find out annotation updates. The initial step in the PASA pipeline was the cleaning up of any

existing output in the MYSQL database by using utility codes existing as part of the program. This step was essential to

enable the pipeline starting afresh. The process for annotation comparison was then started by running alignment

assembly and by employing the minimum criteria for overlapping transcript alignments and for sub clustering into gene

structure (Table 2.2). Comprehensive initial gene build was established by mapping valid alignment assemblies to

genome. The gene builds mapped to the intergenic region that come from the TIGR transcripts were used by BLAT as

the second input to generate HINTs for novel gene structure prediction by AUGUSTUS whereas the gene builds

mapped to the genic region (existing gene annotation) were used for further annotation comparison. A two round

approach was implemented by PASA for processing a complete annotation comparisons: first round, compared pre-

existing gene structure annotations with alignment assemblies and second round, run it again, using the output of

updated genes from the first round to capture a few more updates or to verify the initial updates if there is no further

updates from the second round. The annotation comparison included analysis of alternative spliced alignments and

identification of the best candidate ORFs (BCORFs) in PASA transcript assemblies using TRANSDECODER, a

program built-in PASA. The BCORFs originated from TIGR ESTs were the third input for BLAT to generate HINTs.

Existing sorghum gene annotations were functionally characterised as hypothetical, putatively

uncharacterised, or unknown proteins. The identification of drought responsive transcripts that

overlap these existing annotated genes will add drought information and provide additional

annotation coordinates that can potentially rectify sorghum gene annotations against existing gene

models (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.4).

A total of209835 TIGR transcripts (DRESTs) or TDRESTs and 10619 UniGene clusters (Table 2.1)

were cleaned by a program called SeqClean (section 2.2.3.5) and then aligned to the sorghum

genome using the PASA pipeline. Specifically, the first step in the PASA pipeline uses BLAT (Kent,

2002), a pre-installed program required by PASA (PASA2 v. PASA2-r20130425beta; Haas et al.,

208) to align transcripts to the genome. An in-built assembly function within PASA was triggered

after the transcripts were aligned to the genome and resulted in 5970 assemblies out of 16835

validated TDREST alignments. Similarly, 749 PASA assemblies from 756 validated UniGene

cluster alignments were obtained. The PASA assembly was undertaken once after clustering the
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alignments into groups and reassigning them using the validated coordinates of the alignments.

Transcripts that aligned to the genome were retained if they met the following threshold: greater

than 95% identity and 90 % alignment coverage. PASA output included initial comprehensive gene

builds (ICGBs; GFF format) that were mapped to intergenic region. These gene builds were used as

input to BLAT to generate a "HINT" file for AUGUSTUS. The other PASA output used to generate

a "HINT" file was the product of TRANSDECODER, the BCORFs. Transcripts that do not map to

existing sorghum gene annotation, but to intergenic regions were extracted and analysed according

to the methods outlined in section 2.2.3.1.

One of the modifications in the existing annotation is the change in structural and positional

categories of the existing gene models. The candidate gene models with structural and positional

modifications are described as follows: I) Bidirectionally extended overlapping genes: Transcripts

were identified as having 3' and 5' ends extended in both direction and overlapping with the existing

genes; ii) Unidirectionally extended overlapping genes: these overlapped the existing annotation

and unidirectionally extended just on one end of the gene structure generating either 3' or 5' end

extended gene but not both; iii) perfect overlapping genes: the current gene model were identified

as exactly matching the coordinates of the existing genes; iv) partial overlapping genes at the 5'

end: the current gene models share start coordinate with the existing genes. v) partial overlapping

genes at the 3' end: the new gene models structure share the 3' end with existing gene model; vi)

Inner overlapping genes: the new gene modes fall exclusively within the range of the existing gene

models (Figure 2.3a).

2.2.3.1 Building gene models in the intergenie regions

UniGene sequences were blast searched against the genome, to identify sequences that map to

intergenic regions using the following parameters: an e-value cutoff 1e-l 0; high scoring alignment

pairs (HSPs) or hits with at least 80% identity over the entire length of query. HSPs corresponding

to the same query were retained if they span a maximum of 2000bp. Raw blast output was parsed

using in house perl script (Blast_parser.pl) to identify UniGene sequences that overlapped existing

gene annotations and those sequences that mapped to intergenic regions. UniGene sequences that

mapped to intergenic regions were retained even if these sequences did not correspond to DRESTs.
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Figure 2.2: Pipeline for building gene structure models.
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UniGene EST sequences were used to map drought responsive genes to sorghum genome (section 2.2.3). Genome and

UniGene sequence including DRESTs were downloaded as described in section 2.2.1. The sequences were screened for

quality using RepeatMasker (see also section 2.2.2). Repeat masked UniGene sequences were blasted against genome

using e-value cutoff le-lO. The raw out put was parsed and HSPs were extracted using different perl script. Percent

identity with ~ 80% was used to select the HSPs. The HSPs originated from same query sequences were consolidated

(see sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.3.3) along the genomic length of 2000bp and were converted into GFF3 formats to extract

associated genomic region. These were aligned to the corresponding UniGene sequences using Exonerate. Galaxy

genomic interval tool was used to get intersected and subtracted data sets which were classified as known and intergenic

region (novel loci) respectively. Genes were visualized by loading the GFF3 formatted files of the candidates and the

genome annotation onto the MySQL DB using a perl script (pb_loadfeature.pl). All scripts can be downloaded from

ftp;//adu~nasoqi!hum;data88notweed@ftp.sanbi.ac.za.

The genomic coordinates of these HSPs were extracted and converted to GFF3 format using a perl

script ('extract_ HSP.pl'). The output was summarized by a python script called

'blast_summary_to_gff3.py' and was used as an input by EXONERA1E (Slater and Birney, 2005;

'run_exonerate.py') to extract the genomic segments from the masked genome and to align with the

corresponding UniGene sequences. The resulting genomic coordinates were converted to GFF3

formatted files (Figure 2.2). GFF3 formatted UniGene file and the sorghum genome annotation

GFF3 files were loaded to the galaxy genomic suite (Goecks et al., 2010) using the "Get Data"

option. The UniGene data was compared with the genome annotation to find the known genes that

correspond to the mapped UniGene sequences using the "Compare two Datasets" option. Intergenic

(novel) loci were identified using the "Subtract Whole Dataset" in the galaxy genomic suite.

The GFF3 formatted output of the BCUCs were used as input to BLAT (Kent, 2002) to generate an

alignment file which was in turn used as a hint by AUGUSTUS (Stanke et al., 2006b). This was

used along with sorghum genome and expression data, maize parameter and meta parameter as

extrinsic evidence in a sequence homology search and combined with intrinsic evidence (ab initio

method, Stanke et al., 2006a) in gene prediction (Figures 2.1 and 2.2).

2.2.3.2 Annotation Comparison

The PASA pipeline was used to compare the existing sorghum genome annotation with the new

genome mapping coordinates derived from the DRESTs. Of the available tools, PASA can be used

to report differences between existing and newly created annotations (Yandell and Ence, 2012).

Table 2.2 shows the parameters set in the PASA pipeline for the annotation comparison and

minimum full length ORF size. Based on the parameters, all the valid single gene model updates
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that retained PASA assembly reference id were computed and compared with the existing gene

structure models. We used the term "update" to explain annotation modification (improvements or

addition of new features) of anyone or multiple genes, transcripts, exons, CDS and UTRs of the

existing annotation as structural attainment based on spatio-temporal and differential expression

data. The annotation update in this thesis included: (1) modification of the existing annotation, and

(2) discovery of novel loci.

Table 2.2 Parameters used for the annotation comparison in the PASA pipeline

No. Annotation comparison Minimum full length ORF size

Parameters Minimum % Parameters Minimum value

Genomic overlap 50 Annotation version 2

2 Protein coding 40 Maximum utr exons 2

3 Length for non-fullength compare 70 Compare ID 2

4 Length for full-length compare 70 Trust full length status 0

5 Predicted protein compare 70 stomp 0

6 Alignment length 70 Minimum % overlap 80

The PASA pipeline uses built-in dependency alignment tools such as BLAT, GMAP and BLAT-

GMAP as default aligners. In this prediction, BLAT was used because of the reasons outlined in

section 2.2.3.4. The default values used for the thread number of the pipeline, the number of top

scoring spliced alignments and the minimum % overlap of the transcripts to be clustered were

equivalent to 'two', 'one' and 30 receptively.

2.2.3.3 Prediction of gene structure models using AUGUSTUS

BLAT was used as an AUGUSTUS dependency alignment tool because it is more accurate and

much faster than existing tools. It uses '-ooc=Il.ooc' option that tells the program to load over-

occurring l l-mers from external file which basically increases the speed by a factor of 40 (Kent,

2002). For mRNA/DNA alignments, it allows extension of all perfect hits, stitches homologs into

single larger alignment unsplicing mRNA on to the genome that uses each base of the mRNA only

once which correctly positions splice sites (Kent, 2002; Li and Durbin, 20 I0). The three types of

initial gene set were used by BLAT to generate hints. The initial gene sets are namely: best

candidate UniGene clusters (BCUCs) generated by EXONERATE from UniGene clusters mapped

to intergenic regions, BCORFs generated from the TDRESTs alignment assemblies predicted by

TRANSDECODER in PASA pipeline and ICGBs predicted by PASA based on the alignment

assemblies mapped to intergenic regions in genome annotation comparison. BLAT initially
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produced "*.psl" formatted files at a DNA sequences homology with 2:. 95% identity and the default

coverage of 80%. This was then sorted by using psi Sort program and command line "sort -K 10,10"

and then used pslReps to select the best alignments which was finally subjected to UCSC standard

tool pslCDnaFilter to filter again the alignments and report only the top HSPs for each UniGene

EST sequence before the last run of BLAT to create hints. The setting of parameters for

pslCDnaFilter was based on the EST/mRNA of the UniGene track construction protocol in BLAT

software. The parameters are: - minld = 0.95 - minCover = 0.25 - locallvearlsest = 0.001 -

minQSize = 20 - minNonRepSize = 16 - ignoreNs - bestOverlap - polyASizes = ployAFile, where

poly AFile was generated by UCSC program faPoly ASizes. Hints, evidence driven files originated

from the best filtered alignments based on expression data, were then produced by BLAT using

AUGUSTUS utility script, blat2hints.pl, for use by AUGUSTUS program for gene structure

prediction.

The following parameters were used for running AUGUSTUS stand-alone software: AUGUSTUS -

species=species -hintsfile=hints.E.gff --extrinsicCfgFile=extrinsic.ME.cfg genome. fa. Species and

genome were set to represent sorghum according to the options given in the program. Hints were

separately used by AUGUSTUS to predict the gene model structure and the out put were pooled

together. AUGUSTUS either accept or ignore a hint depending on the level of compatibility and

reliability of the hint to predict a gene structure (Stanke et al., 2006c) whereby the gene predicted

was assigned to ab initio for hints which were not compatible. A combination of ab initio and

homology based prediction (Bonneau et al., 2001; Zhang, 2008; Walsh et al., 2009) were used to

identify potential novel candidate genes.

2.2.3.4 Consistency in gene predictions

The consistency in gene prediction by the AUGUSTUS was checked using multiple data sources

selected based on sequences mapped to the intergenic regions. The results in the bitscore in

AUGUSTUS prediction from each datasets were compared and the evidence support were used to

show consistency in gene prediction. These were used to evaluate the novelty of genes structure

model prediction in combination with the parameters used for screening gene models (see section

2.2.3.5).

2.2.3.5 Filtering the gene model structures

The following parameters were used to filter the novel gene structures. I) genomic coordinates of
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the novel genes in relation to the intergenic distance between existing nearest neighbouring genes

and the predicted genes; II) length of the predicted genes; III) score of the predicted genes; IV)

percentage evidence support where prediction was homology; V) Strand orientation of the predicted

genes in relation to the existing genes or the currently predicted genes if they were neighbourhood

and VI) the gene prediction confidence agreement (based on the criteria for gene confidence used

by Broad Institute, http://www.broadinstitute.org/). The parameters are not necessarily in order of

their weight. Each of the screening criteria contributes to the novelty of the gene structure models.

However, we used curiously the genomic coordinates as the primary screening parameter so as no

any novel gene has overlapping coordinate with existing gene models. Coordinates for all known

sorghum genes were obtained from phytozome (release v2.l, Sbi 1.4, the latest release) to compare

with the genomic coordinates of the AUGUSTUS gene models. This was done only after the novel

gene models were optimized by PASA. Genes satisfied any of the four listed criteria were

considered valid. Manual curation and post PASA update structural annotation of the novel

structure models were conducted.

2.2.4 Metabolic pathway analysis

Biochemical pathway analysis was performed usmg the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) database (Kanehisa et al., 2000) which is supported by BLAST2GO database

and software (Conesa et al., 2005). A total 123 UniGene sequences that mapped to the sorghum

genome and overlapped known genes were searched against the BLAST2GO databases using the

BLASTX search algorithm with the e-value cut-off l e-l Oas a default parameter. The number of hits

and the HSPs length cut off value per query sequence were set to 50 each. EC-weight was set at 1 or

o depending on whether or not the influence of the evidence codes on the GO annotations is

required or ignored (eg. lEAs) respectively (Conesa and Gëtz, 2009). A list of Enzyme Code (EC),

KEGG pathway maps, interpro annotation and statistics, GO annotation and combined graphs for

GO-domains: BP, CC, MF were identified by BLAST2GO. Gene enrichment analysis for genes

mapped to metabolic pathways and Interpro domains was carried out as described in the

BLAST2GO based GO enrichment protocol, section, 2.2.5.1.

2.2.5 Gene Ontology functional enrichment analysis

2.2.5.1 GO functional enrichment analysis using BLAST2GO

GO enrichment annotation was configured to e-value cut-off <1.Oe-6. In addition, default values
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were considered for the annotation parameters such as annotation cut-off = 55, a GO-weight=5 and

HSP-hit coverage = zero. Based on the BLAST2GO software package guide-line, HSP-hit coverage

greater than zero may create chances of missing any best hit from the HSP spans (Conesa et al.,

2005). Once setting the parameters, BLAST2GO employed a BlastX program, to search for

matching nucleotides against NCBI non-redundant database. Each UniGenelEST sequence was

assigned a GO term and an InterPro domain identifier. The occurrence of GO terms assigned to

each UniGene were compared to occurrence of the background set of GO-annotated transcripts in

the entire database using a hypergeometrie distribution. Gene ontology domains namely biological

process, cellular components and molecular function based tree-type combined-graph was

configured using default values provided by BLAST2GO for all enriched GO terms (adjusted p-

value < 0.05). Mapping was performed to associate the blast HSP-hits to functionally enrich

information from GO DB. Because, BLAST2GO basically relies on resources stored in GO DB

which is linked to functional information from NCBI, PIR and GO, and all query protein Ids for

mapping are linked to repositories of millions of functionally annotated gene products of several

hundreds of species (Harris et al., 2004). All annotations were associated to an evidence code which

provides information about the quality of this functional assignment (Camon et al., 2004). Default

parameters were used to assign InterPro domain and GO term to identified gene models. Sorghum

peptides were selected for the occurrence of functional motifs and protein signature for which

statistical significance of over-representations of each GO term exist. Enrichment status or over-

representation of GO terms were checked using Fisher's exact test in comparison to the background

set based on p-values. The gene set with the lowest p-value represent a significance level of

enrichment. Terms representing all the GO domains were used in annotation for the enriched ones

with adjusted p-value (False Discovery Rate (FDR), p < 0.05).

2.2.5.2 GO functional enrichment analysis using AGRIGO

GO enrichment analysis for candidate known genes identified by BLAST sequence similarity

search based on mapping UniGene clusters to sorghum genome was performed using AGRIGO (Du

et al., 2010), a web-based tool and database for the gene ontology analysis. This was compared

with the result performed using BALST2GO. Query sequences of a total 123 known genes that

matched the same total (123 UniGene clusters) were used as an input for AGRIGO to evaluate the

genes to which the enriched GO terms were assigned. The number of genes associated to enriched

GO terms were then compared to the total number of genes obtained the Interpro information from

BLAST2GO analysis (section 2.2.5.1).
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Similarly, GO enrichment analysis for the genes identified by other two underlying processes

(analysis of expression profiling, section 2.2.6 and analysis of orthologous groups, section 2.2.7)

were performed using AgriGO (Du et al., 2010) separately each after the candidate genes were

identified. Singular Enrichment Analysis (SEA) (Huang et al., 2009), a version of Gene Set

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al., 2005) was performed based on enrichment of the

GO terms obtained after comparing the statistical test with pre-calculated background set. GO term

enrichment and the number of genes mapped to the enriched terms were determined by Parametric

Analysis of Gene Set Enrichment (PAGE) using a Z-score value which eventually was converted to

the p-value for correction (Benjamini and Huchberg, 1995; Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) inferring

the statistical significance of the GO term enrichment. AGRIGO allows checking for enrichment

status of GO terms using Fisher's exact test as a default against the background set (Du et al., 2010)

based on p-values. Adjusted p-value, FDR, p < 0.05 was used to determine the significance level of

enrichment. The gene set returned with p-value lower that 0.05 were retained.

The final set of CDRGs associated with all GO-terms with direct or indirect correlation with

drought stress responses were selected based on the Biological process, Cellular components and

Molecular functions. The GO term descriptors that related to drought tolerance included but not

limited to "response to drought stress", "response to dessication tolerance", "response to water

deprivation", "cellular response to drought stress", "cellular response to dessication" and "cellular

response to water deprivation". Mapping of the GO-terms related to responses to stress based on

biological processes was configured by tree traversing mode.

2.2.6 Use of expression profiling for candidate gene identification

To investigate potential candidate genes that respond to drought stress conditions, we analysed

expression data for sorghum orthologs in maize, a closely related cereal crop. Maize RNA-seq

expression data under drought stress was downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)

(Kakumanu et al., 2012) employing spatio-temporal analysis to determine tissue and stage-specific

expression and drought stress condition. A software package, TIGR MultivariateExperiment Viewer

(MeV) (MeV _4_8_1) expression-data analysis tools (Saeed et al., 2003) was used to analyse the

differentially expressed genes and visualize the results as heat maps. Maize genes that were over-

expressed (>=2-fold RNA-seq) under drought stress were used to identify orthologs in sorghum

based on the ortholog pairs recorded in the ENSEMBL Biornart database (Smedley et al., 2009).

Sorghum orthologs corresponding to maize over-expressed genes were captured and used as input

to AGRIGO (Du et al., 2010) to identify the functions of these orthologs based on GO term
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enrichment (FDR, P < 0.05; section 2.2.5.2).

2.2.6.1 Statistical analysis of gene expression

In order to identity sorghum genes that drought responsive, we used maize as a test case because maize is the

closest ancestral cereal crop to sorghum. Specifically we identified maize genes expressed in leaves and

ovary tissues that were drought responsive (published data) using multivariate analysis of variance.

Statistically significant over-represented genes were identified using parametric and non-parametric

analyses. These genes were used to find orthologs in sorghum and validated using GO enrichment

analysis.

Significant differences in the gene expression level was evaluated by employing an unpaired t-Test

(Baldi and Long, 2001; Huang et al., 2008) to estimate between subject variance. Non-parametric

Fisher's exact test (Agresti, 2007; Bullard et al., 2010) was used to evaluate the effect of treatments

on the gene expression outcome, and a FDR calculation (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001; Storey and

Tibshirani, 2003) for genes identified at p < 0.05 were performed. Rank products, a non-parametric

statistical method (Breitling et al., 2004; Hong et al., 2006) was employed to minimize the

discrepancy between the actual and false discovery of differentially expressed genes. Tissue and

treatment based groupings of the samples were employed to determine the effect of these

parameters on the gene expression. The treatments used in this analysis represent drought stress and

well-watered condition while tissue types are fertilized ovary and basal leaf meristem (Kakumanu

et al., 2012).

2.2.7 Analysis of orthologous groups

A total of 9693 sorghum UniGene clusters out of a total of 14057 UniGene clusters that contain one

or more drought responsive ESTs (see Table 2.1 for the data source) was used for orthology

analysis. Sorghum drought responsive orthologs were identified in the distantly and closely related

cereal crops namely Arabidopsis, rice and maize (placed in the order of increasing evolutionary

proximity to sorghum). Sorghum orthologs in these three species were retrieved from the

ENSEMBL compara database using ENSEMBL BioMart (Smedley et al., 2009).

Percent identity and orthology confidence levels were used as parameters to retrieve matching

orthologs. All available homology types (onezone, one2many and many2many) that have more than

50% identity and high level orthology confidence (1) as a threshold value cut off were considered

for selecting the best quality orthologs. Theses were then used as input for GO enrichment analysis

using AGIRGO (see section 2.2.5.2 for a description of the GO annotation protocol).
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2.3. Results

This chapter is aimed at identifying novel genes and characterising existing genes as drought

tolerant using experimental expression data in sorghum. All drought responsive genes were

functionally annotated. Sorghum genome annotation was improved by PASA.

2.3.1 Mapping experimental data to reference genome

2.3.1.1 BLAST Sequence Similarity Search: Identification of candidate drought responsive

genes

Of the 14057 UniGene clusters used as the query sequences, 10619 were mapped to the genome by

exonerate whereas 3378 did not due to reasons such as mapping error, low complexity,

contamination, etc. Of the UniGene clusters that mapped to the genome at a threshold level of 2:

80% identity, 9763 overlapped with the existing gene models. Among those that overlapped with

the existing gene annotation, 123 UniGene clusters (1.2%) represent purely drought responsive. The

remaining 9640 UniGenes clusters that mapped to existing annotations were non-drought

responsive sequences except for 258 relatively short ESTs that were identified as drought

responsive interspersed. On the. other hand, 856 UniGene clusters did not overlap with existing

annotated gene models and were considered to be novel hits. These set of gene loci included 128

(1.3%) clusters that represent drought responsive sequences (Table S2.2).

2.3.1.2 Reannotation of sorghum genome

PASA updates were prediction of novel structures of the known or existing gene models. Based on

annotation comparison, 4 separate genes Sb03g045450, Sb03 g045460, Sb04g008510 and

Sb04g008530 from two chromosomes merged into two new genes namely

Sb03g045450_Sb03g045460 on chromosome 3: 72720937 72725839 and

Sb04g008510_Sb04g008530 on chromosome 4: 9869026 _ 9888743. These genes transcribed into

corresponding 2 merging transcripts: Sb03g045450.l_Sb03g045460.1 chromosome 3:72720937-

72725839 and Sb04g008510.l_Sb04g008530.l chromosome 4: 9869026-9888743. Furthermore, a

novel transcript, Sb04g00711O.2.l on chromosome 4: 7175432-7182182 was identified as an

additional isoform of the gene Sb04g00711O in the current annotation that was not present in the

existing annotation. While the two other transcripts of the same gene such as Sb04g00711O.2 and

Sb04g007110.3 were still identified to be valid single gene model updates, a transcript known as

'Sb04g007110.l' remain without PASA-modified. In addition, the current annotation update
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includes 64 novel exons, 74 five prime UTRs and 3595 three prime UTRs (Table 2.3; Table S2.3).

2.3.1.3 Annotation comparison and an update

A comparison between the current and existing sorghum genome annotation has resulted in a total

of PASA improved 4349 genes and 4447 mRNAs (Table S2.3 and Figure 2.3). This makes a 12%

PASA updates out of the total non-redundant 36337 mRNAs leaving the other 31890 existing

transcripts unupdated (Table S2.3). On the other hand, among 441 genes initially predicted as novel,

a total of 241 gene models were filtered and optimized by PASA (section 2.2.3.6 and Figure 2.1).

This result was based on evidences used from three initial gene sets that mapped to intergenic

region namely 856 best hit UniGene clusters, 500 BCORFs selected from the top best long ORFs

and 520 initial comprehensive gene builds. The last two evidences were obtained from the 20199

TDRESTs analysed by PASA (Table 2.6). Merging genes, transcripts and different isoforms and

new exonic and UTR features were identified and contributed to annotation update (see section

2.3.1.2; Table 2.3).

Table 2.3 Comparison and update of annotation between existing and current prediction

Source data Input Sequence 3' UTR 5' UTR . Exon Transcript Gene

(seq no.) merged novel (merged)

TIGR transcript 20199 3503 39 28 2 2

UniGene cluster 10619 92 35 36 2 2

Total 30818 3595 74 64 2 (unique) I (unique) 2 (unique)

2.3.1.4 Structural and positional modification of the candidate genes

In this study, 95.4% of the modified genes represent perfect overlapping with the existing gene

model sharing start position @ 5' and stop at 3' ends (Figure 2.3Transcript D), 85 genes (1.9%)

represent extended overlapping @ 5' ends sharing the end position @ 3' (Figure 2.3Transcript B).

Again, 96 genes (2.1%) represent an extended overlapping @ 3' ends sharing the start position @ 5'

(Figure 2.3Transcript C). Interestingly, 21 existing genes (0.5%) were modified to be extended

bidirectionally both at the 5' and 3' ends (Figure 2.3Transcript A). Still, two genes (Figure

2.3Transcript G and H) were noted each representing partial overlapping with the existing gene

models at 3' and extended at 5' and the reverse structural patterns respectively. Only a gene in two

different positions each was modified with structural pattern exhibiting partial overlapping @ 5' end

and extended at 3' (Figure 2.3 Transcript F) and the inner overlapping position (Figure 2.3

Transcript I). While the majority of modified genes represent perfect overlapping, no gene was
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detected flanking @ the 5' end and partially overlapping @ the 3' (Figure 2.3Transcript E). Four

separated existing protein coding genes with the transcribed mRNAs merged into two new genes

and the corresponding mRNAs (Figure 2.3B; Gene B, C and D; Table 2.3). In this study, a novel

mRNA 'Sb04g007110.2.1.1' was also identified from a parent gene 'Sb04g00711O' previously

identified to have similar function with Zinc finger transcription factor (Table 2.3). Of all the total

6719 extrinsic input from the three initial gene sets that mapped to the intergenic regions, 241

(3.6%) represent novel genes for drought tolerance (Figure 2.3C; Gene F). For detail description of

novel gene prediction, refer to section 2.2.3.4 and 2.3.1.5.
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1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

Figure 2.3: Schematic gene structure model for annotation comparison showing modified and novel genes

In this figure A) represent the current modified gene structure models overlapping existing genes: Gene A = represent an

existing hypothetical gene structure model against which all overlapping genes that currently identified were assumed to

be mapped. Transcript A represents an extended overlapping gene @ both 5' and 3' edges; Transcript B represents an

extended overlapping gene @ 5' edge sharing start position @ 3' edge; Transcript C denotes an extended overlapping

gene @ 3' edge sharing start position @ 5' edge; Transcript D represents perfect overlapping gene that conform or share

start position @ 5' and stop @ 3' edges; Transcript E represents a partial overlapping @ 3' and extended overlapping @

5' edge; Transcript F represents a partial overlapping @ 5' and extended @ 3' edge; Transcript G represents a partial

overlapping gene that conform or share start position @ 5' edge; Transcript H represents a partial overlapping gene that
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conform or share start position @ 3' edge; and Transcript I represents an inner overlapping gene. The values given

corresponding to each overlapping transcript in Figure 2.3A describe the actual number of existing genes modified in

our prediction based on TDERSTs and UniGene datasets. Figure 2.3B represents merging gene structure models where

'Gene B' and 'Gene C' were assumed to be merged into 'Gene D'. Figure 2.3C represents non-overlapping (novel) gene

structure model that mapped to intergenic region: 'Gene E' represents the left nearest neighbouring existing gene model

to the novel 'Gene F'; 'Gene F' represents a non-overlapping gene that mapped to the intergenic region between 'Gene E'

and 'Gene G'. 'Gene G' represents the right nearest neighbouring existing gene model to the novel 'Gene F'. The gene

names denote arbitrary example. Each bar represent exon structure and the inverted 'v' shaped structure positioned

between any two adjacent bars represent intron splicing. The gene model structure with red bars denote existing gene

models and those with blue are assumed to represent the currently identified genes that match existing models

(transcript A-I), merging gene ('Gene D') and novel gene model ('Gene F'). This schematic gene structure model

assumes both strand orientations based on the patterns of loci observed overlapping with the exiting annotation in our

result.

Table 2.4 Chromosomal distribution of the modified existing genes models

Scaffolds Chromosomal distribution of the existing modified gene models

AI 82 C3 D4 E5 F6 G7 H8 )9 Total

ChI ·3 16 24 868 0 0 0 0 912

Ch2 6 Il 7 535 0 0 0 0 560

Ch3 2 19 14 645 0 0 0 I 0 681

Ch4 2 13 11 525 0 0 1 0 0 552

Ch5 2 3 7 157 0 0 0 0 0 169

Ch6 2 8 5 367 0 0 0 0 0 382

Ch7 0 5 10 287 0 0 0 0 0 302

Ch8 0 4 4 206 0 0 0 0 0 214

Ch9 3 2 3 371 0 1 0 0 0 380

Chl0 4 II 375 0 0 0 0 392

Super 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 10

Total 21 85 96 4346 0 2 2 4554

Key to legend:

A I Transcript A; B2 Transcript B; C) Transcript C; D4 Transcript D; E5 Transcript E;

F'Transcript F; G'Transcript G; Hg Transcript Hand 19Transcript I (Figure 2.3)

2.3.1.5 Novel gene structure model prediction

We initially identified 414 novel genes using AUGUSTUS gene prediction program and PASA

pipeline. We then subject these to series screening procedure and filtered out 241 (Table 2.5).

Among these, 14 genes were complete gene model structure possessing both 3' UTR and 5' UTR
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edges and 18 genes with only 3' UTR and 2 genes with 5'prime. This entails that 34 genes have got

at-least one end complete or semi-complete genes structure ether with only 3' UTR edge or 5' UTR

or both. The remaining 207 were partial genes without any UTR segment but with the start and stop

codons. Of all the total novel genes identified in this study, 115 were found to be single exonic and

were contributed to the identification of 47.7% intronless genes. Other genes included those having

2 exons (51 genes, 21.2%), 3 exons (40 genes, 16.6%),4 exons (17 genes, 7.1%), 5 exons (10

genes, 4.2%), 6 and 7 exons (3 genes each, 1.3%) and 2 nine exonic genes (1%) with no eight

exonic (Table 2.12). Table 2.5 provides the size of novel genes functionally related to drought

responses and also gives statistics for the complete and partial gene structure models.

Table 2.5 Functional distribution of the novel gene structures model

Known Complete genes Partial genes

drought-related 3' and 5' UTRs Only 3' UTR Only 5' UTR at-least one truncated at Total

function attained attained attained end attained both ends

DR1 14 18 2 34 144 168

NDR2 0 0 0 0 37 73

Total 14 18 2 34 171 241
Keyto legend: I Drought responsive genes; 2 Non-drought responsive genes

Genes were scanned for pseudo gene behaviour or false coding sequence based on the criteria used

by Ensembl (Ensembl Gene Set). A transcript is considered to be a pseudogene if 1 of these 4

criteria are met, however not limited just to these criteria: 1) It is a single exon transcript and it

matches a multi-exon transcript elsewhere in the genome. (2) The transcript is completely masked

out by repeat masker. 3) The transcript contains no introns and multiple frame shifts and 4) The

transcript contains frame shifts and all the introns are > 80% covered by repeats.

Table 2.6 Distribution of novel genes based on the method of prediction

Source data Prediction method

Type of initial datasets Extrinsic inputs Homology ab-initia Total

for AUGUSTUS

Hints Total

UniGene Clusters BCUCs 856 74 2 76

TIGR transcripts BCORFs 500 32 105 137

lCGBs 520 24 4 28

Total 1870 130 111 241

Of the predicted 241 novel genes, 168 genes (69.7%) represent DR and 73 genes (30.3%) were
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found to be NDR (Table 2.5). Similarly, 130 genes (54%) had extrinsic evidence support for which

data for percent evidence support was recorded thus determined to be sequence homology based

prediction. The remaining 46% genes didn't have any evidence support and hence represent ab

initio prediction (see Table 2.6).

2.3.1.5.1 Genomic distribution of the novel genes

Determination of genomic distribution of novel gene loci along sorghum genome is important to facilitate

exploration of their possible role in trait specific function. UniGene EST mapping in the plant genomes

should be a powerful tool for association studies because they allow locus assignment based on sequence

homology mapping. Here we demonstrated the chromosomal distribution of the novel gene model based on

the drought responsive function. The highest number of genes (32,13%) residue on chromosome I of which

53% are drought responsive. Because the total figure of complete gene structure is only 6%, their distribution

along the genome is not more that 2% in each chromosome. Table 2.7 describes structure based distribution

of novel gene that are functionally related to the drought response.

Table 2.7 Chromosomal distribution of the novel gene model

Complete gene structure Partial gene structure

Scaffolds One end retained truncated at both ends Total

DR NO-DR DR NO-DR DR Non-DR

chrl 3 0 0 14 14 32

chr2 4 0 2 0 10 8 24

chr3 0 2 0 17 4 23

chr4 I 0 4 0 II 9 25

chr5 0 0 2 0 10 7 19

chr6 0 0 0 0 14 5 19

chr7 I 0 5 0 10 8 25

chr8 2 0 0 0 16 7 25

chr9 0 0 2 0 18 2 22

chrlO 2 0 2 0 12 9 25

super 0 0 0 0 1 2

Total 14 0 20 0 133 74 241

2.3.1.5.2 Alternative Splicing (AS): Intron retention and exon skipping

Alternative splicing (AS) is the major source of transcriptome and proteome variation (Kim et al.,

2007). The combination of various transcript splice junctions result in transcripts with splice events

such as shuffled (alternate) exons, alternative 5' or 3' splicing sites, alternative donor and acceptor,

retained introns, skipped exon and different transcript termini (Ner-Gaon et al., 2004). Table 2.8 and
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Table 2.9 show patterns of alternative splicing for intron retention and exon skipping respectively
and Table 2.10 shows AS in the S. bicolor genome detected by PASA based on the predicted novel
genes. While retained intron is responsible for 20% of the AS, skipped exon is for 7% of the total
AS.
Table 2.8 Genomic distributionof spliced and retained intron based on PASA analysis

Intron
Spliced Retained

Scar coordinate orie/ asrrr' MEp4 coordinate orie" asm ' MEp4

chrl 1819870-1820018 + 64 1 1819870-1820018 + 65
chrl 2245082-2245182 83 5 2245082-2245182 84 2
chrl 2630315-2630410 101 2630315-2630410 102 2
chrl 8195826-8195903 306 1 8195826-8195903 307 1
chrl 47862385-4786251 + 638 6 47862385-4786251 + 639 6
chr1 56966890-56966985 779 2 56966890-56966985 780
chr1 58887490-58887568 819 3 58887490-58887568 820
chr1 58887601-58887781 819 1 58887601-58887781 820 1
chrl 61110177-61110310 896 9 61110 177-6111 031 0 897 2
chrl 67980410-67980506 + 1125 6 67980410-67980506 + 1126 2
chr2 69162027-69162097 2358 2 69162027-69162097 2357 2
chr3 62293574-62293685 3153 3 62293574-62293685 3154
chr4 65061928-65062017 + 4139 2 65061928-65062017 + 4140
chr6 45323794-45323870 4626 18 45323794-45323870 4627
chr6 60237462-60237612 + 4942 2 60237462-60237612 + 4943
chr7 8345323-8345537 + 5138 5 8345323-8345537 + 5139 4
chr8 6642051-6642134 + 5536 7 6642051-6642134 + 5537
chr8 6641856-6641938 + 5536 4 6641856-6641938 + 5537
chr8 44687799-44687915 5622 44687799-44687915 5621
chr9 2436568-2436638 5784 4 2436568-2436638 5785 1
chr9 52085543-52085653 6061 2 52085543-52085653 6060 4
chr9 46038980-46039077 + 5954 32 46038980-46039077 + 5955 15
chr9 46038375-46038506 + 5953, 178 46038375-46038506 + 5955 4

5954
chr9 54606686-54606830 + 6117 2 54606686-54606830 + 6118 2
chr9 57490227-57490310 6208 5 57490227-57490310 6209
chrl0 58496008-58496090 1717 2 58496008-58496090 1718
Key to legend: I Chromosomes # 1-10; 2 Orientation of the strand; 3 Assembly # that the transcripts
belong to and 4 Maximum evidence support
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Table 2.9 Genomic distribution of skipped and retained exons based on PASA analysis

Exon

Scaf Skipped Retained

coordinate orie/ asrrr' MEp4 coordinate orie/ asrrr' MEp4

chr2 15949877-15955756 + 1983 15951004-15951091, + 1984

15951181-15951253

chr2 75790551-75791220 + 2540 I 75790984-75791097 + 2539 7

chr3 71528810-71529369 3403 2 71529086-71529156 3404

chr4 4717042-4717529 + 3609 4717411-4717488 + 3608 11

chr6 1517417-1519399 4521 151821 1-1518383 4520 2

chr6 60298761-60299726 4947 60299069-60299251 4946 9

chr9 54972512-54974544 6127 2 54972660-54973133 6126 10

chr10 29564 78-2957725 1340 1 2956662-2956707 1339

chr10 59988260-59988901 + 1779 3 59988341-59988410 + 1780 2

Key to legend: refer to Table 2.8

Table 2.10 PASA based identification of alternative splicing (AS) for the novel genes

Types of AS AS event Non-AS events

Alternative acceptor 42

Alternative donor 14

Alternative 5' site

Alternative 3' site

Alternative exon 16

Ends in intron 10

Retained exon 9

Retained Intron 27

Skipped exon 9

Spliced intron 27

Starts in intron 18

Total 136 36

The maximum splice junction was created by alternate acceptor with 31% and alternate donor with

10% splice events respectively. An alternate exon mainly related to an increase in coding diversity

(Boyd et al., 1993) contributed to 12% splice events, whereas ends and starts in the intron resulted

in 7 and 13% splice events respectively (see Table 2.10).
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2.3.1.5.3 Distribution of Exon and Intron structure

A total of 512 exons were identified and characterized, thus the type of exons vary with number,

length and position. The number varies from 1-9 and the length from 3 (initial exon) to 3614

(terminal exon) bases with the position known as initial, inner and terminal. The trend in average

size of exon length decreases with increase in their number per gene (Figure 2.4; Table 2.11).

2000
1800
1600
1400 - Exon - Intron

-g, 1200
r::
~ 1000
!li

~ 800
!li

~ 600
400
200

0
8 9 average5 6 73 41 2

Exon and intron number

Figure 2.4: Pattern of exon and intron number and the average length

Key to legend:- I=exon I, intron 1; 2=exon2, intron2; 3=exon3, intron3; 4=exon4,intron4; 5=exon5, intron5;

6=exon6, intron6; 7=exon7, intron7; 8=exon8, intron8; 9=exon9, intron9 and average = exon total average;

intron total average.

A total number of introns identified for 241 novel genes were found to be 275 and were varying in

distribution from two to nine exonic genes. One hundred and fifteen single exonic genes observed

in this study were devoid of any intron implicating the presence of intronless genes. While the

number of introns and the length vary from 0 to 8 and from 69 to 21019 bases respectively, their

location is restricted to inner position.
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Table 2.11 Exons and introns distributions for the novel genes in the sorghum genome

Exons

Scaffo Total features per gene

Ids per scaffold

Length (bp) of features
Chromosome sizetotal average Standardlongestshortest

deviation

G E M G E GEE EA E
Chr1 32 79

Chr2 24 53

Chr3 23 40

Chr4 25 63

2.5 13

2.2 6

2.4 3

2.5 7

209 2065 3866 8778 27793 32497 351.8 691.2 369.5 960.6 2164-6784507574

69

89

66

47 9

29 7
17 4

38 9

254 1910 4440 5290 17327 11248 558.1 385.9 1183.8 848.2

236 2297 3392 3689 18730 14207 468.3 835.7 591.5 931.7

224 2732 10968 13188 2130 37302 338.3 981.6 455 2089

135092-64307455

25612-73118483

10238-67290539

Chr5 19 44 25 5 2.3 19 71 245 2018 6695 8795 12688 25038 288.4 1001.5 393.7 1711.3 43486-33757957

Chr6 19 38 19 5 2 31 75 236 3518 3899 6502 19387 14540 510.2 765.5 765.3 903.7 11607-52987788

Chr7 25 50 25 4 2 6 79 224 3156 3332 7905 21258 16599 425.2 664 525.1 930.2 41803-56863519

Chr8 25 45 20 5 1.8 6 71 218 2858 2680 4372 25730 15539 571.8 777 695.1 794.6 10323-34152034

Chr9 22 47 25 6 2.1 44 69 233 3614 15338 16668 25195 27435 536.1 1097.4 813.6 3066.6 17759-55481927

Chr10 25 51 26 5 2.04 20 72 212 1855 6768 13475 21609 23136 423.7 889.9 420 1485.5 13087-53827720

Super 2 2 0 2 739 0 739 887 0 889 5695 0 798.2 0 1626 0 4-8720612

Ava Il 47 27 6 2.'1 81 67 275 2446 5580 8141 17958 19777 479.1 735.4 712.6 1247.4 28289-51668465

Key to legend: G=Genes; E = Exons; I = Introns; M = Maximum; A = Average

Distribution of exons and intron for novel genes throughout sorghum genome is shown in (Table 2.11). This data depicts

that the least # of genes (2, 1%) were predicted from super scaffold probably owing to its relative smaller size and lower

gene density (Paterson et aI., 2009) and that highest prediction was from chromosome I with 32 genes showing its

biggest size.

2.3.1.5.4 Intronless (single exonic) genes

A recently known prokaryotic characteristics of certain eukaryotic genes are thought to play role in

our understanding of the evolutionary patterns of related genes and complex genomes. One such

prokaryotic nature of the eukaryotic cells is the existence of intronless genes in their genomes as

reported over the past few decades (Tine et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2011). For example, 901 predicted

human genes including G protein-coupled receptor genes (Gentles and Karlin, 1999), single-copy

primate-specific human single exonic genes (Tay et al., 2009) and that of species-specific intronless

enriched genes in Arabidopsis, Oryza, and Populus (Yang et al., 2009) are few among others. Thus,

species specificity is one of the distinctive feature of intronless genes. In this study, 2 single exonic

intronless genes were found to be complete gene structure, 6 were partially complete in which five

prime and three prime UTRs were retained for one and 5 genes respectively. The remaining 107

intronless genes were truncated completely (Table 2.12). Since there is some correlation between

intron loss and processed pseudo gene (Zhu and Niu, 2013) and truncation as a feature in common

between the events (Terai et al., 2010; Arisue et al., 2011), we speculate some of the identified

single exonic genes to be pseudogene.
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Table 2.12 Patterns of exonic and intronic features in the novel gene models

Number of features Feature-less Single Double Triple Quadruple Multiple features Total

per gene 5 6 7 8 9

Total Exonic 0 241 126 75 35 18 8 5 2 2 512

Total intronic 0 126 75 35 18 8 5 2 2 0 271

Gene per exon" 0 115b 51 40 17 10 3 3 0 2 241

Gene per intron" 115d 51 40 17 10 3 3 0 2 0 241
Key to legend: 3 Gene number per exonic feature; b Single exonic genes; C Gene number per intronic

feature and "Intronless genes.

Although intron loss in evolution has been described, the mechanism involved is still unclear. Three

models have been proposed (Rogozin et al., 2003) : the reverse transcriptase (RT) model, genomic

deletion model and double-strand-break repair model. The RT model, also termed mRNA-mediated

intron loss, suggests that cDNA molecules reverse transcribed from spliced mRNA recombines with

genomic DNA causing intron loss. Many studies have attempted to test this model based on its

predictions, such as simultaneous loss of adjacent introns, 3'-side bias of intron loss, and germline

expression of intron-lost genes (Roy and Gilbert, 2006). Evidence either supporting or opposing the

model has been reported. The mechanism of intron loss proposed in the RT model shares the

process of reverse transcription with the formation of processed pseudogenes. If the RT model is

correct, genes that have produced more processed pseudogenes are more likely to undergo intron

loss.

2.3.1.5.5 Prediction of pseudogenes

Based on what Ensembl already stipulated as characteristic features of pseudo genes (Curwen et al.,

2004; Flicek et al., 2013 and 2014) and then applied by Goodstadt and Ponting, 2006, the finding of

single exonic intronless genes triggers our suspect for the presence of pseudo genes in this result.

However, this requires further investigation to substantiate the finding.

2.3.1.5.6 Identification of nearest intergenic distances

Figure 2.5 illustrates the intergenic distances between the novel and the nearest neighbouring

existing gene structure model. Identification of intergenic distance is not only important in estimating the

extent of neighbourhood of the genes but also to speculate the proximity of functionally important regulatory

domains. However, the large span of this region posses complexity in scrutinizing the extent its importance.

Because this region is less divergent in sequence structure than the rest part of the genome, it represents a
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more likely conserved region between species (Thornton et al., 2002) thus plays role in phylogenetic analysis

and gene regulatory activities.

180000
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.RNID
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CJc:
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"0
CJ 80000c:
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Cl.... 60000~c:
+-'
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Cl)....ro
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Novel gene structure models

Figure 2.5: Intergenic distances between the novel and nearest existing gene structure model.

Legend: LNID represents left nearest neighbouring intergenic distance; RNID denotes right nearest neighbouring

intergenic distance. The intergenic distances between the novel gene structure models and the nearest existing

neighbouring genes were described based on the fourteen novel genes structure models known to have the complete

gene structure. The right (red bar) nearest intergenic distance between the novel gene model and the existing gene

represents the longest distance in most cases (eg. chr_IO.g3503) than the left (blue) nearest intergenic distance.

2.3.2 Metabolic pathways analysis

We identified twelve known metabolic pathways which displayed strong correlation with sorghum

drought tolerance. Two other pathways namely cholinesterase (EC:3.1.1.1) and an

adenylpyrophosphatase (EC: 3.6.1.3) that catalyse drug metabolism-other enzymes and purine

metabolism respectively were identified for which we did not find any known gene responsible for

encoding the enzyme as yet for sorghum (Table 2.14). We arbitrarily picked five metabolic
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pathways to discuss the result in detail (Figure S2.3). However, Table 2.13, gives description of all

the pathways and the genes involved. Figure S2.3 shows all the KEGG pathways identified except

oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 2.6) which is shown in the body.
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Figure 2.6: Oxidative phosphorelation metabolic pathway.

This pathway is one of the 14 metabolic pathways identified in this analysis and is a pathway for the production of

respiratory energy (Atkin and Macherel, 2009) in mitochondria, power house of the cell. Cytochrome c oxidase

subunit 1 (EC: 1.9.3.1; Table 2.13), the enzyme encoded by sorghum gene cox I was identified to be involved in the

catalytic reaction of the final step of protein complex (complex IV) in the electron transport chain (Calhoun et al.,

1994). Inorganic diphosphatase (EC: 3.6.1.1; Table 2.13) is the another enzyme identified to be involved in the electron

transport system by catalizing the conversion of diphosphate into monophosphate thus control amount of inoganic

phosphate (Pi) that should be coupled with adenosine dinucleotide phosphate (ADP) in the last step of oxidative

phosphorylation (Affourtit et al., 2012).

Glucosinolate biosynthesis catalysed by CYP79Al [EC:1.14.13.41] is identified with gene

CYP79Al to be involved in synthesizing Cyanogenic Glucosides (CGs), a secondary metabolites in

most plants. The three pathways which share certain characteristics in common are Pantothenate

biosynthesis (EC: 2.6.1.42), Valine, Leucine, and Isoleucine biosynthesis (VLIB) (EC 2.6.1.42),

Valine, Leucine, and Isoleucine degradation metabolic pathways (VLID) (EC 2.6.1.42) (Figure 2.6).

These pathways are responsible for the amination of 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate attributed to the

presence of a branched-chain amino acid transaminase (BCAn (EC 2.6.1.42) activity. Three genes

namely Sb04g0 10240, Sb06g025140 and Sb09g008180 are responsible commonly for the

biochemical reaction in association with the amination of 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate entailing their
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shared peculiarity and networking across pathways.

Table 2.13 Functional description of sorghum drought related metabolic pathways

Pathway Enzyme Enzyme ID Pathway map ID Pathway ID pe(id) in,'oI,'ed

Amino.cy~tRNA biosynthesis liga..~ sc.e.t.r.ie map00970 KO:KOIR83 "genes

Cysteine and nrthioninemcolabolism Oioxygenase (iron(lI)-rcquirinJ!) EC:1.13.11.S4 map00270 KO:K08967 ssor g046.lóO
Dru •metabol ism - ot her enzymes a Ii-estcrase EC:3.1.1.l man00983 ·KO novel

Glucosinol.ate biosynthesis CYP79AI. EC: 1.14.13.41 Map00966 KO:K13027 SbOI gOOI200
tyrosine N-mono-oxygenose . (sbi00966)

Glycempbospbolipid metabolism kinase: IATl'de:pcndent) EC:2.7.1.107 map005M KO:K00901 SbOlg032250

Glycemlipid metabolism kinase: (ATl' dc:pcndent) EC:2.7.1.I07 mapOO56 I KO:K00901 SbOlb1H22S0

Phosphutidylinositol signalling system kinase IATl'dc:pcndent) EC:2.7.1.l07 map04070 KO:K00901 SbOI ,032250

Nicotinllleand nicotinamide metabol ism kinase EC:2.7.1.23 map00760 KO:K008S8 Sb09gO 19130

Oxiduti ve phosphorylation Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I IOC:1.9.3.1: MapOO 190 KO:K0225ó Sb09b.()22400.
(Oxidase): COXI:
tnorgnnic dipbospbatase EC:3.ó.1.1 mapOOl90 KO:K0225ó ··.blilC11es

Pyrimidine metabolism RNA polymerase EC:2.7.7.6 map00240 ··KO ···Se-nes

I'llTInc meta bolism RNA polymerase; EC:2.7.7.ó: MapOO1.30 I··KO ***gc-nes
aderrylpyropbospbntasc EC:3.ó.1.3 maDOO230 KO:KOI509 novel

Pan tot henale b iosyn thesis BCAT EC:2.6.1.42 sbi00770 KO:K0082ó •..··genes

VUil BCAT EC:2.ó.1.42 .biOO290 KO:KOOIl2ó •• .... ge-nes

VLlO BCAT EC:2.6.1.42 sbi00280 KO:K00826 ..... gc-nr::s

-_ _-_ ----_ __ ..-_. __ _--_ .........••.......... __ -_ -- ..-_ ..........•
: Key to legend; :
: .KO KO 1044 carboxylesterase I: K03927 carbcxylesterasc 2: K03928 carboxylesteruse: K 15743 carboxylesterase 3/5 •
: •• KO KO:K0'30Ob:KO:K0299'J: KO:K03002: KO:K030Ob: KO:K03018: KO:K0302I: KO:K0304 : KO:K0304ó :
, ·genes SbOI g047380: Sb02g032450 ,
: .·genes SbO')b.()O1530; Sbl 0g0098S0: Sb09g004450: Sb09j,.()21610: SbO Ig022340: Sb04g03ó230: Sb04g005710; Sb04g034340: Sb03g0 13530: :
: Sb03g040910 :
• • •• b",nes Sb05g019520: Sb03g017ó30: Sb03g0201K4: Sb04b.()017')0: Sb04g00949I: Sb05j,.()I 9520: SbOóg02II 20: Sb07j,.()03ó80: Sb09g027223: :
: Sb09j,.()27230: Sb10g006995 '
: ····genes Sb04b.() 10240; SbOóg025140: und SbO')j,.()OSI80 :......................... __ .•...•.•••.•........••••.••. -_ ......•..... __ _-_ .

In this study 28 genes were identified to be involved in the three pathways among which the three

genes mentioned are responsible for transamination (conversion of 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate).

Oxidative phosphorelation pathway is involved in the production of energy by maintaining

mitochondrial respiration at times of water-stress conditions (Atkin and Macherel, 2009). Two

genes, COXI and Sb09g022400, responsible for the process of electron transport in oxidative

phosphory lation were identified to encode for cytochrom c oxidase 1 and diphosphatase

respectively (Figure 2.6). A detailed description of the fourteen metabolic pathways is given in

Table 2.14 where 32 functionally enriched genes are indicated.

2.3.2.1 Functional GO-enrichment analysis of the pathway

A total of 477 sorghum genes in all the pathways were identified to which 583 significantly

enriched GO-terms were assigned (P-value and FDR < 0.01). However, analysis revealed 32 genes

responsible to encode protein enzyme that catalyse substrate conversions in the respective pathways

(Table 2.13).
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Table 2.14 Functional GO enrichment of the genes involved in the metabolic pathways

Gene identifier GO-Term Attribute" test gene set Background P-value FOR

frequency set frequency

00:0009081 branched chain family amino acid metabolic process P 22/56 (39.3%) 54/26245 (0.2%) 9.50E-043 8.80E-041

00:0009108 coenzyme biosynthetic process P 20/56 (35.7%) 145/26245 (0.6%) 1.80E-030 1.60E-028

00:0006732 coenzyme metabolic process P 23/56 (41.1%) 316/26245 (1.2%) 3.50E-029 3.20E-027

00:0006752 group transfer coenzyme metabolic process P 16/56 (28.6%) 67/26245 (0.3%) 7.80E-028 7.20E-026

00:0051186 cofactor metabolic process P 24/56 (42.9"10) 452/26245 (1.7%) 2.20E-027 2.00E-025

00:0043436 oxoacid metabolic process P 32/56 (57.1 %) 1301/26245 (5%) 3.40E-027 3.IOE-025

00:0019752 carboxylic acid metabolic process P 32/56 (57.1 %) 1301/26245 (5%) 3.40E-027 3.IOE-025

00:0006082 organic acid metabolic process P 32/56 (57.1 %) 1302/26245 (5%) 3.40E-027 3.20E-025 .

00:0034641 cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process P 27/56 (48.2%) 718/26245 (2.7%) 3.50E-027 3.20E-025

00:0042180 cellular ketone metabolic process P 32/56 (57.1 %) 1318/26245 (5%) 5.00E-027 4.60E-025

00:0006790 response to osmotic stress P 7/56 (12.5%) 631/26245 (2.4%) 0.0004 0.036

00:000965 I catalytic activity F 56/56 (100%) 13636/26245 (52%) 1.30E-0 16 5.00E-015

00:0006725 cofactor binding F 16/56 (28.6%) 792/26245 (3%) 7.20E-012 2.90E-010

00:0006970 coenzyme binding . F 14/56 (25%) 589/26245 (2.2%) 2.30E-OII 9.IOE-OIO

00:0003824 lyase activity F 13/56 (23.2%) 570/26245 (2.2%) 2.20E-OIO 8.60E-009

00:0048037 3-chloroallyl aldehyde dehydrogenase activity F 5/56 (8.9%) 24/26245 (0.1 %) 4.20E-009 1.70E-007

00:0050662 magnesium ion binding F 9/56(16.1%) 316/26245 (1.2%) 2.70E-008 1.IOE-006

00:0016829 oxidoreductase activity F 18/56 (32.1%) 2349/26245 (9%) 1.IOE-006 4.20E-005

00:0004028 carboxylic acid binding F 6/56 (10.7%) 166/26245 (0.6%) 1.80E-006 7.IOE-005

00:0000287 oxidoreductase activity ... F 7/56 (12.5%) 271/26245 (1%) 2.00E-006 8.IOE-005

00:0016491 carbon-carbon lyase activity F 6/56 (10.7%) 179/26245 (0.7%) 2.70E-006 0.00011

00:0016835 cytoplasm C 51156 (91.1%) 90S 1/26245 (34.5%) 1.40E-018 3.50E-017

00:0016740 cytoplasmic part C 45/56 (80.4%) 7660/26245 (29.2%) 3.40E-015 8.60E-014

00:0016746 mitochondrion C 22/56 (39.3%) 1853/26245 (7.1%) 1.00E-OII 2.60E-OIO

00:0005737 intracellular part C 51156 (91.1%) 12750/26245 (48.6%) 1.60E-011 4.00E-010

00:0044444 intracellular C 51156 (91.1%) 13212/26245 (50.3%) 8.30E-011 2.IOE-009

00:0005739 cytosol C 17/56 (30.4%) 1740/26245 (6.6%) 7.80E-008 1.90E-006

00:0044424 mitochondrial lumen C 7/56 (12.5%) 166/26245 (0.6%) 8.30E-008 2.IOE-006

00:0005622 mitochondrial matrix C 7/56 (12.5%) 166/26245 (0.6%) 8.30E-008 2.IOE-006

00:0005829 mitochondrial part C 9/56(16.1%) 546/26245 (2.1 %) 2.40E-006 6.IOE-005

00:0031980 plastid C 16/56 (28.6%) 2109/26245 (8%) 5.70E-006 0.00014

a: P= BiologicI Process, F = Molecular Function and C = Cellular Components. This description includes only the first

ten top enriched GO-terms in decreasing order of their p-values for all the GO-domains and with the GO-terms

indicated at the top of each category of domain representing the highest enriched.

2.3.2.2 Pattern of sequence distribution and GO annotation

Sequence distribution based on blast hits which were associated to the GO-terms for the biological

process is shown in Figure S2.2a. This distribution revealed that the highest proportion of sequences

were mapped to biological, metabolic and cellular process with the order of 50, 38.2 and 34.2

percent. A fairly high proportion in sequence matching the GO-terms for response to stimuli and to
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stress was demonstrated with 20.3 and 18.7% respectively. This results may suggest that the length

of the blast pairwise matching alignment regions that are associated with the particular GO-term

and the percent identity with the matching sequence are indicative to shared function (Lomax,

2005). Furthermore, there seems a positive correlation between the presence of sequence matching

the region associated with the GO-terms and expression of genes in response to a given tissue-

specific biological process a GO-term stands for. On the other hand, mapping result for species

specific blast hit shows highest score for maize, whereas highest blast top hit for sorghum (Figure

S2.2b and c). The GO-level distribution of annotation (Figure S2.2d) shows that biological process

takes 49.7% share, cellular component 30.5% and molecular function 25.3%.

2.3.2.3 Interpro Domain Analysis

Protein domains represent 33% of the mam categories of interpro domains identified. Interpro-

domains with known signature, represent 381 (60.5%) ofa 630 total figure (Figure S2.4).

Table 2.15 Description of the top ten interpro domains in decreasing order of frequency

Ser.' Interpro domain Accession? F, pJ Functional description References

DnaJ domain IPROOl623 22,6.4 Act as protein chaperon; cooperation of 10 II

Hsp40 with Hsp70 and endosomal trafficking"
2 Gamma thionin IPROO8176 18,5.3 plant dcfensins induced in respons e to drought 12

3 Ribosomal protein L2ge IPR002673 17,5 forms part of the 60S ribosomal subunit, IJ

structural constituent of ribosome"
4 Zinc finger, CCHC-typc IPROOl878 17,5 Drought stress response in plants I.

5 D F42816 IPR02546I 16,4.7 Protein domain functionally uncharacterized, IS

found both in prokaryotes and eukaryote
6 RNA recognition? IPROO0504 16,4.7 Expression of EgRBP42 transcript under 16 17

drought stress
7 Cytochrome c ox idasc, IPR003177 14,4.1 catalyzes the reduction of oxygen to water in IH

subunit Vila the inner mitochondrial membrane forming the

functional core of the enzyme complex"
8 oligopeptide transporter IPROOOI09 14,4.1 showing an enhanced response in 35S:ABF3 19

family" plants that may contributing to drought-

tolerance
9 Peptidase SlO, serine

carboxypeptidase

IPROl8202 13,3.8 protein recognition and binding, serine

carboxypeptidase-like gene OsBISCPLI in riee

is involved in regulation of defense responses

against biotie and oxidative stress
IPROO0644 12,3.5 transcript levels of CBS domain containing

proteins are altered in response to drought

21

20

10 CBS domain

Key to legend:

I Serial number; 2 FinterProAccession; 3 Frequency of occurrence, 0/0; 4Intracellular, S involve in translation and

ribosome biogenesis; 0; Protein length range between 147 and 232 amino acids with known two functionally

important conserved residues (Wand P); 7 motif domain; 8 transfering the electrons from cytochrome c via its

binuclear copper A center to the bimetallic center of the catalytic subunit 1; 9 Proton-dependent; 10 Greene el al.,

1998; II Girard el aI., 2005; 12 Lay and Ande rson , 2005; 13 Kuwano el aI., 1991 ; 14 Vij and Tyagl, 2008; IS

Marchl er-Bauer el ai., 20 13; 16 Zhou el al., 2014; 17 Yeap el aI., 2012 ; 18 Wang and Vanlerberghe, 2013 ; 19

Abdeen et al, 2010 ; 13) Liu el aI., 2008 ; 21 Kushwaha el aI., 2009.
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Interpro-domain analysis clearly shows that the frequency of protein domains in the sequences

varies greatly. Table 2.15 shows the description of the ten top interpro-domains in decreasing order

of their occurrence.

2.3.3 Analysis of gene-expression profiling

Pattern of gene expression was analysed using both parametric (unpaired t-Test, p < 0.01) and non-

parametric tests (rank product, P < 0.01 and Fisher's exact test, p < 0.05). Using unpaired

parametric t-Test, 49 and 879 statistically significantly expressed gene were identified based on

treatment (drought stress and well-watered) and tissue (fertilized ovary and basal leaf meristem)

based grouping respectively. On the other hand, with the rank product using treatment based

grouping, 75 and 34 up-regulated and down-regulated genes were respectively identified when

treated under drought condition. Using tissue based grouping, 52 up-regulated and 41 down-

regulated genes were respectively identified under same condition. Similarly, based on the Fishers's

exact test, 55 treatment based (25 up-regulated and 30 down-regulated) and 824 tissue based

grouping (226 up-regulated and 598 down-regulated) genes were identified (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).

Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of significantly expressed genes under drought stress using venn

diagram (Oliveros, 2007) based on different statistical models.

Parametric test Non-parametric test

Unpaired t Test(p ~ 0.01) Rnnk ProducqRP) (p ~ 0.01)

49 ,b"CnC'S

L ber's-exact tC'Sl (p <: 0.05)

Down-

Figure 2.7: Heat map showing up and down-regulated sorghum orthologs based on maize RNA-seq expression data.

The comparison based on parametric (unpaired t-Test or between subject comparison, p < 0.0 I) and non-parametric test

(Rank Product, RP, p < 0.01) and Fisher's Exact test (p < 0.05) have shown the up and down-regulated genes across

treatment and tissue based grouping. Evaluation by treatment based grouping is determined to see significance

difference in gene expression due to effect of differential condition under which the samples were tested while tissue

based grouping is tempted to detect the effect of differences in tissues on the gene expression indicating the type of

Up- Down-
regu Intro gC1lC'S regulated gC1lC'S-

, I

75 genes 34 gcnes

52 genes 41 genC'S 598 !'CJlC'S
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tissues contributed for more significant expression. All data showing significant expression, either up or down

regulation of genes in both groupings represent results obtained under drought conditions for ovary and leaf meristem

tissues.

.~:~.
.
:!

f.
~

Tissue based grouping

This figure describes volcano plot showing differential expression of genes with the most significant genes at the top of

the plot. The red dots indicate genes-of-interest that display both large-magnitude of fold-changes (the change in mean

values of the A group and B group, in our case, x-axis) and a fairly high value of statistical significance (-log 100f p-

value, y-axis). The upper line across the plot shows where p = 0.0 I (i.e. where the fold-change is equal to two (Iog2 =
I) above which lie all genes having p < 0.01 and below which having p > 0.01. Volcano plots a) represent unpaired t-

test based on treatment grouping, b) depicts the gene expression pattern based on between subject variance with tissue

based grouping of samples. This plot shows higher number of genes expressed under drought condition in tissue based

grouping (Figur 2.8b) with more down-regulated genes of a specific tissue than in treatment based grouping (Figure

2.8a) which shows not only relatively fewer number of genes expressed in total under same stress condition but also

relatively less down-regulated genes.

••
al Treatment based groupin •

2.3.3.1 Functional GO-enrichment analysis of gene-expression

The combined result of all the statistical tests gave 1079 significant non-redundant genes with 45

significantly expressed genes supported by all models (Table 2.16). We used the 45 maize genes to

query sorghum orthologs using ENSEMBL BIOMART and retrieved 41 high level identity (> 90%)

and high confidence (one) for further analysis using functional ontology (Figure S2.6) where we

obtained 32 non-redundant genes to which enriched GO-terms were assigned (Table 2.16). This

denoting that sorghum genes identified from maize, closest relative species, show conserved

functional similarity in drought stress response notably in activities related to reproduction,

photosynthetic cellular metabolic process and ion and chlorophyll binding typically involving both

photosyntheses I and II. Figure S2.5 shows the patterns of functional GO-terms assignment of

Figure 2.8: Volcano plot showing differential expression of genes
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sorghum genes identified from their maize ortholog based on gene expression profiling in

reproductive and leaf meristem tissue under drought condition as revealed from RNA-seq data

(Kakumanu et al., 2012).
Unpllired_tT

RP

Figure 2.9: Venn diagram showing distribution of significantly expressed genes

Key to legend: Fisher'sET = Fishers Exact Test; Unparired_tT = Unpaired t test and RP = Rank product. The figure

illustrates the number of statistically significantly expressed genes identified by each statistical model which is

equivalent to the sum of values in each respective circle. The overlapping shows the number of significantly expressed

genes supported by multiple models. The number of expressed genes supported by all statistical models is represented

by 45.

Based on the GO enrichment analysis, cellular and metabolic processes including responses to

stimulus represent the major task of significantly enriched genes involved in biological process. On

the other hand, organelle, cell and cell parts serve as the integral component for the majority of

genes assigned to cellular component where ion binding is a sole activities representing the main

function of the majority of genes with limited genes taking part transcriptional regulatory and

structural molecular activities (Figure S2.6). From the GO enrichment analysis, it is possible to

realise that our result gives information related to a response of ovary tissue to drought stress where

it was more likely affected as also shown in Figure 2.8b. Expression profiling result showed 12

genes significantly expressed under drought condition in agreement with the published result

(Kakumanu et al., 2012).
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Table 2.16 Description of the 45 significantly expressed maize genes under drought condition and the corresponding

sorghum orthologs

Genes name Unpaired t-Test (p < 0.01) Rank Product (p < 0.01) Fisher's Exact-Test (p

< 0.05)

Maize gene Sorghum Rawp Adj p FDR p-Values RP-Values p-Values (Up) RP-Values Right Tail 2-Tail

ortholog value value (Down) (Down) (Up) p-value p-value

AC205122.4 _FG003 N/A 0.0026207152 0.0026207152 0.009536492 0.6074809 1066.7379 0.0070398645 88.33089 0.014285714 0.028571429

AC207722.2_FG009 Sb02g032040 3.23E-007 3.23E-007 4.77E-005 0.99507207 1995.2388 5.5IE-005 36.512115 0.014285714 0.028571429

AC216353.2_FG005 Sb04g034340 9.36E-006 9.36E-006 2.69E-004 0.52217984 966.8189 0.0042196778 150.68915 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GOO 1653 Sb06g0 16090 3.90E-005 3.90E-005 5.32E-004 0.9171543 1570.506 0.009499576 193.44215 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G013342 SbO Ig004330 6.64E-005 6.64E-005 7.49E-004 0.9913062 1936.3949 0.005182358 187.29814 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G015419 Sb04g006480 0.0022894286 0.0022894286 0.008569004 0.17839696 565.9524 9.7IE-004 97.553955 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GOI6066 Sb02g010190 1.41E-005 1.41E-005 3.2IE-004 0.98470736 1866.7698 0.008630196 119.37978 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GO 17290 SbO Ig0063 70 3.99E·004 3.99E-004 0.0024433285 0.9976845 2061.1926 0.00 18744699 168.86763 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GO 18627 SbO IgO 15400 1.74E-006 1.74E-006 I.IIE-004 0.9330365 1616.922 0.003914334 147.49261 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G022958 N/A 1.49E-006 1.49E-006 9.77E-005 0.98819333 1899.9612 1.74E-004 56.964867 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G0260 15 Sb03g004560 6.18E-005 6.18E-005 7.14E-004 0.97915184 1823.742 0.0043977946 152.34447 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G033885 Sb02g036260 3.95E-006 3.95E-006 1.66E-004 0.9952757 1998.7881 0.0014334182 109.00573 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G038519 N/A 1.98E-005 1.98E-005 3.66E-004 0.9717091 1777.1985 0.0041221376 149.75601 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G042118 Sb03g043760 0.0057001295 0.0057001295 0.017320754 0.0013782866 107.56193 0.038240034 68.723564 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G046284 Sb08g004500 0.0040300074 0.0040300074 0.013198274 0.8609881 1441.6995 9.50E-004 96.456825 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G052869 N/A 0.004447227 0.004447227 0.014209432 3.52E-004 70.26057 0.18936387 580.7853 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G057075 N/A 0.003801683 0.003801683 0.012733478 2.33E-004 63.383923 0.99999577 866.5349 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G060702 SbO IgOO3250 6.50E-004 6.50E-004 0.003436323 0.9992536 2137.4414 0.008859202 1123.0922 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G063162 Sb04g009670 1.75E-004 1.75E-004 0.0014064441 0.9926675 1954.9122 0.0069296015 1633.9083 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G071450 Sb IOg000230 1.31 E-005 1.31 E-005 3.03E-004 0.987799 1895.428 0.00937659 192.54845 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G072280 Sb02g037410 1.86E-004 I. 86E-004 0.0014676332 0.9297752 1606.6776 0.0034266326 160.0729 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G073934 SbOlg017010 3.39E-004 3.39E-004 0.0022259252 0.0027226463 132.78181 0.77147156 2291.8972 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G080 I07 Sb08g005300 2.8IE-005 2.81 E-005 4.30E-004 0.9931468 1961.6893 0.0031128076 138.47742 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G080603 Sb08g022740 0.0037057353 0.0037057353 0.012500893 0.046547923 331.15103 7.17E-004 88.76978 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G085646 SbOlg006370 3.6IE-004 3.6IE-004 0.002296463 0.9425488 1649.0367 0.0060517387 170.18427 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G092311 Sb04g004770 1.80E-005 1.80E-005 3.62E-004 0.94385076 1653.9498 0.00 16497031 115.0895 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G098520 Sb05g003480 5.39E-004 5.39E-004 0.003020165 0.96303225 1731.8862 0.0077650547 142.271 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G099454 SbO Ig048140 3.19E-004 3.19E-004 0.002132841 4.83E-004 77.36669 0.8880407 307.5208 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G I00754 Sb06g000820 6.78E-004 6.78E-004 0.0035212275 0.0015012722 110.53399 0.93812984 185.9457 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G I 13033 Sb05g003480 2.28E-005 2.28E-005 3.90E-004 0.97665393 1807.3234 0.00613655667.17 175.34497 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 122937 Sb06g023630 0.0093331365 0.0093331365 0.025354303 0.0012553012 105.054855 E-004 88.33089 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 126772 Sb04g003110 0.0031622113 0.0031622113 0.011079486 0.00399067 148.20943 0.9902799 1498.0651 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 130 173 N/A I. 18E-004 I. 18E-004 0.0010597043 4.28E-004 74.34362 0.6535199 134.9499 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 153184 Sb07g021260 7.10E-005 7 10E-005 7.79E-004 0.9764376 1805.9309 0.003273961 140.4451 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 155216 Sb09g028720 1.51E-004 1.51 E-004 0.001263552 0.9841137 1861.1422 0.0010347753 100.13144 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 160268 Sb07g021260 1.22E-005 I.22E-005 2.98E-004 0.99112386 1934.2758 0.0030831213 137.90283 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 166944 N/A 7.37E-004 7.37E-004 0.0037214751 2.04E-004 60.823204 0.43264207 188.9694 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 168651 N/A 7.26E-006 7.26E-006 2.31 E-004 0.612799 1073.1229 0.00 14249363 108.82252 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G 174984 Sb07g005660 9.58E-006 9.58E-006 2.66E-004 0.99849874 2093.0405 0.002832909 168.0419 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GJ06345 Sb09g0 19930 6.67E-004 6.67E-004 0.0034861472 0.9872561 1889.6614 7.2IE-004 89.26275 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2GJ51977 Sb03g027030 2.34E-005 2.34E-005 3.85E-004 0.9444444 1656.0074 0.0013994911 107.910805 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G414192 SbO IgO 15400 1.75E-006 1.75E-006 1.09E-004 0.9331764 1617.3859 0.0038507208 146.75131 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G447785 N/A 0.009865722 0.009865722 0.026495868 0.37666243 804.86896 3.44E-004 175.94577 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM2G451224 Sb09g028260 1.99E-005 1.99E-005 3.64E-004 0.85424936 1428.4792 0.008418151 181.18259 0.014285714 0.028571429

GRMZM5G845611 SbOlg048470 7.07E-005 7.07E-005 7.83E-004 0.99077183 1930.4094 0.0062892283 580.7853 0.014285714 0.028571429

This table shows statistical description ofthe 45 maize genes significantly up-regulated under drought condition and the

corresponding 35 sorghum orthologs. The statistical significance of these genes was supported by all statistical models

used in the analysis.
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2.3.4 Analysis of orthology groups

The value of identification of orthologous groups is not only noted for genome annotation, but is

also spectacular in evolutionary findings of genes and gene products, comparative genomic studies,

and the identification of candidate genes (Koonin et al., 2004, Mitchell et al., 2007).

Out of the 18,815 (6915 non redundant) initially identified orthologs from the three sorghum

relative species, a total of 13,801 (6492 (93%) non redundant) were screened whose % identity is>

50 and confidence level is only 1 (see Table 2.17). This represents 42.7%, 37.6% and 19.7%

contribution of orthologs from maize, rice and Arabidopsis respectively suggesting greater number

of shared genes with proximity to ancestral species. Before performing ontology enrichment using

the combination of all the orthologs recovered, we determined to see the extent of species

representation and subtotal genes commonly identified by more than one species (section 2.3.4.1,

Table 2.17 and Figure 2~10 (Venn-diagram). To this end, 2098 genes were identified to represent

sorghum orthologs contributed in common by all species as indicated in the Venn-diagram (see

Figure 2.10). Table 2.17 shows the patterns of sorghum orthologs with respect to the corresponding

sorghum relative species based on 9693 sorghum UniGene clusters as an entry.

2.3.4.1 GO enrichment analysis of genes through orthology groups

Considering only the 2098 genes into GO enrichment analysis, did not result significantly high gene

enrichment suggesting the necessity to rather consider all the genes partly because non-common

orthologs which potentially contribute to drought tolerance seem to remain unrepresented in GO

enrichment and partly because the common genes represent only 30% of the initial total figure

which doesn't seem to be representative.

Table 2.17 Sorghum orthologs and the corresponding genes from closely related species

Sorghum relative Genes" Genes" Homology type (%) % Identity Confidence level sorghum

spp. Ad Be er (> 50) Low High N/A orthologs-

Z.maize 686 8835 3918 4291 626 6009 377 8458 0 5889

Oisativa japonica' 509 7183 4677 1540 966 5512 666 6508 9 5186

A.thaliana 1194 8334 1659 2532 4143 3461 1344 6993 2 2723

Total 6492h

Key to legend: a Rice; b genes without sorghum orthologs; C Total sorghum orthologs; d one2one orthology type; e

one2many orthology type; f many2many orthology type; g selected sorghum orthologs above 50% identity and high

confidence level; h non-redundant total sorghum ortho1ogs.

Then we decided to use the 6492 genes as query input for GO functional enrichment among which
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6321 enriched annotation and 239 significant GO-terms were identified under p-value, FDR < 0.05.

We reduced the number to our most genes of interest with 1102 highly enriched drought responsive

genes by selecting a response to stress as a key GO-term. Consequently, huge over-representation of

genes seems to promising in drought stress tolerance, for instance genes involving in responses to

water deprivation (118), dessication (21), heat (91), ABA stimulus (109) and ABA mediated

signalling pathways (37) are among few identified GO functional terms (see Table 2.18 and Figure

S2.6). Table 2.18 shows the brief description of GO functional enrichment of DR sorghum genes

identified based on orthology groups and Figure S2.6 represents mapping of the GO-terms related

to responses to stress based on biological processes. Surprisingly enough significant over-

representation of high number of genes which were validated by gene ontology functional

enrichment were identified from sorghum orthologs in evolutionarily related grass species.

b)RH RABASRice

RWD
Arebidopsls

Figure 2.10: Sorghum orthologs correlating among species and drought related GO terms

Key to legend: RWD = response to water deprivation; RH = response to heat and RABAs = response to ABAs.

This Venn-diagram showing patterns of overlapping of sorghum orthologous genes among its relative species and

among GO terms related to drought stress across species defined promising drought responses based on the orthologous

group: a) shows patterns of sorghum orthologs evolutionary and functional crosstalk with genes in other species. This

may give some clue though needs to be further proven on the extent of shared conserved synteny among species related

to sorghum such that closely related species such as maize and rice share higher conserved (2549, 39%) orthologs than

relatively distantly related species to sorghum eg. maize and Arabidopsis that share 367 (6%) sorghum orthologs and

rice and Arabidopsis share only 3% orthologs. Surprisingly, 2098 sorghum orthologs shared among all the species

seemingly represent ancestral genes. All the genes in the diagram represent sorghum orthologs in the respective species.

The non-shared ones indicate the unique sorghum orthologs found only in the corresponding species. b) patterns of

genes involved in key selected GO-terms representing stress response. Functional overlapping is indicated as a clue for

gene network among categories involve in complex stress responses with some genes playing the rate limiting role (eg.
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Sb09g026860.1 and Sb07g014940.1) acting in all pathways. Pathway controlling response to water deprivation (RWD)

shares 40 overlapping genes with response to ABA stimulus (RABAS) and six genes with response to heat (RH) (see

Table 2.18). In total 265 unique genes were identified from orthology groups to play active role in drought related

responses.

Table 2.18 GO functional enrichment of DR sorghum genes based on orthology groups.

GO-DA GO ID GO-term EfTB GOfBgC pD

BP GO:0006950 Response to stress 1102/1102 3705/26245 0.00
BP GO:0006950 Response to water deprivation 118/1102 374/26245 4.98e-55
BP GO:0009269 Response to dessication 21/1102 71/26245 5.4e-09
BP GO:0009408 Response to heat 91/1102 324/26245 J.35e-38
BP GO:0009737 Response to ABA stimulus 109/1102 664/26245 2.87e-28
BP GO:0009738 ABA mediated signalling pathway 37/1102 192/26245 4.87e-11
CC GO:0044444 Cytoplasmic part 477/1102 7660/26245 2.07e-20
CC GO:0009536 Plastid 161/1102 2109/26245 5.95e-11
CC GO:0009507 Chloroplast 144/1102 183/26245 1.45e-10
CC GO:0043227 Membrane-bounded organelle 628/1102 10408/26245 1.24e-27
CC GO:0005886 Plasma membrane 136/1102 1557/26245 6.93e-13
MF GO:0051082 Unfolding protein binding 36/1102 184/26245 1.83e-10
MF GO:0048037 Cofactor binding 811ll 02 792/26245 5.83e-10
MF GO:0005506 Ion binding 91/1102 890/26245 3.17e-11
MF GO:0016209 Antioxidant activity 72/1102 276/26245 3.88e-28
MF GO:0009055 Electron transfer activity 86/1102 984/26245 1.5ge-07

Key to legend: A GO-D denotes GO domain; B E/T denote enriched genes Vs test set: the numerator and denominator

represent the number of enriched genes and test set respectively; C GO/Bg denote genes with GO-terms Vs back ground

set: the numerator and denominator represent the number of genes for which corresponding GO-terms were assigned

and the background set respectively; 0 P denote P-value (FDR). The first top GO-term in each GO-domain, eg. BP:

response to stress (GO:0006950), CC: Cytoplasmic part (GO:0044444) and MF: Unfolding protein binding

(GO:0051082), represent the most likely term associated to the corresponding number of enriched genes. As such, 1102,

477, and 36 genes respectively were assigned to these GO-terms.
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2.4 Discussion

Detection of complex trait related genetic determinants on an in silica basis probably is the best

approach to identify functional candidate genes. An integrated in silica approach that we applied in

this study generated a wide array of candidate drought responsive genes in sorghum.

2.4.1 Identification of candidate genes by mapping experimental data to reference genome

Mapping data to reference genome is not only important for molecular characterization of genome

structure and evolution in the grass family (Rubin et al. 2000; Feuillet and Keller, 2002; Keller et

al., 2011), but is also vital for comparative genomies in aspects including but not limited to

predicting and verifying gene models, identifying and characterizing putatively known candidate

genes, improving genome annotation, and identifying homologs between genomes of related

species in the eukaryotes (Schnable and Lyons, 2012; Varshney et al. 2011). Sequence similarity

search now for more than two decades since introduction of BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) has been

the focus in DNA or protein query search for sequence similarities against known databases

(Kisman et al. (2005) with likelihood of matched sequences on similarity measure returning a set of

high-scoring pairs (HSPs) and reflecting evolutionary relationship. The result of the UniGene

mapping to sorghum genome in the current study captured 123 DRG (1% out of 14057 UniGene

clusters and 1.3% out of the 9258 DRESTs, part of UniGene clusters) strongly supported by

sorghum existing gene models originally not ascribed as drought tolerance. Based on the status of

their functional annotation of these genes, we able to classify as hypothetical (61%), as putatively

uncharacterised (1%) and as unknown proteins, 38% (Figure S2.l). Analysis of a collection of the

9258 DR single-pass ESTs selected out of 20199 initially derived from 92 different sorghum cDNA

libraries that were incorporated into a set of 14057 UniGene clusters (Pontius et al., 2003) revealed

significant number of identifiable CDRG.

Forty-one UniGene clusters purely DRESTs (0.3% out of 14057) that mapped to the reference

genome might give information on the function of the genes towards drought tolerance and these

could be tagged as potential target for further investigation. However, 82.4% DREST free UniGene

clusters that mapped to genome represent drought stress susceptibility suggesting that drought

tolerance loci are not frequently and uniformly distributed along the genome owing to
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developmental stage or tissue-specificity of spatio-temporal patterns of gene expression under stress

condition.

2.4.2 Annotation comparison and update

2.4.2.1 Genome annotation modification

Locating protein coding genes using in silica tracing is probably the most difficult task of genome

annotation. Identification of new structure of the existing gene model which we refer to as

annotation update and the novel gene structure model are the two major achievements in the current

study. The need for annotation comparison is not just restricted to different versions of annotation of

the same genome but also of different sources derived from distinct gene prediction pipelines

(Standage and Brendel, 2012). Since gene structure prediction is not just a one time complete

endeavour that exhaustively describe all possible gene sets in the genome, a long term dynamic and

additive process of a variety of efforts requires for progressive update of genome annotation.

Comparative genomies has provided opportunities to investigate not only genome structures but

additional phenomena such as alternative splicing, exonic variances and untranslated parts by

tracing homology based similarities and differences between organisms (Modrek and Lee, 2003;

Singh et al., 2008). Alternative splicing in several model organisms eg. human, mouse and rat is

associated with an increased frequency of exon creation and/or loss (Modrek and Lee, 2003; Singh

et al., 2008) though there is low levelof alternatively spliced genes in plants probably for reasons

related to plant evolution (Barbazuk et al., 2008, Keren et al., 2010).

Incorporation of additional expression data sets is the main source of annotation update. Genome

annotation is already subject to change in different organisms via the use of new data repositories

and tools publicly available (Koonin et al., 2003). In this study, improvements made as a

consequence of structural and positional modification of one or multiple gene features in the

existing genome annotation signifies annotation update. Variability in the genomic features that may

be associated with diversification of tissue-specific expression patterns of protein coding genes and

the resulting diversification in protein function may be a biological implication of such

modifications.

Analysis of the present genome annotation compare revealed 12.5% modification that includes
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single gene model updates of which about 5% represent both structural and positional

rearrangements. The rest 95% attained only structural changes being chromosomal assignment

remained unchanged. Merging genes based on multiple overlapping transcripts and novel exonic

and UTR contributed to the improvement of annotation. The PASA improved 4557 mRNAs

originated from updated 4455 genes based on the datasets obtained from UniGene clusters and

drought responsive TIGR transcript is an indication of changes in gene structure and probable shift

in the start and stop codons. Addition of 64 novel exons, 74 five prime UTR, 3595 three prime UTR

entail the generation of different isoforms from a single gene model leading to variations between

protein coding genes and the corresponding products (Modrek and Lee, 2002). This additional

genetic variation may indispensably be implicated in the enhancement of drought tolerance and

yield stability in sorghum.

2.4.2.2 Novel gene structure model prediction

The major outcome of annotation update in this study is the findings of 241 novel sorghum genes

out of which 69% were found to be DR. This result describes 34% among the drought responsive

genes were originated from extrinsic evidence based prediction using AUGUSTUS gene prediction

program (Stanke et al., 2006b) and PASA pipeline (Haas et al., 2008). The gene building and

mapping pipelines we designed for this purpose have been instrumental in filtering out the 441

initially identified genes by subjecting to series of screening procedures. In contrary to its genome

size the number of identified genes in Sbl.4 (Reseales v2.1, Sbi 1.4, latest release) (Paterson et al.,

2009) is relatively low in sorghum as a model species for cereals compared to other model species.

Rice whose genome size is 75% smaller than that of sorghum has gone through several reannotation

and refinement steps (Ouyang et al., 2007) with a total of 55,986 identified Non- TE and TE loci and

total of 66, 343 gene models (RGAP 7 Summary; Kawahara et al., 2013). This entails the relatively

slow annotation updates in sorghum genome from 2009 where it was initially annotated. This study,

contributed to the improvement of the existing annotation by adding novel putative gene structure

models, thus enhancing the quality of sorghum genome annotation and furthering our understanding

of sorghum genomics.

2.4.2.2.1 Complete and partial gene structure models

Interestingly, 14 novel genes (6%) were found to be complete in structure with the presence of both

3 prime and 5 prime UTR edges. The rest 8% were shown to have only 3 prime UTR and 1% with
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only 5 prime UTR. This result reveals that 34 genes (14%) were at least semi-complete gene

structured i.e. only 3 prime UTR edge or 5pime UTR or both) and the remaining 207 were shown to

be only partial with no any UTR segment of the gene but with the start and stop codons. This

truncation could arise due to an in-frame stop codon (Liu et al., 2009) or however often exhibited in

the nature of our test dataset that most ESTs are shorter and they are sensitive to errors in predicting

whether a gene is truncated at one or both ends (Klassen and Currie, 2012). The finding of the

compete gene structure is implicated in to a more potentially featured new functional elements to

the sorghum genome annotation.

2.4.2.2.2 Single exonic and intronless genes

Further analysis on our result depicts 115 genes (47.7%) to be single exonic which were all intron

less and the remaining genes (52.3%) included those having 2 exons (51, 21.2%), 3 exonic (40,

16.6%),4 exonic (17, 7.1%), 5 exonic (10, 4.2%), 6 exonic (3,1.3%) with no seven exonic gene

and 2 eight exonic genes (1%). The finding of single exonic intronless genes is very interesting as

several reports shown that intron loss play role in drought tolerance. For instance, the ORF of CBF4

(C-repeat binding factor /dehydration-responsive elements binding (CBF IDREB 1) proteins), a

drought stress inducible gene was shown to be associated with an intronless expressed gene (Haake

et al., 2002). Besides, sequence analysis of DREB 1 genes (dehydration-responsive- element-

binding protein), which play an important role in increasing stress tolerance in plants, showed that

they are intronless (Akhtar et al., 2012).

2.4.2.2.3 Correlation between intronless and pseudogenes

A more interesting in connection with intron loss is its correlation in frequency with processed

pseudogene abundance which would be seen as a novel strategy to test the reverse transcriptase

model of intron loss (Zhu and Niu, 2013). Pseudogenes are defined as functional anomalies of the

previously intact protein coding genomic loci having sequence homology with the functional genes

which often referred to as parent paralogs. With such defunct due to frame shifts mutation,

interrupted stop codon and gaps within conserved regions (Balakirev and Ayala, 2003 and Niimura,

2013), they are grouped into three known classes based on their origin: (a) retrotransposition of

mRNA from functional protein-coding loci back into the genome, referred to as processed

pseudogene (Balakirev and Ayala, 2003); (b) duplication of functional genes referred to as
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duplicated (also unprocessed) pseudogenes (Li et aI., 2013) and (c) in situ mutations in previously

functional protein-coding genes referred to as unitary pseudogenes (Zhang et al., 2010). A

consensus for the gene to be categorized into pseudogene based on the combined criteria set by

Ensembl (Curwen et aI., 2004; Flicek et aI., 2013 and 2014) and those used by Goodstadt and

Ponting, 2006 pointed out these features as pseudo-genes: 1) a characteristic short introns with less

than 10 bp, 2) frame shift (in-frame stop codon disruptions); 3) the lack of conserved syntenic gene

order in dispersed genes (syntenic distance of 20 genes); 4) any single or multiple disrupted

interspersed gene, identified syntenic but with more than one disruption and dispersed gene with

single exon. Even though we suspect for the presence of pseudogenes from this result in correlation

with the finding of single exonic intronless genes, it requires further investigation.

2.4.2.2.4 Splisomes

Alternative splicing is a major regulatory mechanism in eukaryote gene expression and it has

evolutionary implications in diversification of structures in gene products and their functions (Keren

et al., 2010). This allows generation of multiple mRNA species and proteins from a single gene

with all potential informational content of eukaryotic genomes (Ner-Gaon et al., 2004). The

identified 136 AS in our result suggests importance of splice event in regulation of the levels and

tissue specificity of gene expression in sorghum crop. In most cases it may cause unprecedented

disorder without the occurrence of such phenomena (Tazi et al., 2009). Alternate exon, a 12% splice

event in our finding is related to an increase in coding diversity within genes coding for

extracellular matrix proteins (Boyd et aI., 1993). Our analysis shows nine alternative splice

junctions of which 80% may significantly involve in the variability of transcripts.

2.4.3 Metabolic pathways

With the complete sequencing and annotation of eukaryotic genomes, it's becoming easier a task to

assign the coding regions where the majority of genes encode products with known metabolic and

biochemical functions (Ouzounis et al., 1996; Schilling et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2014). In this

study, we identified fourteen metabolic pathways related to drought tolerance and the total of 32

genes for which enriched drought associated GO-terms were assigned out of 477 involved.

Sorghum has the ability to synthesize dhurrin, a Cyanogenic Glucosides (CGs) and store in the

tissues without any effect of the toxic cyanide unlike most plants (Niang, 2008). In sorghum an

enzyme, CYP79A1 [EC:1.14.l3.41] (tyrosine N-monooxygenase also called tyrosine N-
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hydroxylase) which is grouped in a class of Oxidoreductases (Halkier et al., 1995; Bak et al. 2000)

is involved in biosynthesis of the cyanogenic glucoside dhurrin, along with some other enzymes.

As study shows, dhurrin synthesis in sorghum depends on developmental stage and growth

condition and is largely determined by transcriptional regulation of the biosynthetic enzymes

CYP79Al and CYP71El(Busk and Moller, 2002). A gene known with SbOlg001200 name being

classified under the protein family Pfam p450 is responsible to encode CYP79Al and CYP71El

(Bak et al., 2000). Though clear understanding is not in place how dhurrin involve in drought

tolerance in sorghum, the alternative pathway for the degradation of dhurrin is hypothesized in the

latter developmental stage stimulating sorghum for endogenous turnover pathway allowing the

plant to recycle the nitrogen bound in dhurrin without the risk of toxic effects from hydrogen

cyanide released inside the cells (Bach, 2012). However, based on functional ontology assignment,

the gene, SbOlg001200 (CYP79Al), a putatively uncharacterised hypothetical protein, has been

identified with the GO-accessions GO:009414 and GO:0009269 with the corresponding GO-terms

for the biological process, response to both water deprivation and desiccation respectively

suggesting the direct involvement of this particular gene in function related to drought tolerance.

On the other hand, the three metabolic pathways namely PcoAB, VUB and VUD with an enzyme

EC # [EC:2.6.1.42] in common among others involve in the amination of 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate

attributed to the presence of a branched-chain amino acid transaminase (BCA1) activity. The

enzyme is classified under transferases, transferring nitrogenous groups, and transaminases based

on the particular reaction it catalyses. The three genes namely Sb04g0 10240, Sb06g025140 and

Sb09g008180 were identified to involve commonly in these pathways and were associated to GO-

terms such as response to stress, water deprivation and response to desiccation implicating that the

genes are actively involved in drought stress tolerance.

From this analysis, it is possible to suggest that a set of genes seem to involve in the pathways in

two specific approaches: 1) across pathways playing a multiplex metabolic role and 2) within

pathway(s) playing pathway specific metabolic role. The three genes mentioned above involve in all

the three metabolic pathways in common whereas coxl involve only in Oxidative phosphorelation

though it may interact with more than one gene within pathway as it shares the pathway with others.

However, not clear why three genes act together in playing on the same enzymatic activity may rise
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a question about their functional duplication. Analysis of patterns of expression profiling of such

genes may give clue to distinguish between them, however, still important to know that the timing

of enzymatic role may not necessarily corrilate with the mRNA abundance (Glanemann et al.,

2003).

2.4.4 Functional GO enrichment and Interpro domain analysis

In total, this analysis revealed significant number of genes (477) networking in all the pathways for

which 583 GO-terms were significantly enriched under P-value and FDR < 0.01) of which 32

potential genes noted to be responsible for encoding key enzymes. Analysis of GO annotation, in-

terms of the GO-domain representation, revealed 32% branched chain family amino acid metabolic

process, 29% and 30% cofactor and oxidoreductase binding protein respectively and 91% with 29%

cytoplasm and plastid cellular component respectively.

Interpro domain analysis revealed high frequency of protein domains related to drought tolerance

(lsokpehi et al., 2011) such as zing finger domain representing common elements in drought stress

response in plants (Vij and Tyagi, 2008) and Chaperon Dna] doamin protein playing functional role

in the cooperation of Hsp40 with Hsp70 (Greene et al., 1998) and in intracellular or endosomal

trafficking (Girard et al., 2005).

2.4.5 Differential gene expression profiling

Analysis of gene expression is vital means of interpreting gained information regarding gene

expression or transcriptional profiling to discover and develop defensive process in complex trait

controlled systems. It discloses polygenic and pleiotropic networks that modulate systems

functioning (Chesler et al., 2005). This suggests that gene expression analysis plays pivotal role in

candidate gene analysis from distinctly observed expressed set of genes or gene features or subtypes

that provide clue of a particular biological state. Expression profiling can be used to prioritize a

candidate gene list that would otherwise have been a difficult task of using reverse genetics to

assign functionality to genes (Kreps et al., 2002). It can serve as a proper tool to more accurately

classify gene features (Goldstein et al., 2013). Analysis of gene expression based on maize

orthologs revealed 32 significantly expressed sorghum genes (a maize orthologs) in association with

drought tolerance, majority being from ovary tissues in line with the published work (Kakumanu et

al. 2012). This denotes conserved functional similarity in drought stress responses between the two
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crops based on the fact that expression context (co-expression of genes with others having

counterparts in other genome) is largely conserved between orthologs (Dutilh et al., 2006).

However, sequence similarity based extrapolation of gene expression profiles of a species to the

ortholog of its closest relative will only be applied if the similarity holds true for functional

conservation across species (Sánchez et al., 2000). GO annotation notably revealed maximum %age

of photosynthetic cellular metabolic process, ion and chlorophyll binding typically involving in

both photosyntheses I and II significantly correlating with drought stress responses.

2.4.6 Analysis of orthology relationship

Identification of orthologous groups has been instrumental in wide array of research areas. Some of

these include but not limited to evolutionary findings of genes and or proteins (Devos and Gale,

2000, Glazier et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2006), genome annotation (Itoh et al., 2007) and comparative

genomic studies (Koonin et al., 2004, Proost et al., 2009) and identification of genes using eGA

(Mitchell et al., 2007). The present analysis provided huge over-representation of genes promising

in drought stress tolerance with the total prioritized added up to 5.1% functionally enriched

orthologs based on the 7223 total identified initial list. For instance in responses to water

deprivation (118), dessication (21), heat (91), ABA stimulus (109) and ABA mediated signalling

pathways (37) were among few identified. There is hint for functional overlapping across pathways

indicating the presence of gene network among categories involve in complex stress responses.

Maize which diverged from sorghum 12 mya (Swigonova et al., 2004) contributed the largest

orthologs than rice and Arabidopsis from which sorghum diverged 42 mya (Paterson et al., 2004;

Tang et al., 2008) and -150mya (Bancroft, 2001) receptively. This further asserts that more

functional gene conservation is plausible between sorghum and maize given their close relationship

and the largely conserved gene content and number with extended regions of map collinearity as an

evidence (Song et al., 2002). In other words, the relative evolutionary distances between sorghum

and other species created the extent of variation in the use of orthology in predicting candidate

genes.
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2.5 Conclusion

Our approach proves to be a well designed tool for detecting biologically plausible candidate genes.

Reliability and validity of our data contributed to identification of significant array of prioritized

candidate genes that are critical to response to drought and related stress genes. Because drought

tolerance is a complex poligenetic traits, detection and genetic dissection of candidate genes

requires the use of multi-analytical processes. Mapping experimental data to reference genome,

pathway analysis, expression profiling, analysis of orthologous group and genome annotation and

identification of novel genes contributed to 620 (~2%) non-redundant functionally enriched drought

tolerant genes which were not ascribed in previous annotation. Structural and positional

modification of gene annotation is implicated in the genomic structural variation and its

consequences on a probable functional variation. Identification of 41 purely DR UniGene clusters

underscore the importance of sorghum UniGenes in candidate gene discovery.

Expression profiling and orthologous group identification show high gene conservation along

evolutionary related lineage, however the closer the lineage the greater the shared functional

features would be. All the metabolic and biochemical pathways identified in this study suggest

sorghum's C4 photosynthetic peculiarity. As a basic factional unit of metabolic system, these

pathways interplay to create biochemical reactions that make up the metabolic network, constitute a

fundamental interface to build a defensive mechanism against drought stress.

The pipeline designated for novel gene prediction is most dependable and reliable that employed

multiple informants and standard quality control. This result has modified 12.6% of the existing

annotation and incorporated almost 1% of the novel gene models. Yet untapped genetic variation in

sorghum was witnessed in this study entailing the need for future research target. The result in the

present study is of interest to further research in molecular breeding in sorghum towards enhancing

drought tolerance and yield stability.
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CHAPTER 3

Chapter 3: Gene-gene and gene-phenotype association: a novel integrated approach to dissect

complex drought tolerance in sorghum (Sorghum bieolor (L.) Moench)

Abstract

Background: Identification of genes associated with complex traits is a common challenge in

eukaryotic genomes. Dissecting genetic determinants for normal biological function in plants under

drought stress is difficult due to complexity in drought factors and the polygenicity of the trait.

However, association studies has long been a way-forward in genetic dissection of complex traits

such as drought resistance.

Methodology: An integrated approach that combine functional ontology based semantic data with

expression profiling and biological networks was employed to analyse gene association with plant

phenotypes and to identify and genetically dissect complex drought tolerance in sorghum (Sorghum

bicolor (L.) Moench) and related species. The gramene database was used to identify genes with

direct or indirect association to drought related ontology terms in sorghum. Where direct association

for sorghum genes were not available, genes were captured using Ensemble Biomart by transitive

association based on the putative functions of sorghum orthologs in closely related species.

Semantic query building components were used to determine associations to all ontology terms.

Ontology mapping represented the direct or transitive association of genes to multiple drought

related ontology terms based on sorghum specific genes or orthologs in related species. Based on

this, trait functional specificity and overlapping across species was determined. Non-redundant

multi-ontology supported genes were further enriched using gene ontology (GO) enrichement

analysis. Metabolic pathways, functional biological interaction and phylogenetic distances were

identified for selected gene associations. Comparative GO associated drought responsive genes

were determined between sorghum and related species. Correlation of genes to the enriched GO-

terms related to the whole-plant structure was used to determine extent of gene-phynotype

association across-species and environmental stresses. Genes enriched for functions related to

drought resistant (p<O.05) were used in analysis of gene expression profiling.

Result: We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach by cross-examining the association of
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169 sorghum genes identified for drought tolerance across species and environmental stresses.

While 56% of these have shown multiple stress tolerance in sorghum, 90% exhibited drought

tolerance in multiple species and 10% identified to be sorghum specific. We integrated gene-to-

phenotype associations and relevant public expression datasets from related cereal crops and model

organisms. Based on the biological processes they were involved in, we identified 1117 sorghum

candidate genes which potentially respond to five different abiotic stresses such as drought (169),

salt (352), cold (222), heat (92) and oxidative stress (282). Based on expression profiling, 88 of

these genes were associated with drought response. A total of 2224 non-redundant genes exhibited

strong association with GO (6%), trait ontology (TO, 13%), plant ontology (PO, 4.4%), plant

growth ontology (GRO, 32%) and plant environment ontology (EO, 75%) of which 30% is shared

among all ontologies (p-value < 0.05). Mapping further ontology validated the results and provided

biological functions for identified genes.

Conclusion: Our approach allows intermarriage of gene association with functionally interrelated,

but not overlapping ontologies terms to identify and genetically dissect complex drought tolerance

in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench). The resource enables us to perform cross-species and

stresses queries for genes that are likely to be associated with multiple stress tolerances, as a means

to identify novel targets for engineering stress resistance in sorghum and other crop species.
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3.1 Introduction

One of the most daunting tasks in plant genetics is to identify the genetic determinants related to

complex traits and to decipher the molecular basis of these traits. The use of technologies such as

association studies and expression arrays have provided opportunities for the major trade-offs

(Brunner et al., 2004). Association studies usually correlate complex trait-related genetic

backgrounds to the corresponding chromosomal regions (Atwel et al., 2010), whereas expression

profiling allows researchers to obtain a list of differentially regulated genes in an experimental

sample with respect to the reference (Alba et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2026; Carrera et al., 2007).

Association studies can also be viewed in comparison with linkage analysis as both of them have

long been instrumental in genetic analysis of quantitative drought tolerance (Champoux et al., 1995;

Tuberosa et al., 2002; Eeuwijk et al., 2010; Varshney et al., 2012). However, the former tend to be

more effective than the latter for analysing complex traits since it applies more statistical power to

identify large number of genes with minimal effect (Risch et al., 1996). In all of these technologies,

a common characteristic challenge has been a resulting large number of genes corresponding to the

analysis (Panagiotou et al., 2013; Paux et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012).

Integrated functional ontology based gene association usmg gene set enrichment tools for

identification of complex traits is the most promising current approach to obtain relevant and

concise number of genes (Jaiswal et al., 2002; Cline et al., 2007; Horan et al., 2008; Ficklin et al.,

2010 and Lee et al., 2011). This approach uses gene ontology as the basis for query building and

semantic integration of data (Song et al., 2013). It allows identification of genes regulating complex

traits by using expression data profiling (Carrera et al., 2007), biological networks (Cline et al.,

2007) and data mining from known biological information (Jaiswal et al., 2002). Previous studies

on sorghum gene-phenotype modelling at crop level were concerned about the challenge of gene-

gene and gene-environment interactions with respect to modern breeding approaches (Capman et

al., 2002; Chapman et al., 2003). Integrated functional ontology approach employs multiple means

for identification of key physiological and developmental traits (Tonsor et al., 2005) that relate to

gene-phenotype association.

The ontology-based identification of complex traits using association analysis includes a wider

spectrum of interrelated components. This approach uses primarily five ontologies namely Gene
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Ontology (GO); Trait Ontology (TO); Plant Structure Ontology (PO); Plant Growth Ontology

(GRO) and Environment Ontology (EO) to integrate association studies such as gene-gene and

gene-trait associations. Ontology has been represented and used since the time of Parmenides, an

ancient Greek philosopher (Cordero, 2004) to describe the fundamental characteristics of reality

based on the differences and similarities with all the relationships manifested within the realities.

Ontology as the philosophical thinking of the nature of being deals with the concept of what makes

the biological entity itself and what not. It represents well-structured and controlled vocabularies

with well-defined relationships (Grube et al., 1993; Smith et al. 2007) of which the structure

denotes the current representation of biological knowledge (Ashburner et al., 2000).

Among other ontologies, the GO is the first that our approach uses to dissect a genetically complex

trait. GO is a well-defined and structured shared knowledge in three interrelated but non-

overlapping domains of molecular biology such as biological process (BP), molecular function

(MF) and cellular component (CC) which are all attributes of genes, gene products or gene-product

groups (Ashbumer et al., 2000; Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001; Bard and Rhee, 2004 and Rhee

et al., 2008). The three GO domains mentioned above represent a biological objective to which the

gene or gene product contributes, a biochemical activity of a gene product and the place in the cell

where a gene product is active respectively. GO is very important because it makes possible the

annotation of homologous gene and protein sequences across organisms based on shared biology

and the association of genes to the respective nodes within an ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000). It

deals with gene-centered information such as gene-gene relationship, association and interaction as

well as protein-protein interaction (Yue et al., 2006; Pattin and Moore, 2008 and 2009; Moore et

al., 2010; Califano et al., 2012) and mapping of genes to known GO-terms based on biological

functions from all GO-domains.

Trait Ontology (INGER. 1996; Jaiswal et al., 2002; Youens-Clark et al. 2010 and Arnaud et al.,

2012) is a structured vocabulary of terms denoting a phenotypic traits in plants notably plant height,

chlorophyll content and stay green are few among many. These are classified into genetic,

agronomic, biochemical, physiological, developmental traits based on the categories they represent

which are familiar in nature but not distinct and are often complementary (Jaiswal et al., 2002).

Such non-distinctiveness is solved by TO allowing 'one to many' relationships (Bard and Rhee,
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2004; Jaiswal et al., 2006; Balhoff et al., 2010 and Kattge et al., 2011). TO deals with gene trait

association (Plant Ontology Consortium, 2002; Bard and Rhee, 2004; Dixon et al., 2007 and

Youens-Clark et al., 2010).

Third, PO is the first generic ontological representation of anatomical and morphological structure

of all plants (Yamazaki et al., 2005; Hic et al., 2007; Avraham et al, 2008). Like TO, PO addresses

the same problem arising due to inconsistencies in terminologies used to describe plant structure in

publications and genomic databases. Plant Ontology allows description of gene association to plant

morphological and anatomical structures (Da Cruz and de Macedo Vieira, 2010; Hamsomburana et

al., 2011 and Cooper et al., 2013).

Fourthly, GRO describes distinct growth and developmental stage contained within plant biology

(Pujar et al., 2006) dealing with gene association with such distinct plant physical growth and age

based on differences in tissues groups (Pujar et al., 2006). On the other hand, EO represents

description of a well-defined regimen of a plant (Youens-Clark et al., 2010). Environment Ontology

models the association and interaction of genes to different environment regimen and factors.

All these ontologies provide distinct descriptions of attributes for association to respective drought

terms. However, it may not be convenient and convincing if the identification and analysis of gene

association is limited to only one or few complex traits which are obviously lacking complementary

information. Integrative approach that considers all the ontologies combined that can examine wider

content of complex traits with expression data and biological networks is the most promising

method to address this issue.

Therefore, this study investigates gene-gene and gene-phenotype association by using an integrated

approach to genetically dissect complex drought tolerance in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.)

Moench).
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3.2 Materials and Method

3.2.1 Data source and data mining

Plant related functional ontologies were identified using the gramene database. These include; Gene

Ontology (GO), Trait Ontology (TO), Environment Ontology (EO), Plant structure Ontology (PO)

and Growth Ontology (GRO). These were used to retrieve sorghum genes directly or indirectly

associated with drought tolerance. To determine direct association, drought related ontology terms

were first identified for each specified ontology including the number of genes that they represent

for sorghum (Figure 3.1). Where direct association of sorghum gene-trait in question was not

available from the respective ontologies, potential drought tolerant sorghum genes were captured

using Ensemble Biomart by transitive association based on the putative functions of sorghum gene

orthologs in other closely related crop species. We used ontology mapping (see Figure 3.2) to

represent direct or transitive association of sorghum genes to multiple drought related ontology

terms based on orthology functional relationship in maize, a closely related cereal crop as well as

the distantly related rice and Arabidopsis.

Once sorghum drought associated genes for all ontologies were identified and retrieved, those gene

associations supported by all ontology terms in each ontology group were retained and merged to

capture only unique entries. Further, genes supported by all ontology groups were used as an input

for functional GO-enrichment, P < 0.01 using Agrigo (Du et al., 2010).

Species specific and common genes were identified based on gene functional association across-

species and multi-environmental stresses. VENNY (see Figures 3.2 and 3.5), an interactive tool for

comparing lists of genes with Venn Diagrams (Oliveros, 2007) was used to display and visualize

unique and common gene groups based on the attributes they are involved in across species and

multiple drought related stresses. KEGG pathway (Kanehisa and Goto., 2000), biological networks

(Supek et al., 2011) and (Mihara et al., 2010) were used to show gene association in terms of their

metabolic role, functional biological interaction and phylogenetic distances respectively (see section

3.2.4 and 3.3.1.1 for detail).
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Figure 3.1: Work-flow for gene-phynotype association across-species and stresses

This figure demonstrates the work flow for the gene-phenotype association in sorghum drought tolerance across species

by comparing sorghum drought responsive genes with orthologs in related species and across stresses by comparing

these genes against other stress such as salt, cold, heat and ROS. Gramene database was used in identification of

sorghum genes with drought phenotype association using semantic integration of data based on the known drought

related ontology terms for each identified plant ontologies such as GO, TO, EO, PO and GRO. Ensemble Biomart was
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used to get sorghum orthologs that have transitive association with known drought regulated functions from related

species such as rice and maize. Sorghum specific genes and orthologs having association with drought responses were

then integrated with expression data to evaluate expression profiling.

3.2.2 Identification of gene association using functional ontology based semantic query

building

Gramene (Ware et al., 2002), Ensembl (En sembi plant) (Flicek et al., 2013) and Ontology (LePendu

et al., 2008) databases were used to identify sorghum genes functionally associated with plant

phenotypes. The resultant extracted knowledge was semantically integrated based on drought

related terms from different ontologies. Semantic queries pertain to knowledge or data expressed on

the basis of a common vocabulary that leverage semantic information stored in ontologies used to

filter and retrieve the data from relational tables (Yu, 2011). Investigation of gene-phenotype

association was based on the correlation of genes to the enriched GO-terms related to the whole-

plant structure, namely: plant phenotypic traits, plant anatomical and morphological structure and

growth and developmental stages. Genes supported by all ontology terms were analysed for GO-

enrichment (p-value < 0.05) and the result obtained was integrated with expression data for

comprehensive analysis.

3.2.3. Cross-species comparative analysis: correlating gene-trait association across species

Comparative analysis were determined based on GO associated drought responsive genes for all

GO-domains across species. Functional conservation was speculated for genes from sorghum and

other three species. Ensembl Biornart (Smedley et al., 2009) was used to trace sorghum orthologs in

maize, rice and Arabidopsis based on non-redundant sorghum genes identified for GO with direct or

indirect association to sorghum drought tolerance. Sorghum specific genes and those sharing

attributes with other species were identified by determining cross-species gene functional

association using Venny (Oliveros, 2007).

A list of sorghum orthologs were compared against each other for specificity and commonality in

drought tolerance based on orthology relationship of all species. Genes functionally conserved were

detected by investigating the attributes of orthologs in the respective species and then correlated

with the genes identified for drought tolerance in sorghum.
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3.2.4 Multiple responses of genes across environmental stresses

Using the same initial input as in section 3.2.3 above, functional correlation of drought responsive

genes were compared with genes responsive to other stresses that include salt, cold, heat and

Reactive Oxygene Species (ROS). Sorghum drought tolerance specific gene association and

multiple stress responses of genes were identified using same procedure described in section 3.2.3.

(see Figure 3.1). Genes were selected based on the extent of their association to each environmental

stress under particular ontology terms and then filtered based on their enrichment significance level

(P-value, FDR < 0.05). Where data was lacking for sorghum, closely related orthologs were used to

retrieve gene association. Sorghum-rice orthologs were almost entirely used because gramene data

source is exhaustive (Ware et al., 2002) for rice gene association.

3.2.4.1 Metabolic pathway and phylogenetic relationship

A metabolic pathway for two genes, Sb03g026070 and Sb09g030600, universally expressed along

all stress environments was identified using Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEG G)

map (see section 3.3.1.1 for the detail). All the genes co-occurring with the two genes and involved

in the same pathway were identified both within the protein domains that the two genes belong and

between different protein domains. A dendrogram showing a phylogenetic relationship of the two

sorghum genes and their functional classification with orthologs from ancestrally related species

was generated using SALAD, a tool of systematic comparison of proteome data (Mihara et aI.,

2010).

3.2.5 Integration of gene trait association with gene differential expression

Sorghum expression data related to drought stress was obtained from NCB! Expression Omnibus

(GEO) database (Barrett et al., 2007). This was based on experimental data on sorghum

transcriptome analysis (RNA-Seq) on 9 days seedlings in response to osmotic and abscisic acid

stresses (Dugas et al., 2011). This was done to integrate the patterns of gene trait association with

tissues on which expression profiling showed drought phenotypes. Gene expression profiling was

shown using heat map (Figure 3.6) and up and down regulated genes were visualized using volcano

plot (Figure 3.7a&b). Statistical significance was determined using parametric t-test (P-value <

0.01).
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3.2.6. Functional-annotation and GO Enrichment

Gene association was determined based on the enrichment level of GO terms based on the cut-off

threshold value (p-value, FDR < 0.05). GO-terms with p-value less than 0.05 were considered

significantly enriched for all the three domain namely BP, CC and MF. Similarly, enriched genes

(FDR < 0.05) which exhibited strong association with their respective plant attribute from TO, PO,

GRO and EO were also determined. To visualise drought related GO-term associated genes, a

configured combined-graph tree (Figure S3.3); interactive biological networks (see Figure 3.9) and

scatter plots (Figure 3.8) for multidimensional scaling of semantic similarities (Supek et al., 2011)

were generated using default values.
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3.3 Result

3.3.1 Gene association across-environmental stresses: Functional-cross-talk

Based on the biological processes in which they were involved, 1117 sorghum candidate genes were

identified which potentially respond to five different abiotic stresses such as drought (169), salt

(352), cold (222), heat (92) and oxidative stress (282) (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Functional correlation and specificity of the drought tolerance with other stresses.

Genes associated with five environmental stresses based on data from gramene database are indicated in Figure 3.2a;

genes associated with four environmental stresses based on data from gramene database are indicated in Figure 2.3b and

similarly, genes associated with four environmental stresses based on sequence similarity search are indicated in figure

2.3c. The venn diagram was constructed by using an integrative, flexible tool for comparing lists of genes or proteins

(Oliveros, 2007).
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A diverse functional array of sorghum gene association is characterized by the over-expression of

some specific genes for multiple traits. For instance, two peculiar genes (Sb03g026070 and

Sb09g030600) were identified to be simultaneously expressed in all the four stresses namely

drought, salt, cold and heat. Furthermore, many other genes have been shown to have common

expression in two or more environmental stresses. For example, 2 genes (SbOlg037090 and

Sb02g043450) for drought, cold and heat, other 2 genes (Sb03g039820 and Sb09g022290) for

drought, salt and ROS, still other 2 genes (SbOlg003880 and SblOg0230l0) for drought and heat

and 3 genes (SbOOlOs007790, SbOlg03l520 and SblOg022780) for drought and ROS were found to

be simultaneously expressed.

Similar results were also observed for the large number of genes interacting across environmental

stresses. For example, 8 genes were shown to act commonly in three stresses: i) drought, cold and

ROS and ii) drought, heat and salt each (Figure 3.2). Seventeen genes in drought and cold, 19 genes

in drought, salt and cold and 35 other genes in drought and salt were commonly responsive (see

Figure 3.2). On the other hand, stress specific genes were identified for all the five stresses such as

71 genes for drought, 232 for ROS, 208 for salt, 120 for cold and 53 genes for heat were shown to

be unique elements.

3.3.1.1 Characteristic feature of 'SORBI_03g026070' and 'SORBI_09g030600': Implication in

stress signal transduction pathway

The two functionally cross-talking genes SORBI_03g026070 or Sb03g026070 share several

common features. As member of the 10 sorghum protein serine/theonine phosphatase catalytic

subunit gene family that encode enzyme Protein Phosphatase 2C (PP2C), they involve in the

regulation of the plant hormone (ABA) signal transduction pathway (Zeevaar et al., 2005). Protein

Phosphatase 2C (K14497, EC:3.1.3.16) catalyse the cleavage of phosphate group from

phosphorylated serine/theonine protein phosphatases (Arino et al., 2011) and play an important

regulatory role in stress signalling (Fuchs et aI., 2013). A PP2C inhibitory action regulates a

downstream process of the carotenoid biosynthesis, one of the biochemical pathways included in

the ABA signal transduction pathway, effects stomatal closure or seed dormancy as a consequences

of gene expression.
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The two genes were shown ubiquitously expressed across all the environmental stresses

investigated in this study. They are grouped under the same class "Environmental Information

Processing; Plant hormone signal transduction" and under protein family (Pfam) "PP2C and

PP2C_2". They take part in the same signalling pathway with other eight sorghum genes:

SORBI_0Ig039890; SORBI_02g022090; SORBI_03g029890; SORBI_03g032740;

SORBI_03g039630; SORBI_06g001720; SORBI_09g026860 and SORBI_09g029080 and with

nine common orthologs out of which protein phosphatase 2C represent 89%. In both cases, the first

hits obtained using blast search among homologous proteins was originated from maize signifying

it's closest ancestral relation to sorghum. However, Sb09g030600 is uniquely characterized by

position on chromosome 9: 59,156,548 _ 59,158,857, reverse stranded with shorter protein (400aa)

and nucleotide (1203nt) sequences, two more (least-significant hit Pfams such as SpoIlE and

DUF1378. On the other hand, Sb03g026070 is located on chromosome 3: 52,451,500 - 52,456,092

forward stranded with protein and nucleotide length of 482aa and 1449nt respectively. Both are

hypothetical proteins not previously reported as drought responsive.

3.3.1.2 Phylogenetic relationship

A dendrogram showing phylogenetic relationship of the two sorghum genes 'Sb03g030600' and

'Sb09g026070' with homologs based on species with common ancestor is shown in Figure 3.3.

These genes share a common ancestral position with Os05g0592800, a rice gene, involving in PP2C

inhibited negative regulation of signal transduction pathway to control ABA signalling.
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Figure 3.3: Phylogenetic relationship of the sorghum genes with orthologs.

This dendrogram was generated using SALAD, a tool of systematic comparison of proteome data among the species

SALAD databases (M ihara et al., 20 I0).

3.3.2 Comparative gene association across-species: Functional overlapping and specificity

Figure 3.4 shows species specific and shared gene locus and probably functional conservation in a

closely and distantly related species of grass families. The total number of genes represented in

sorghum, maize, rice, and Arabidopsis were 169, 138,213 and 613 respectively. The representation

of these genes in each species in this data was based on the relevant drought related terms in the

EO, TO, PO, GRO and the GO. Potential drought tolerant genes in sorghum having shared

functionality with closely related species were identified based on the putative functions of their

orthologs in all related species under consideration.
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Figure 3.4: Species specific and common drought responsive genes in a closely and distantly related species.

This venn diagrama in Figure 2.4a shows a distribution of sorghum orthologous genes in the other threee related species

in association with drought related ontology terms based on data from gramene db, and in Figure 2.4b shows the

distribution of sorghum orthologs in the other three speicies associated with drought related ontology terms based on

sequence similarity search. The numbers displayed in venn diagram of this figure correspond to the number of genes.

Superimposed region of all circles shows the number of genes shared in all four species. Overlapping regions between

any three species indicate gene locus and functional conservation between the three of the four species and similarly the

shared regions between any two species meant gene locus and functional conservation in the two of the four species.

Parts that don't overlap between circles show unique drought responsive genes of each species.

3.3.3 Semantic integration of existing data based on functional ontology

Figure 3.5 shows the ontology mapping using semantic integration of existing sorghum perturbation

related information where lists of potential candidate drought responsive genes were identified from

their transitive association rather than directly from sorghum gene-trait association. Where our

query for relevant terms in the different ontologies yields no existing information for sorghum, we

opted to use transitive gene association to multiple traits through rice orthologs. Ontology mapping

was used in functional validation of the 168 known genes which were previously putatively

uncharacterised.
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Figure 3.5: Sorghum genes transitive association to multiple drought related terms

This figure shows sorghum genes transitive association to multiple drought related terms based on functional ontology.

Based on plant environment ontology, trait ontology and gene ontology information, sorghum orthologs in rice are

associated with drought response. This shows that sorghum may share functionally similar genes with distantly related

crop species, rice.

3.3.4 Integration of differential expression data set

Expression data was integrated with information from functional ontology and successful association

drought responsive genes with phenotypes was demonstrated. Based on evaluation of tissue type contributing

to gene expression, 46 significantly up-regulated genes were shown to have strong correlation with drought

tolerance. On the other hand, evaluation of treatment effect revealed 42 significantly up-regulated genes

under drought condition for which strong association from all plant attributes had been determined. This

result shows the higher percentage of genes representation in tissue-specific expression under stress

condition than with drought stimulation irrespective of tissue type. This result is concurrent with the

published work on sorghum transcriptome analysis on 9 days seedlings in response to osmotic and

abscisic acid stresses (Dugas et al., 2011).
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Figure 3.6:- Hierarchical clustering of gene expression showing heatmap

The hierarchical clustering of gene expression profiling in Figure 3.6 is based on the information derived from the

sorghum drought related ontology terms and the GEO database. Figure 3.6 shows heat map depicting up and down-

regulated sorghum genes under drought condition based on data from sorghum RNA-seq in response to osmotic

and abscisic acid stresses (Dugas et al., 2011).
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a) Volcano-plot based on tissue grouping b) Volcano-plot based on treaunent grouping

Figure 3.7: Volcano plots showing gene expression

This figure shows volcano plots with differential expression of genes (most significant genes at the top of the plot).

Volcano plots (a) represent unpaired t-test based on evaluation of tissue type contributing to gene expression and (b)

based on evaluation of treatment effect on experimental samples. The red dots indicate genes with statistically

significant value for up and down-regulated genes and fold-changes above 2. Above this value all genes have p < 0.01

and below it p > 0.01.
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3.3.5 Functional-annotation and GO Enrichment

Based on the association of genes with drought related GO terms, 167, 148, 133 significantly

enriched genes (Table 3.1; p-value, FDR < 0.05) were identified for all the three domain namely BP,

CC and MF respectively. This was further screened to 126 non-redundant genes supported by all

GO-domains. Similarly, using the same method 296, 1681, 98 and 712 enriched genes ( p-value,

FDR < 0.05) which were shown more likely to have strong association to the plant attribute were

filtered from TO, EO, PO and GRO respectively (see Table 3.2). This makes a total filtered non-

redandunt gene for association to be 2224 which were further screened down to 2118 enriched

transcripts or 1820 genes.

Table 3.1 Gene-phenotype association based GO enrichment analysis

GOOi GO-term GO-ID Genes P-value FOR Traitassoclation

BP response to water deprivation GO:0009414 138 1.80£-039 8.90£-036 Drought stress tolerance

BP response to desiccation GO:0009269 25 5.90£-008 3.70£-006 Drought stress tolerance

BP response to osmotic stress GO:0006970 65 1.50£-012 2.50£-010 Osmotic stress tolerance

BP response to salt stress GO:000965I 93 1.80£-009 2.10£-007 Salt stress tolerance

BP response to heat GO:0009408 56 3.30£-006 0.00019 Heat tolerance

BP response to cold GO:0009409 138 7.40E-021 3.70£-018 Cold tolerance

BP response to oxidative stress GO:0006979 95 9.00£-008 7.00£-006 Oxidative stress tolerance

BP response to ROS GO:OOOO302 43 5.00E-007 40£-005 Oxidative stress tolerance

BP oxidation reduction 00:0055114 62 5.80E-007 3.80£-005 Drought tolerance

CC plastid 00:0009536 294 1.60£-015 9.20£-014 Drought stress tolerance

CC ch lorop last 00:0009507 257 6.50£-014 3.40E-012 Drought stress tolerance

CC chloroplast thylakoid 00:0009534 96 2.90E-013 I.50E-OII Drought stress tolerance

CC thylakoid 00:0009579 103 2.80E-012 1.20E-01O Drought stress tolerance

CC chloroplast stroma 00:0009570 37 3.00E-008 1.20E-006 Drought stress tolerance

MF oxidoreductase activity 00:0016491 285 3.80E-009 8.30E-007 Drought stress tolerance

MF protein binding 00:0005515 676 3.90E-007 3.30E-005 Drought stress tolerance

MF water channel activity 00:0015250 14 9.40E-005 0.0049 Drought stress tolerance

Key to legend: IGO-domain. This table gives description of the GO enrichment for drought responsive genes identified

in this analysis (P-value, FOR < 0.05).
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We have shown a graphical representation of significantly enriched GO-terms assigned to the

identified genes that demonstrated strong association with drought-responses based on biological

processes, cellular components and molecular functions (Figure S3.1). This representation was

demonstrated using enrichment graphical views (Figure S3.1), GO annotation (Figure S3.2),

biological network (Figure S3.3) and scatter plots (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Scatter plot for semantic similarities in enriched GO-terms.

This scatter plot that was generated using multidimensional scaling shows semantic similarities in the enriched and non-

redundant drought-related GO-terms association to a set of genes. As multidimensional scaling provides an option of

using an eigenvalue of the GO-terms' pairwise distance matrix, the coordinate position of the GO-terms' semantic

similarities in the enriched genes will be displayed to the two-dimensional spaces (Figure 3.8; Supek et al., 20 I I; Li et

al.,2013).

Biological networks of gene association for which enriched GO-terms exist can be shown by using

interactive biological networks (Martin et al., 2004; Eden et al., 2009; Supek et al., 2011) based on

all deterministic factors attributed to the three GO-domains (Daraselia et al., 2007; Gruber, 2009).
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Table 3.2 Functional association of genes with different ontologies terms

No. Ontologies Ontology Terms Ontology accessions Number of identified Screened Genes

Genes QTLs universally supported

Gene Ontology Biological process (BP) GO:0009414 167

(GO) Cellular_component (CC) GO:0005575 148 126

Molecular function (MF) GO:0003674 133

2 Trait Ontology (TO) drought tolerance (BP) GO:0009414,GO:0009819 150

drought tolerance (TO) TO:0000276 25

drought susceptibility index TO:0000155 4

total biomass yield TO:0000457 141

leaf rolling time TO:0000503 28

leaf roll ing tolerance TO:0002662 5

deep root dry weight TO:0000081 25 296

plant dry weight TO:0000352- 6

chlorophyll content TO:0000495 12 74

stay green trait TO:0002712 2

biochemical trait TO:0000277 2

leaf senescence (BP) TO:0000249, GO:0010150 132

growth & development trait TO:OOOO357 2

3 Environment drought environment EO:0007404 1165

Ontology (EO) sodium chloride regimen EO:0007048 1193

salt regimen EO:0007185 398 1681

watering regimen EO:0007383 2406

Cold temperature regimen EO:0007174 1372

4 Plant structure Inflorescence PO:0009049 10232 98

ontology (PO) tassel inflorescence PO:0020126 20

Growth Ontology reproductive stage GRO:0007140 2803

(GROl seedling stage GRO:0007047 9088

Booting stage GRO:0007148 286

early-booting stage GRO:0007149 1949 712

Late-booting stage GRO:0007150

Flowering Stage GRO:0007151 6497

Heading stage GRO:0007044 6454

Total 5 27 27 11987 328 2224
unique

This table shows the number of genes associated with drought related ontology terms identified at different stages based

on step-wise screening procedure. Note: in cases of TO and PO the results indicate both genes and QTLs in correlation

with the ontology terms based on transitive association of sorghum genes to their gramene species particularly of maize,

rice and Arabidopsis genes. However, we didn't include QTLs in this particular analysis for consistency reason.
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Figure 3.9 shows summarized result description of drought related gene-trait associations based on

functional ontology enrichment analysis.

This figure summarizes the drought related gene-trait associations including other basic functional ontology terms in

sorghum plant and GO-enrichment visualization.
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Figure 3.9: Summarized description of drought related gene-trait associations
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3.4 Discussion

Understanding the genetic basis of complex traits has long been a challenge because of the

complexity in stage and development specific physio-biochemical processes at cellular and whole-

plant level (Tripathy et al. 2000; Rampino et al., 2006; Farooq et al., 2009). However recent

advances in studies have shown that this challenge is tractable and within reach of functional

genomies and association studies (Fleury et al., 2010; Langridge and Fleury, 2011; Varshney et al.,

2011; Mir et al., 2012; Swamy and Kumar, 2013; and Varshney et 2014). Identification of genes

associated with multiple environmental stresses and their functional correlation across species as a

bigger interest in the current study was successfully demonstrated generating genes associated with

drought tolerance using integrated and the most efficient and promising approach. In this study,

results have shown that genes with more functionally ubiquitous across species and stresses have

been evidenced.

3.4.1 Association to multi-environmental-stress tolerance

Multiple responses of genes across environmental stresses is the genetic foundation of plant

adaptation to environmental heterogeneity. The initially identified 169 sorghum drought responsive

genes has been shown to be up regulated under several stress conditions. About 34% of these genes,

were found to be responsible for the defence and tolerance responses in multiple environmental

stresses. Further more, about 11% of the genes were detected to be salt and cold responsive.

Interestingly, 2 genes (Sb03g026070 and Sb09g030600) were responsive to all stresses except to

ROS. These two functionally ubiquitous genes may be considered as the rate limiting factors in

sorghum drought tolerance based on the fact that their involvement in the "Plant hormone signal

transduction" pathways plays significant inhibitory regulation (Leung and Giraudat, 1999). The

basis of involvement in ABA pathway regulation of these genes is mainly associated with their

function to encode for protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C; EC:3.1.3.l6; KI4497), an enzyme involved

in the negative regulation of the ABA signalling transduction pathway and mediate stomatal closure

or seed dormancy (Park et al., 2009; Umezawa et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2009 and Nishimura et al.,

2010). The involvement of genes in ABA signalling modulation observed in this study agrees with a

study shown to enhance drought tolerance over multiple stresses using transformed maize ABP9

gene (Zhang et al., 2011) in Arabidopsis. These genes and more others were shown to be over-

expressed across stresses and were noted as vital elements in advancing tolerance to multiple
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environmental stresses in sorghum. When genes happen to be expressed under multiple

environmental stresses, they are regulated and acted upon complex biological processes. Such genes

would on one hand be involved in several pathways that network and interact with many other

genes and on the other represent quantitative expression dynamics under varying experimental

stress conditions (Breitling et al., 2005). This gives an impression of how genes might be controlled

in the plant pathways during simultaneous exposure to different stresses (Kilian et al., 2007).

These phenomena build a ground for physio-biochemical and molecular mechanistic function of a

gene across environmental heterogeneity where respective stresses are prevailing. If the plant

varieties with such a set of genes are predominant in the population, then the resultant effect is

equivalent to ubiquitous adaptation and productivity. This represent a fundamental element both in

agricultural and evolutionary biology. This study reports a multi-environmental stress tolerant genes

in sorghum which were previously ascribed only as hypothetical proteins.

3.4.2 Resistance from whole-plant to individual level components

This approach, not only combines functional ontology based semantic data analysis with association

study, expression profiling and biological networks, but also strives to resolve the whole-plant

resistance into individual components through identification of functionally enriched drought

expressed genes which were associated to predetermined key drought relevant ontology terms.

Based on other findings, drought resistance (DR) can be broken down into several component parts

(Yue, 2006). First, drought tolerance (DT) which is the focus of this study, is primarily manifested

via osmotic adjustment (OA), antioxidant capacity and desiccation tolerance. Here 65 genes were

identified to be responsive to OA, 282 genes were responsive to ROS, and 22 genes were

responsive to desiccation tolerance. In addition to morphological, physiological and biochemical

responses (Anjum et al., 2011), accumulation and translational of assimilates (Ji et al., 2012) and

maintenance of cell wall elasticity (Bartlett et al., 2012a and 2012b; Ajithkumar and

Panneerselvam, 2012; Sanchez et al., 2012 and Scholz et al., 2012) also define DT. Secondly,

Drought Avoidance (DA) is characterized by enhanced water uptake and reduced water loss.

Nineteen genes with cellular responses to water deprivation and 126 genes with physical response

to water deprivation were identified. The third and the last DR component is drought escape (DE)

which is characterized by a short life cycle or developmental plasticity of the plant. This study
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identified 1949 genes responsible for DE which were filtered to a few genes associated with early

booting and only one gene "Sb03g003110", a rice ortholog (BOIOSOA002217) with late booting

(Yaqoob et al., 2012; Ribot et al., 2012 and Lopes, et al., 2014). Based on this, it is apparent that

our results concur with other findings such as Vue, 2006. Most of the genes identified satisfy

drought resistance criteria. The results also suggest that our approach in dissecting the complex

polygenic traits into particular elements of plant DR is holistic in nature and promising.

3.4.3 Understanding gene-phenotype-association through integration of functional ontologies

A high genetic diversity and rich functionality of sorghum that engage gene association with

important and complex traits gave foundation for its well adaptation to adverse environments. In

this study, it was very interesting to have initially identified 1681 genes (75.5%) based on drought

stress related environmental regimens that were commonly enriched by all EO terms. This was an

indication that sorghum is a potential source of drought tolerance. An investigation of such a huge

DROs using a novel approach that accommodates different plant species closely related to sorghum

implicates towards improving crops for drought tolerance. Our analysis shows that this approach is

effective in examining an interoperability of the ontologies which were not functionally

overlapping. It also valued an interrelationship of the plant traits with all other plant attributes

including the environment where the plant is normally adapted. This concept is basically linked to

an important aspect of plant life. The extent of adaptability, survival and yield production is an

empirical association to the genetic make up of the plant itself and the optimal values of all the plant

attributes. These include traits such as chlorophyll content, stomatal closure, morphological and

anatomical structural fitness of the plant, early or late maturing. All the biological functioning that

include the fundamental biological processes, molecular functions and the cellular components are

all fundamental parts of plant life. This suggests, on the one hand, the need for realizing the plant

tendency for such a balanced biological functioning to depend critically on specific environment

(Jones, 2007) and on the other hand, the need for understanding physiological and molecular basis

of complex trait such as drought tolerance.

3.4.4. Cross-species functional crosstalk

Our analysis based on 169 identified sorghum DROs across species indicated 90% that exhibit

drought tolerance in multiple species without being sorghum specific. Analysis of sorghum genes

functional correlation with its orthologs in other species showed that 11% were shared only with
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maize, nearly 5% with rice and Arabidopsis each. Still, 12% of sorghum genes were shared with

maize and rice in common and 15% with rice and Arabidopsis. Moreover, 34% of the total sorghum

genes were commonly shared by all three species. Cross-species gene association suggests

existence of homologous groups, that descends from a common ancestral gene (Fitch, 1970 and

2000; Putnam et al., 2007). This entails an evolutionary proximity of sorghum to these species and

the conservation of specific genomic regions across species with some extent of similarity in

functional association to drought tolerance. Orthologs unlike paralogs which evolve to functional

diversification (Lynch and Katju, 2004) typically occupy the same functional niche in different

organisms (Makarova et al., ). Orthology is related to conserved structural elements or conserved

neighbourhood (Arnesano et al., 2005; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2006) in ancestrally related species.

However, based on evolutionary definition (Snel et al., 2002), one orthologous group often contain

different functions. Based on KEGG definition (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000), unless all constituent

members such as a conserved sub-pathway or a molecular complex are fulfilled, sequence similarity

only may not represent a functional group. This suggests further investigation to determine the

functional association of orthologous group and to define conserved gene order across species. The

presence of 10% sorghum specific genes implicates a uniqueness of sorghum compared to all other

species suggesting its distinct position in phylogenetic order. This may further suggest the presence

of unique genes encoded by the sorghum genome which have been selectively structurally and

functionally evolved and have developed sorghum-specific plasticity in response to changes III

environmental conditions and more specifically to drought and related environmental stresses.

3.4.5 Deciphering drought stress tolerance through integration of semantic knowledge

Functional ontology has long been an instrumental for genetic deciphering of complex traits such as

drought stress tolerance through semantic knowledge. The ontology mapping produced in this study

is based on semantic integration of existing sorghum perturbation related information from the

functional ontology points of view. The ontology mapping was an implication of potential candidate

genes resulted in association with drought stress tolerance. Added to its validative role, ontology

mapping gained advantage from transitive association based on orthologs. Transitive association of

sorghum orthologs with drought related ontology terms complements data from sorghum genes to

make sufficient association with multiple drought-related terms in several ontologies. In the current
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analysis, of the total genes expressed association across all ontology terms, at least 50% had

transitive association (Li et al., 2003; Vinayagam et al., 2004 and Mungall et al., 2010). This

suggests that associations among the sorghum genes and drought terms for their orthologous

counterparts is important for discerning genetic dissection of complex drought tolerance.

3.4.6 Association of expression profiling with drought phenotypes

A number of other studies have been approached using expression data in combination with text

information from several areas but not limited to quantitative genetics (Narain, 2010); Molecular

breeding (Spence et al., 2005; Cattivelli et al., 2008) and biomedical research (Bailey and Ulch,

2004; Tiffin et al., 2005 and Pillitteri et al., 2011). Integration of expression data with information

from functional ontology related to complex drought tolerance successfully identified association of

relevant drought responsive genes with phenotypes based on their expression status under drought

environments. Among 169 genes tested for significant expression, 52% showed strong association

to drought tolerance. In this category, 48% exhibited strong association under differential conditions

irrespective of tissues specificity while the remaining 52%, showed association with different

specific tissues. This shows the value of expression profiling in segregating genes based on their

attributed association and in complementing other strategies in drought tolerance research.
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3.5 Conclusion

Analysis of gene association with drought phenotype using multiple environmental variants

revealed promising results in drought tolerance. In this study we were able to show genetic

dissection of complex traits by comparing gene association across-environmental stresses and

species and by integrating ontology based semantic data with expression profiling. Evaluation of the

results using multivariate analysis provided significant array of genes associated with drought

tolerance particularly 46 significantly up-regulated tissue specific genes and 42 significantly up-

regulated genes irrespective of tissue specificity under drought condition. Ontology mapping played

a validating role for all identified putatively uncharacterised 1820 genes. Our approach adds on to

the existing efforts by providing researchers with unique integrative data analysis systems towards

genetic dissection of complex poligenic traits. The results may have profound implications in

comparative study of major cereal crops and in breeding programs towards improving drought

tolerance in sorghum.
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CHAPTER4

Chapter 4: Identification of Drought Responsive Proteins in Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.)

Moench) using Differential Expression Profiling and MALDI- TOF-TOF MS/MS

Abstract

Background: Drought is a major threat to the world food production affecting plant growth and

productivity by causing plant metabolic and photosynthetic impairments. Understanding how

drought stress alters the normal physiological and biochemical functions provides a means for

enhancing drought tolerance and crop productivity. Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench), a

dry-land adapted cereal crop is beginning to be useful model for genomic and proteomic research

towards developing drought tolerance varieties. Here we report results on a proteomic analysis of

drought response in sorghum.

Methodology: Sorghum seed varieties obtained from the International Crop Research Institute for

Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISA1), India, Delhi, were used in this research to identify drought

responsive proteins. Control and experimental plants were grown in a greenhouse (ARC,

Stellenbosch) under normal and drought conditions. Post-flowering drought stress was induced on

the onset of flowering and samples were harvested at the 30% ± 5 FC. The samples were

immediately stored at -80°C @ the University of the Western Cape (UWC), Biotechnology

Department, NAPRSU until use for protein identification. Trichloroacetic acid (TCA)/acetone and

Bradford assay methods were used to extract and quantify proteins respectively from sorghum leaf

tissue (Btx642 variety) for this analysis. After conducting protein separation using two-dimensional

gel electrophoresis (2DE), Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) stained gels were scanned using

Molecular Imager PharosFX Plus System (BIO-RAD). Spot detection and matching and analysis of

differential expression pattern was performed using PDQuest ™ software (Bio-Rad) version 8.0.1.

Sixteen spots of interest based the intensity or abundance and resolution were selected for protein

identification using MALDI-TOF-TOF MSIMS and searching database using MASCOT.

Result: This study identified nine protein enzymes from seven spots resulted significant score out

of sixteen selected for mass spectrometry analysis. Our result shows two spots (12 and 14) which

were mixture of two different proteins each. Five functional categories of proteins were identified.
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These are 1) energy generating or proton (H+) transporting related protein (11.1%); 2) Glycolysis

and gluconeogenesis and other carbohydrate metabolism associated proteins (22%); 3) Photosystem

regulation (carbon assimilation, 33%); 4) Stress tolerance, defence and immunity related proteins

(11.1%); 5) RNA binding proteins (11.1%); and 6) Unknown (11.1%). In addition, three different

classes of subcellular localization were identified where 78% of the proteins positioned in

chloroplasts suggesting the photosynthetic role under drought stress. Of the identified protein 77.7%

were found to be significantly expressed (up-regulated). This suggests the role of proteins in

drought tolerance. However, this study also shows one typical mechanism where plants induce

signal transduction alarm to bypass stress condition by down regulating a rate limiting enzyme.

Conclusion:This result demonstrates novel functions of the proteins in sorghum describing their

central role in maintaining a normal functioning of metabolic and photosynthetic pathways under

drought stress. A functional correlation that was depicted between some of the key protein enzymes

experimentally identified and the others in silico generated proves novelty and validity bridging the

gap between genomic and proteomic research. The data presented in this study forms a useful

resource as a reference for future research.
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4.1 Introduction

Drought stress is a major constraint to the world production and is tremendously hampered sorghum

[Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] productivity. With a recurrent production decline over time

throughout arid and semiarid regions (Hatfield et al., 2011), a yearly yield loss caused by drought

was estimated between 9.3 and 15.5% (Sultan et al., 2013). Drought is a regular phenomenon in

most African climate due to a shortage of precipitation over an extended period (Herrmann et al.,

2005 and Bola et al., 2014). However, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) among rare hardy

crops is the most striving to drought affected African and global regions (Nagaraj and Rao, 2011;

Rao et al., 2011). Several studies have investigated the mechanisms that underling drought

resistance in sorghum. These include but not limited to C4 photosynthetic pathway evolution

(Ripley et al., 2007 and Ghannoum, 2009), physio-biochemical processes (Lay and Anderson, 2005;

Pagariya et al., 2011) and anatomical structure (Nguyen et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2007; Xin and

Wang, 2011) that contributed to sorghum's unique adaptation to drier and hotter regions.

Sorghum is the model for comparative genomies standing as fifth most important cereal crop

worldwide based on production scale grown in rain fed lowland and semi-arid tropics with

remarkable tolerance to adverse conditions (Subodhi, 2011). Sorghum, on top of its achievements in

the possible enhancements through the use of pan-grass tools and information, it has the potential to

become a model system for understanding C4 plants and other members of the tribe Andropogonae

(Wang et al., 2009). With a relatively small genome of the haploid size ca. 760 Mbp ranking second

only to rice (420Mbp) among the major crops in the Poaceae family, and expected smaller distance

between individual genes than its large genome relative, maize (-2922-6l7lMbp), sorghum can be

a model for plant genetics and genetic engineering (Bennetzen, 2000; Paterson, 2008). It has been

demonstrated that sorghum shares fundamental drought tolerance pathway with maize. However,

because of its greater adaptation to drought-affected areas, sorghum evolved superior genes in that

pathway which may also function to provide tolerance in maize as well (Bennetzen, 2000). This

entails that sorghum is used as a key plant species in comparative analysis for grass genomes, and

as a source of beneficial genes for agriculture.

Drought-stress is manifested in sorghum at both pre-flowering and post-flowering stages resulting

in a drastic reduction in grain yield. The former occurs when plants are under significant moisture
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stress particularly from panicle differentiation until flowering and the later during the grain filling

where lodging further results in total loss of crop yield (Kebede et al., 2001). In contrary, stay-green

forms resistance mechanism determining sorghum responses to terminal drought stress. Several

quantitative trait loci (QTL) for stay-green and terminal drought tolerance have been identified in

improved sorghum varieties. Stay-green is a drought tolerance trait in sorghum that gives plants

resistance to premature senescence under severe soil moisture stress during the post-flowering stage

(Xu et al., 2000; Reddy et al., 2014).

One of the genotypes identified to offer a post-flowering drought resistance in sorghum with stay-

green gene is Btx642, formerly known as B35, a back cross derivative of a dura landrace cultivar

(Walulu et al., 1994). QTLs from this and other genotypes have been successfully used to improve

lodging resistance with positive association with grain yield and reduce post-flowering drought-

induced leaf senescence to provide post flowering drought resistance under water limited

environments (Borrell et al., 2000; Harris et al., 2007; Reddy et al., 2014). In addition, sorghum has

a relatively high capacity for osmotic adjustment (OA) under drought stress with especial

characteristics to display diversity for OA (Babita et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014). Different

morphological and physiological mechanisms associated with drought tolerance including stomatal

regulation, variation in leaf cuticle thickness, root morphology and many others have been

investigated in sorghum (Pathan et al., 2004). Such unique attributions in sorghum entails the

presence of important genes and useful alleles enabling the crop to survive in arid environments

(Dogget, 1988; Holden and Peacock, 1993 and Collins et al., 2008).

There is a significant genetic variation for drought tolerance in sorghum (Ayana and Bekele, 1998;

Abdi et al., 2002; Paterson et al., 2009; Jordan et al., 2012). However, attempts to exploit this

resource through conventional plant breeding methods have been slow and arduous. Conventional

breeding method only allow inferences to plant performance such as yield or secondary traits

associated with yield (e.g., anthesis-silking interval in maize (Ribaut et al., 1996) or stay green in

sorghum (Crasta et al., 1999; Jordan et al., 2012).

Several studies have been conducted to enhance sorghum productivity based on genomic and

transcriptomic analysis (Tuberosa and Salvi, 2006; Manners and Casu, 2011) and to identify

drought tolerance genes. However, such efforts are relatively quite minimal with respect to

proteomic analysis particularly with reference to complex drought tolerance in sorghum. Recently,
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studies have been initiated that target drought stress and salinity using proteomic techniques such as

MALDI-TOF-TOF and Mass Spectrum (MS) using sorghum as a target organism (Ndimba et al.,

2010; Ngara and Ndimba, 2011; Ngara et al., 2012; Ndimba and Ngara, 2013). Proteome analysis is

most powerful in targeting candidate proteins and dissecting the genetic foundation of drought

tolerance and are likely to be considered validative (Sharma et al., 2013). One important evidence

for that is the determination of gene expression by post-translation modification (lorrin-Novo and

Maldonado, 2009 and Pang et al., 2010).

It is imperative to develop strategies to harness existing and emerging sciences to exploit the

inherent potential of the crop to reduce or limit drought stresses and to promote food and economic

security. Proteomics provide new approaches that may allow relatively rapid progress in producing

crops with improved drought tolerance (Timperio et al., 2008). Advances in proteomics with the

wider application of bioinformatie tools widen research horizons in agriculture. This creates

opportunities to investigate major proteins that involve in drought tolerance (Paterson, 2008) and in

developing crop varieties with traits of interest (Bennetzen, 2000; Ndimba and Ngara, 2013). It

provides strategy that complements functional genomies including microarray-based expression

profiles (Shoemaker and Linsley, 2002; Sharma et al., 2013) and systematic phenotypic profiles at

the cell/tissue and organism level (Giaever et al., 2002; Ngara and Ndimba, 2011). Identification of

drought responsive proteins suggests high significance in the development of potential biomarker.

Therefore, proteomics data sets serve as a powerful reference of protein properties and functions,

which will also be useful both in building and testing hypotheses towards drought tolerance (Tyers

& Mann, 2003). Hence, this study investigates proteins that are differentially expressed in sorghum

inbred lines under drought stresses by implementing the software PDQuest and MALDI-TOF

MS/MS for protein spots identification. The result will be cross-referenced with non-redundant

protein databases to identify significant scoring match.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Plant material

This experiment was conducted in the greenhouse of the Agricultural Research Council (ARC),

Stellenbosch, Cape town, South Africa in 2012 and the wet lab experiment in the National

Agricultural Proteomic Research and Service Unit (NAPRSU), Biotechnology Department,
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University of the Western Cape (UWC) in the academic year of 2013. Three sorghum 'seeds

(Btx642, Tx7000A, Tx7000B) were obtained from the International Crop Research Institute for

Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAl), India, Delhi and one (E36-1) from the Ethiopian Institute of

Agricultural Research (EIAR, through a PhD student, Ato Gemechu Keneni). Sorghum lines listed

above were initially used to rate the pre-and post-flowering drought tolerance however here we only

report the analysis of protein identification based on Btx642 post-flowering drought tolerance.

BTx642 also formerly called B35, is a derivative oflS12555, a dura landrace cultivar from Ethiopia

(Walulu et al., 1994) and is post-flowering drought resistant expressing stay-green phenotype under

moisture stress condition at the grain filling stage, it however is susceptible to pre-flowering

drought stress (Rosenowet al., 1996; Tuinstra et al., 1998).

4.2.2 Experiment and growth conditions

This experiment was conducted to evaluate and identify drought responsive proteins differentially

expressed at the post flowering stage. Sorghum seeds were disinfected using sodium hypochlorite

5% solution, washed thoroughly with distilled water prior to sowing. Sorghum seeds were sawn and

germinated on a plastic tray using sandy soil for 25 days until the vigorous seedlings were

selectively transferred to the plastic pot. Mixed with water, nutrient solution was given for seedlings

until they were transferred. Once they were transferred, plants were grown for treatments in a 25cm

diameter and 19cm depth plastic pots (Figure 4.1) with a (4.75 ± 0.25) kg compost soil, without

being additionally fertilized.

The experiment consisted of two treatments: (1) well watered, a 99% of maximum water Field

Capacity (FC), the amount of water content retained in the soil after excess has been drained away

and no more water movement downward is taking place (Veihmeyer and Hendrickson, 1931 and

Klute, 2003) both at pre-flowering and post-flowering stages; (2) well-watered at the pre-flowering

and drought-stressed (30% ± 5; FC) at the post-flowering. Three replicate plants were grown in the

greenhouse and leave tissues from Btx642 were sampled both from control and experimental plants.

The greenhouse experiment was conducted over approximately three to four months (114.5 ±
18.5d). Each pot contained one plant (Figure 4.1). The plants were watered with a tap water (from

Stellenbosch municipality, Cape town, South Africa) and replenished with compost nutrients.
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Watering was administered at daily basis twice during relatively hottest time of a day until the start

of stressing by withholding water. Green house was facilitated with controlled temperature at an

average of (28°e±3) during the time of plant growth. Drought stressing was initiated before

anthesis on the beginning of flowering. Plant leave samples in treatment 1 and 2 were collected

when the Fe for plants in treatment 2 attained about 30% (30±5) and ready for sampling.

Figure 4.1: Sorghum sample control and stressed plants grown in green house conditions

This shows sorghum sample control and stressed plants treated in the green house condition both with the same sawing

date. Except for the difference in the water level in the soil within the pot, all the other conditions ideally remained the

same. However, certain unanticipated differences from external factors that we could not avoid might still be expected

to exist.

4.2.3 Protein Optimization and Extraction

The protein precipitation and extraction was performed by testing the precipitation of protein

sample with 10% TeA alone and with 10% TeA in acetone separately and the later was found to be

effective. The protein optimization and extraction for sorghum Btx642 leaf tissue was performed as

stated below. Table 4.1 shows the list of all the chemical solutions and buffers systems used

throughout this study stating in accordance to their alphabetical order and indicating the respective

storage condition with other description.
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Table 4.1 Solutions and buffers systems including storage condition and other description

Chemicals % solution, composition and used Type of solution Description storage

volume temperature

Acetone 80"10 (v/v). i.e. 80ml of acetone in 20m I Rinsing or in deionized (distilled) water (place 4°C / -20oe

ofddH20 washing solution in -20oe atleast an hour before

applying if stored under 4°C)

Acetonitrile IOO~I 100% acetonitrile Washing solution Cover the gel piece completely to 4°C

allow shrinking of the gel piece until

turns white

Acetonitrile IO~I 100% ACN wening solution to wet the Zip-tip Pipettor tip column 4°e

and to remove organic impurities

Agarose 0.5%(w/v) sealing solution prepared in IX SOS-PAGE running 4°e

buffer with a tiny bromophenol blue

for sealing the lPG strips for SDS-

PAGE analysis. Used in gel

electrophoresis to separate protein by

charge (pl); MW and size.

Ammonium bicarbonate 500~1 of 50 mM Ammonium Washing solution removes any impurities from the gel 4°C

bicarbonate pice of the protein spot

Ammonium bicarbonate 500~1 of 50 % 50 mM Ammonium destaining removes staining color from the gel 4°C

in acetonitrile bicarbonate/50 % acetonitrile solution piece of the protein spot

Ammonium Persulfate 10% (w/v) oxidizing agent in distilled water (used fresh)

(APS) (fresh)

Bradford reagent: BIO- 1:4 stock (reagent): diluted with deionized water; 4°C

RAD Protein Assay dye

Bovine Serum Albumin 5 mg/ml stock solution in urea buffer 4°C

(BSA) Standards reagent

Coomassie Brillianl B/ue 1.25% (w/v) stock sol ution CBB R-250 in deionized water 4°C

(CBB)

CBB stain I 50 ml of 1.25% (w/v) CBB stock staining solution I in distilled water. Room

solution, 10% (v/v) glacial acetic acid temperature

and 25% (v/v) propan-Z-ol

CBB stain II 6.25 ml of 1.25% (w/v) CBB stock staining solution in distilled water. Room

solution, 10% (v/v) glacial acetic acid II temperature

and 10% (v/v) propan-Z-ol

CB B stain III 6.25 ml of 1.25% (w/v) CBB stock staining solution in distilled water. Room

solution and 10% (v/v) glacial acetic III temperature

acid

Destain 10% (v/v) acetic acid and I% (v/v) Destaining N/A Room

glycerol solution temperature

OTT 50% (w/v) 4°C,

Equilibration buffer 6 M urea, 2% SOS, equilibration in distilled water -20°C

0.05 M Tris-HCI, pH 8.8 and 20% (v/v) buffer
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glycerol

Ethanol 70% (v/v) Fixing solution in distilled water. Room

temperature

Fixing solution 40% (v/v) ethanol and 10% (v/v) acetic in distilled water. Room

acid temperature

0.1 M Hel (of 500ml) Required solution: Aqueous solution in distilled water 4°C

Vi = 500 mL * (I L)/(lOOO mL) = 0.5 L used as reaction

Ci = 0.1 mol/L component -determine the vol of cone HCl, with

Source solutions: a density and weight of HCl in a

weight = 36.5 % = 36.5 * III 00 = 0.365 total volume of a 0.1 mol/L HCL

density = 1181 giL

Concentration of the source (stock) soln:

Cf = density * weight / M(HCl)

= 1181 giL * 0.365 /36.4609 glmol

= 11.8227 mol/L

Amount of solute before and after

dilution remain same:

Vf = Vi * Ci / Cf

= 0.5 L * 0.1 mol/L / 11.8227 mollL

=0.00422917 L

= 0.00422917 L * (1000 mL)/(1 L)

=4.22917 mL

2X SOS sample loading 60 mM Tris pH 6.8, 2% (w/v) SOS, loading buffer Room

buffer 10% (v/v) glycerol, 200 mM OTT, (reducing buffer) temperature

0.025% (w/v) bromophenol blue

IX SOS-PAGE 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine running buffer Room

containing 0.1% (w/v) SOS temperature

Tris-buffered saline (TBS) 50 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCI, pH 7.5. 4°C

TCAIO% 10% (w/v) Precipitation TCA in acetone (freshly Prepared) -20°C

solution precipitates the protein extract

Tris-Hel 0.375 M Tris-HCI, pH 8.8, 50% (v/v) Oisplacing in urea buffer 4°C

glycerol with a tint of bromophenol blue

0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8 0.5 M Tris in distilled water adjusted to Tris-HCI in agaros gel 4°C

pH 6.8 with concentrated Hcl.

1.5 M Tris- HCl, pH 8.8 1.5 M Tris in distilled water adjusted to Tris-HCl in agaros gel 4°C

pH 8.8 with concentrated HCI

Trypsin digest - IOfJl trypsin buffer (20nglfJl in Trypsin buffered Oigest (degrade) protein into -20·C

SOmM acetic-acid) solution peptides

- SOfJl 100mM ABC in 50fJI stock

frozen aliquots to final cone. IOng/ul, -

incubate on ice for 15 minutes,

- incubate overnight (15-20hrs)

@ 37°C

O.I%TFA 10fJI O.I%TFA in Milli-Q grade water Washing, - to equilibrate the column and to Room

equilibration remove the wetting solution (wash I), temperature
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solution salt and loosely bound impurities.

0.1% TFA in 33%ACN 51J10.1% TFA in 33%ACN

- to clean tryptic peptides in acidic

0.1 % TFA(aq) from some

hydrophobic contaminants

Elusion solution - to elute protein peptides Room

temperature

Urea buffer 9 M urea, 2 M thiourea and 4% 3-[(3- Extruction buffer

Cholamidopropyl) dimethylammonio]- (solubilization

I-propanesulfonate (CHAPS). solution)

-20°C

Plant tissues stored under -80°C were targeted in protein extraction. Tissues were ground by

grinding in a liquid nitrogen using autoclaved pestle and mortar into fine powder. Then the powder

was transferred into falcon 50mL conical centrifuge tubes and kept under -80°C until the time of

extraction. The tissue samples were weighed immediately upon removal from -80°C· using

autoclaved spatula that was kept at same temperature for adding the ground matter to 2ml

eppendrofs kept at -80°C. This was precipitated with 10% (w/v) TCA in acetone which was freshly

prepared and stored at -20°C until use (Méchin et al., 2007).

The reason for using TCA and acetone lies on their ability to denature and precipitate protein so as

the solution inactivates the phenol oxidases and oxidases, blocking phenol oxidation into quinones,

which would result in protein binding into insoluble complexes (Carpentier et al., 2005, Mechin et

al., 2007). Further, they block proteases activity (Johnson et al., 2011) and phenol extraction

(Granier, 1988). The precipitated tissues were briefly vortexed to homogenize the solution which

were then centrifuged at room temperature for 10 minutes at 13,400rpm to separate the unlysed

tissue debris in the form of pellet at the bottom from the undesired lysate supernatant at the top of

solution. By discarding the supernatant, the pellet was washed with 1.5ml of ice-cold 80% (v/v)

acetone three times and after each wash was centrifuged at 13,400rpm for 10 minutes. Acetone

solubilizes the pigments, lipids, and terpenoids present in the tissue very easy (Mechin et al., 2007)

and 2-mercaptoethanol (2ME) prevents the formation of disulfide bonds during precipitation

(Gallina et al., 2002). The pellet (that comes from 500mg of ground tissue) was air dried for 5

minutes at room temperature and then re-suspended in a pre-optimized volume (0.5 ml) of urea

buffer (see Table 4.1) by vortexing vigorously overnight at room temperature. To optimize the

volume of urea and amount of tissue, we did serial experiments by varying volumes of urea buffer

against specific amount of ground tissue and found a ~ 1:1 ration of urea buffer to weighed ground
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powder tissue.

Homogenised tissues were centrifuged at l5,700rpm for 10 minutes and air dried at room

temperature. The soluble protein in the supernatant was collected in a fresh 2ml eppendrof and kept

@ -20oe until further processes for quantification and electrophoretic step.

4.2.4 Quantification of Protein

Quantification of protein concentration for all extracts was determined using a modified Bradford

Assay (Bradford, 1976) as previously described in Ndimba et al. (2003). Two copies of each

standard Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was prepared by mixing up BSA stock solution (5mg of

BSA in one ml of urea buffer), extraction buffer, 0.1 M Hel and deionized water in 2 ml plastic

cuvettes. Table 4.2 shows the Bradford assay chemical composition for protein quantification. Five

BSA standards with final concentration (ug/ul) 0 or blank,S, 10, 20, 40 and 50 were used. In

addition, duplicate protein extracts were prepared in a separate plastic cuvettes and Sill of unknown

protein sample was mixed with Sill of urea buffer, 10 III of 0.1 M Hel including 80 III of deionized

water.

Table 4.2 Bradford assay for protein quantification

BSA final I o (Blank) 5 10 20 40 50 Protein

BSA stock? 0 1 2 4 8 10 sample'

Extraction Buffer (,.,.,1) 10 9 8 6 2 0 5

HeL(,.,.,1) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Deionized water (,.,.,1) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80

Bio-RAD dye reagent 900 900 900 900 900 900 900

Total 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Key to legend: J BSA final Concentration (ug/ul); 2 BSA stock solution (5mglml) (ul); 3 Protein sample 5JlI (unknown)

A volume of 900111of the diluted Bradford reagent which was prepared by mixing a concentrated

Bradford reagent (Bio-RAD) with deionized water in a 4: 1 ratio was added to all the component

mixture of BSA standards and the protein extracts respectively to make 1ml of the respective final
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volume. After mixing and incubating each at room temperature for 5 minutes, absorbance values

were measured by setting spectrophotometer (an instrument to measure intensity of light absorbed

as wavelength) at 595nrn. The standard curve was determined from the absorbance values of the

BSA standards and this was used as a basis for determining the concentration of all unknown

proteins.

4.2.5 Separation of protein

4.2.5.1 Electrophoretic separation of proteins: one-dimensional sodium dodecyl sulfate-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (ID-SDS-PAGE)

4.2.5.1.1 Preparation of resolving gel

Electrophoretic separation of protein extracts using ID SDS-PAGE was carried out based on the

description given in (Ludevid et al., 1984 and Brini et al., 2007). Acrylamide/Bis stock solution

with a ratio 37.5:1 (2.6% C, BIO-RAD) was used for making two types of gels (12% resolving gel

and 5% stacking gel) in the system. As indicated in Table 4.3a, resolving gel was prepared by

mixing up 4.3ml of deionized water with 3ml of a 40% AcrylamideIBis stock solution with a ratio

37.5:1 (2.6% C, BIO-RAD), 2.5ml ofa 1.5 M Tris-HCl gel buffer, pH 8., O.lml of both 10% SDS

(w/v) and APS (w/v) each together for a single gel cast. Of this total volume, 5ml was used to cast

the resolving gel. A standard gel electrophoretic casting system (Mini-PROTEAN® 3, BIO-RAD)

was used to cast ID gels on a Irnm thickness mounted glass plates (BIO-RAD, spacer) with the

width and height of 10.1cm and 8.3 cm respectively. A 1.5cm space at the top of resolving gel was

left for the 5% (v/v) stacking gel solution (Table 4.3b), which was filled by overlaying with 1ml of a

100% isopropanol to remove any air bubbles. This was kept @ room temperature for 20-30

minutes to allow polymerization soon after adding TEMED and mixing the solution.

As TEMED and ammonium persulfate are known to be initiators of polymerization (Maurer, 1978),

these were only added at the latter stage to block early polymerization. Because a reproducible

polyarchalamide gels electrophoresis requires polymerization, the presence of Catalyst-redox

system such as, APS- TEMED complex in the reaction mixture is important to provide free radicals

(Issa et al., 2011; Thakur et al., 2011 and Posch et al., 2013). Therefore, a tiny concentration of

tertiary aliphatic amines (such as TEMED) accelerate the polymerization (Maurer, 1978;

Parthasarathy et al.,. 2011; Gunavadhi et al., 2012). Other than being the initiator of polymerization,
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it's high purity when prepared, relative stablity in O°C and low tendency to generate molecular

oxygene, makes APS a good candidate for suitable catalytic system in polymerization of PAGE

without affecting the selected buffer condition and electrical conductivity (Maurer, 1978; Lobos et

al., 1991; Kiatkamjornwong et al., 1999; Sahiner et al., 2007). However, recently, APS has shown a

varied conductivity with no considerable effect on morphology (Choi et al., 2004) and viscosity of

the gels (Nelson et al., 2005). The APS- TEMED-complex, thus, initiate chemical polymerization by

the free monomer radical which are dependent on the base catalysed formation of free oxygen

radicals (MeJury et al., 2014). Both the free oxygen radicals and free base are supplied by sulphate

and TEMED respectively. Thus, as avoiding retarded polymerization is an issue of reproducibility

of gels, due cautious were given to prevent inhibitors of chemical polymerization such as molecular

oxygene (Decker and Jenkins, 1985), cooling and metal impurities (Fevotte et al., 2013) and by

selecting standardized condition such as relatively higher pH so that the solutions will gelate within

not more than an hour (Liu et al., 2013). The isopropanol was rinsed off with deionized water and

the gel surfaces were made dry by blotting with filter paper.

The relatively larger pores size in the stacking gel provides greater chances for proteins to be

concentrated into thinner areas which assist protein mobility on the basis of net charge compared to

the smaller pore sizes of the resolving gel in this area which allow the separation of protein on the

basis of MW (Westermeier, 2006). Such an increased acrylamide concentration retards the protein

mobility in resolving gel than in stacking.

4.2.5.1.2 Preparation of stacking gel

Stacking gel (5%, v/v) was similarly prepared from the combination of all but with different

volumes of the above ingredients used for resolving gel except 0.5 M Tris-HCI gel buffer, pH 6.8

used in place of 0.5 M Tris-HCI gel buffer, pH 6.8 as indicated in Table 4.3b. A mixture of 3.64ml

of deionized water with 0.63ml of a 40% Acrylamide/Bis stock solution (37.5:1, 2.6% C, BIO-

RAD), 0.63ml of a 1.5 M Tris-HCI gel buffer, pH 6.8, 0.05ml of both 10% SDS (w/v) and APS

(w/v) each was made for a single gel cast. TEMED was similarly added only at the latest stage for

the reason already described. Once the 5% (v/v) stacking gel was ready prepared, 1ml of the

solution was added to overlay the dry resolving gel. After this step, a Imm thick BIO-RAD well

combs with 10 - 15 well combs based on the size of the gel and on the number of protein samples to

be loaded were inserted in the stacking gel soon after pouring to form wells for loading samples.
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This was left to polymerization for another 30 minutes at same temperature.

4.2.5.1.3 Running Electrophoresis for ID SDS PAGE

Electrophoresis for ID SDS PAGE was carried out immediately following protein sample

preparation. Protein samples were mixed with 2X SDS sample loading buffer, also called reducing

buffer, [60 mM Tris pH 6.8,2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 200 mM DTT (a product to break

covalent disulfide bonds to allow full denaturation of proteins before loading, Rabilloud, 1996),

0.025% (w/v) bromophenol blue or also called a tracking dye used to control the protein samples

while electrophoresis is running] at a ratio of 1:1. The mixture was briefly vortexed, and heated to

denaturate at 95°C for 5 minutes and pulse centrifuged. Complete denaturation of all proteins

following immediate heating limits degradation through the combination of heat, SDS, and

reductant. However, prolonged excessive heating was prevented because it may cause selective

aggregation and band smearing by breaking peptide bonds (Gallagher, 2006).

Table 4.3 Preparation of resolving and stacking gels for SDS-PAGE

(a) (b)

Composition 12% Resolving gel buffer 5% Stacking gel buffer

Deionized water

40% Acrylamide/Bis stock

solution 37:5:1 (2.6% C)

1.5 M Tris-HCI, pH 8.8

0.5 M Tris-HCI, pH 6.8

10% SDS

10%APS

TEMED

4.3 ml 3.64ml

0.63ml3ml

2.5 ml

0.25 ml

0.1 ml 0.02 ml

0.1 ml 0.02 ml

0.008ml 0.005ml

l8.008ml 4.565mlTotal
A 20 ug total protein quantities in each well (lane) was loaded onto 10-welled gels once the

stacking gel was solidified and all the buffer thank apparatus, a vertical slab gel electrophoresis

apparatus (Bangalore Genei) were in position. Electrophoresis was run in IX SDS-PAGE running

buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine and 0.1% (w/v) SDS) on a Bio-RAD Electrophoretic Cell

assembly system (Mini-PROTEAN® 3) as previously described by (Simpson, 2006). The loaded gel

wells were totally immersed in the running buffer solution and the 3 JlI of the PageRuier TM unstained

protein ladder (Fermentas) was used as a marker. Electrophoresis was conducted at 100V for the
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first 15 minutes and then maintained at 120V until the tracking dye (bromophenol blue) migration

approached the extreme lower part of the plates.

4.2.5.1.4 Staining gels and analysing proteins for 1D SDS PAGE

After removing the gels from the gels plates, protein bands were detected by staining with

coomassie brilliant blue (eBB) R250 for 2 to 3 hours depending on the clarity of the background as

previously described in (Neuhoff et al., 1988). The protein bands were analysed by using a Gel

Documentation System (GDS) linked to a computerized Image Analyser (BioRad PharosFX™ plus

molecular imager). The reproducibility of the result was checked by repeating the experiment three

times.

4.2.5.2 Two-Dimensional (2D) Sodium Dodecyl Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) Sulfate-

Polyacrylamide Gel

4.2.5.2.1 Sample preparation for (protein loading) 2D Gels

Protein sample for loading on 2D gels was meticulously prepared as previously described in

(Grabski and Novagen, 2001). Sample preparation is the key for a reliable result in the 2D-gel

electrophoresis which is determined by several factors such as solubility, size, charge, and

isoelectric point (PI) of the protein of interest (Jiang et al., 2004). This creates the variation in

sample complexity of the protein extracts used into the 2D gels and the length and pH range of

immobilised pH gradient (lPG) strips used for lEF. Thus, it minimizes the complexity in protein

extracts with least possible ionic strength of the denatured buffer maintaining proteins original

charges and its solubility. A volume of 150-200fJg protein extracts (as calculated from Bradford

assay) were added to the rest of reaction mixture or also called rehydration solution (2fJI of 50%

OTT (v/v), 1.25fJI of ampholytes (BIO-RAD), a tint of bromophenol blue) making a final volume

of 125fJI by adding urea buffer. The sample solution was vortexed to mix for 3-5 minutes at room

temperature and then pulse centrifuged.

4.2.5.2.2. Selection of appropriate technology for lsoelectric Focusing (lEF; First Dimension)

lEF techniques are categorized in two forms such as classical (conventional) isoelectric focusing

(Righetti et al., 1986; Garfin 2000) and modem techniques (Righetti et al., 1986; Righetti and

Bossi, 1998 and Fredman et al., 2009). The former is characterized by a carrier ampholyte

generated pH gradient and is older tube gel method (Gërg, 1988 and 1991) compared to the later
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which is a more advanced technique and is of a typical nature of lmobilized pH gradient (lPG). In

this experiment, the modem lPG based lEF technique was used to resolve protein extracts in the

first dimension of 2-DE as it is currently most applicable for its characteristic reproducibility, ease

of use and throughput (Garfin, 2001) used in most proteornics labs. The length and pH gradient

ranges of interest of the lPG strips were identified and selected before directly embarking to series

of steps for first dimension of 2D SDS PAGE.

4.2.5.2.3 Rehydration of lPG Strips

After making the solution ready as stated above, rehydration step of lPG Strips was followed by

loading the sample mixture. lmmobiline TM Dry Strip Reswelling Tray (GE Healthcare, Amersham,

UK) was used to load the sample in each channels (1-12) depending on the number of protein

samples to be separated. lPG strips (a Linear and ReadyStrip™ lPG strips) with varying length and

pH, however, for this experiment, 7 cm of length, pH range of 4-7 were used and cautiously

positioned on top of the protein sample but with the gel side facing downward. The lPG strips were

carefully handled to avoid tearing of any part of strips that otherwise would result in the absence of

focused protein in that region. Before leaving the lPG strips passively rehydrate for overnight or at

least 20 hrs at room temperature to regain its normal gel size of 0.5 mm thickness, three important

events were double checked. First, careful avoidance of any air bubbles in the process that would

otherwise be trapped in the agarose that joins the strip to the top of the second-dimension gel

creating blank stripes in the vertical dimension. Second, sufficient rehydration of a region of the

lPG strip so that no part of the strips let the protein focused; Thirdly, covering the strips by

overlaying mineral oil (PlusOne DryStrip Cover Fluid; GE Healthcare) to avoid sample loss as

vapour while rehydrating.

4.2.5.2.4 First Dimension (lEF of lPG Strips)

Having successfully completed the rehydration step, the lPG strips were briefly rinsed with

deionized water to make free of any sample of protein remain not absorbed and remove any excess

liquid from the strip by cautious blotting with wet filter paper. Then after, the strips were transferred

to the lEF focusing tray (platform) (EttanTM IPGphor II™, GE Healthcare) placing this time the gel

side up. Immediately following this, with the purpose to collect excess salts and any contaminants

from the sample during focusing wetted but not soaked wicks blotted using filter paper were placed

at the two extreme ends (anode, +ve and cathode, -ve ends) ofIPG strips. Mineral oils were used to
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cover the strips before starting the focusing which was aimed to prevent loss of sample due to

evaporation and CO 2 intake while running lEF.

After closing the lid of the GE Healthcare platform, lEF was set in a three part stepwise programme

@ 20°C for 7 cm lPG strips. These were namely: 250V for 15minutes, 4 OOOVfor lhr and lastly

4000V for 12000Vhr. These figures representing the total volt-hours for the used lPG strips, suggest

the running (focusing) conditions of the lPG strips on the GE Healthcare platform. As was intended

from the start of sample preparation (see also section 4.3.1), the same type of sample, buffer, and

lPG strip pH range together were used to better control lEF running conditions of the lPG strips.

4.2.5.2.4.1 lPG Strips Equilibration

On completion of the lEF run, two intermediate but import steps were taken place before Second

Dimension SDS-PAGE starts. Equilibration of the focused lPG strips in SDS reducing buffers, and

. sealing of the strips by embedding on the top of the second-dimension gel. Resolved lPG strips

were equilibrated in SDS-containing buffers to make the proteins easily soluble and to provide

conditions for SDS binding. The resolved lPG strips were placed in reswelling tray channels with

gel up side and covered by 2ml equilibration buffer.

As indicated in Table 4.4, two types of equilibration buffers were used to equilibrate the focused

strips based on the types of chemical agents added to the equilibration bases buffer (6 M urea, 2%

(w/v) SDS, 50 mM TrisIHCI, pH 8.8 and 20% (v/v) glycerol). Dithiothreitol (DTT) and

lodoacetamide (lAA) were used as reducing and alkalining agents respectively.

Table 4.4 Buffer system for equilibration of lPG Strips

Equilibration bases buffer IAA Equilibration Buffer

Reagents amount (final

concentration)

Urea

20% SDS

36 g urea (6M)

10 ml (2%)

Reagent: DDT

Action: reduces sulfhydryl groups

Reagent: IAA

Action: alkylates sulfhydryl

1.5 M Tris/HCI, pH 8.8 gel 3.3 ml (0.05 M)

buffer

groups

Composition: add 200mg of DTT to Composition: add 250 mg

IOmlof equilibration base buffer to dry IAA to equilibration

make 2% DTT Equilibration Buffer buffer to make 2.5% IAA

equilibration

50% Glycerol

Water

40 ml (20%)

Adjust to 100 ml
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While DTT equilibration buffer reduces sulfhydryl groups (Cleland, 1964; Herbert et al., 2013), the

lAA equilibration buffer alkylates the same sulfhydryl groups (Sondej et al., 2011). Focused lPG

strips were first incubated in the 2.5ml DTT equilibration buffer, (an equilibration bases buffer

containing 2% (w/v) DTT) agitating for 10 minutes and then decanting the buffer. The strips were

incubated again by 2.5% (w/v) IAA for additional 10 minutes with gentle agitation at room

temperature.

4.2.5.2.5 Second Dimension SDS-PAGE

In order to run second-dimension gels resolving gel solution and sealing solution were first prepared

as described in Table 4.1. A Bio-Rad multi-cast Mini-PROTEAN®3 with 12 gels per run (Garfin,

2001) was used to cast Mini format 2D SDS-PAGE gels on spacer glass plates (BIO-RAD) as

previously described in section 4.2.5.1.1 for ID gel. Similar to the ID SDS PAGE, the resolving gel

solution (see Table 4.1) was used to make the 2D gels by pouring into the cast plates and overlaying

each gel with 1 ml of 100% isopropanol for the same reason previously mentioned in section

4.2.5.1.1. The procedure for making resolving gel is as described in section 4.2.5.2. After rinsing off

the overlayed isopropanol from a polymerised gel, gel surfaces were blot-dried (see section

4.2.5.1.1). Then after, an equilibrated lPG strips, 7 em (section 4.2.5.2.4.1) which were carefully

rinsed with IX SDS-PAGE running buffer (Table 4.1) were placed on top of the solidified 12%

resolving gels with the plastic backing against the spacer plate with the gel side of lPG facing

outside to the shorter glass plater. Unstained protein ladder (PageRuler™, Fermentas Life Sciences,

Ontario, Ca) was used as protein marker by applying 3111on a piece of filter paper. After letting it

air-dried, this was positioned at the positive side of the lPG strips.

A sealing solution (see Table 4.1) which was prepared by mixing 1 ml ofO.5% (w/v) molten agarose

with IX SDS-PAGE running buffer containing a small amount of bromophenol blue (migration

tracking dye during electrophoresis) was used to seal the lPG strips with the resolving gels. Lastly,

to run electrophoresis for second Dimension SDS-PAGE, all the gel plates containing gels in the

apparatus multi-cast Mini-PROTEAN®3 (Bio-Rad) were carefully assembled and then the power

supply was set to 200V constant for 35 minutes using Dodeca cell Bio-Rad (Mini-PROTEAN®3).
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4.2.5.2.6 Detection of proteins by staining gels for 2D SDS PAGE

A modified eBB R-250 staining protocol (Wang et al., 2007) for SDS-PAGE gels were used to

detect proteins resolved in the first and second dimension SDS PAGE. Application of 3 but

consecutive staining procedures each for the minimum of 30min was carried out. lts broadest range

of proteins stain, makes eBB R-250 the most common stain for protein detection in polyacrylamide

gels (Smejkal, 2004). The gels were first immersed in eBB I (see Table 4.1) after dismounting all

gel plates from electrophoretic the apparatus. This was then heated for a minute in a microwave at

full power and placed for 30 - 45 minutes on a shaker @ room temperature. After discarding the

used eBB I, similar procedures were applied for eBB II and eBB III. For the chemical constituent

in the solution of eBB II and III please see Table 4.1. After eBB III stain, the gels were destained

using de staining solution (see Table 4.1) by agitating at room temperature. This continued until

clear protein spot was observed.

4.2.6 Image digitizing and analysis of protein spots

4.2.6.1 Spot imaging by Molecular Imager FX Pro Plus Multi-imager System

Gels were first digitized or imaged using an instrument named Molecular Imager PharosFX Plus

Multi-imager System (Bio-RAD) which is flexible and expandable machine. Then after, the gels

were analysed with an image evaluation system using computerized Bio-Rad imaging systems

integrated with PDQuest TM software which are robust to export and import images (Voordijk et

al., 2003). Coomassie stained gels were imaged with a multi-imaging system.

4.2.6.2 PDQuest analysis of 2D SDS-PAGE

PDQuest ™ software (Bio-Rad) version 8.0.1 build 055 (Garrels, 1989) was used to analyse the

digitized gel images. PDQuest analysis were presented in terms of spot detection and quantification,

gel comparison and statistical analysis. PDQuest software provides nine progressive analysis steps

to generate an accurately detected and matched protein spots to make ready for MALDI-TOF-

MS/MS downstream analysis. First, new experiment work flow was established for the 2D-gel

electrophoresis. To create consistency and reproducibility of the work flow, the parameters were set

for the analysis and the default setting and steps were followed to compare the biological effects of

the treated samples against the untreated ones based on the 2D-gels that consist the protein spots of

interest. A master gel, a virtual combination of all the spots of interest from all the six gel images,
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was automatically created and was used as a reference for analysis of protein spots.

Spots were labelled using PDQuest advanced annotation feature with text. Spot detection and

quantification of the 2D-gel were carried out automatically after correcting the raw image data and

subtracting the gel background. PDQuest uses 3-D Gaussian distributions and models to

automatically detect and resolve merged spots. From this spot intensity were determined.

Normalization of gels helped to balance the differences in spot quantities and group consensus

based manual editing of spots provided expression consensus for all biological replicate. Based on

this, differential expression of proteins were qualitatively and quantitatively and statistically

(Students t-Test) detected using dummy variable (indicators) such as 1 or 0 and the values for the 2-

fold expression change respectively. The p-value < 0.05 (95% significance level) was used as the

cut off value for statistical significance of confidence level. For analysis and identification of

protein using MALDI- TOF mass spectrometry and other related tools, qualified spots were

manually picked by pipette tips, however, spots could automatically be cut using the ExQuest ™

spot cutter (Bio-RAD).

4.2.7. Mass Spectrometry

4.2.7.1 Protein Identification using MALDI-TOF MS

4.2.7.1.1 Excision of Coomassie stained protein spots

Before proceeding with excision of protein spots, Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) stained gels were

scanned using Molecular Imager PharosFX Plus System (BIO-RAD) as stated in section 4.2.6.1.

The intact CBB stained gel was then rinsed with 70% Ethanol and with dH20 and then incubated

on the shaker twice for 20 mints each. In order to identify proteins in each selected spot, the CBB

stained gel was excised as close to the spot as possible, with no excess around the spot. Manually,

protein spots were picked using yellow pipette tips by cutting the tips at its second node and

transferred into sterile labelled micro-centrifuge tubes.

4.2.7.1.2 Proteins in-gel digestion

"Excised gel protein spots were in gel digested with trypsin buffer (according to the revised

unpublished protocol by Prof. B. Ndimba, Proteomics laboratory, University of the Western Cape
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(UWC). A 50kDa marker band was used as a "reference" piece of gel and was processed in parallel

with the test gel pieces. Gel pieces were then washed twice using the washing solution (500JlI

50mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) and acetonitrile) by occasional vortexing for 5 minutes each.

The gel pieces were washed again using the same solution and volume for 30 minutes by occasional

vortexing. The gel pieces were then destained using 500JlI 50mM ABC) in 50% acetonitrile (ACN)

for 30 mints, occasionally vortexed. This step was repeated as necessary to remove any remnant

CBB colour. The supernatant was removed at every wash. Reduction and alkylation steps were

skipped (see Figure 4.2) as the 2D gel had already been undergone reduction and alkylation to

equilibrate lPG strips in the first dimension of the 2D PAGE. Reduction and alkylation help to

maintain the normal state of the cystine-containing peptides which otherwise have been in-gel

digested ( Liu et al., 2013 and Gonzalez-Fernandez et al., 2014) until protein spots are exposed to

trypsin for further in-gel-digestion. These are also of help to minimize the appearance of unknown •

masses in MS analysis for disulfide bond formation and side chain modification (Wang et al., 2011).

Dehydration of the gel was carried out using 100 JlI of 100% acetonitrile by leaving at room temp

for 10 minutes until shrink, followed by Speed Vae SC100 (ThermoSavant, Waltham, MA, USA) to

completely desiccate the gel-piece, until the colour turns white.

Proteins were in-gel digested with 10JlI sequencing grade modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI,

USA) dissolved in 50JlI of 50 mM ABC for at least 15 hrs at 37°C. Peptide bonds on the carboxyl

side of Lysine and Arginine residues were cleaved as a result of action of trypsin, which is a Serine

protease. However, cleavage can be prevented or slowed by proximal acidic, aromatic or proline

residues, as proline having the most significant effect. Peptide fragments with one missed cut are

common and should be taken into consideration during mass analysis (Gasteiger et al., 2005). The

digested proteins were then stored at -20°C until further analysis. The pH level of the tryptic digest

was checked using paper strip and made to remain below 4 by quenching with 30JlI of 2%

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA).

4.2.7.1.3 Peptides extraction: Zip-tip procedure

Peptides were extracted based on the three steps of Zip-tip procedure using the ZipTip® Pipette

Tips for sample preparation (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA; PR02358, Rev. A, 02/07, © 2007

Millipore Corporation; https://www.millipore.com/userguides/techllp36404). These steps were: 1)
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Wetting the column and equilibrating the zip-tip pipette tips, 2) Binding and washing peptides and

3) Eluting the peptides into clean vials. In order to equilibrate, a 100% ACN (wetting solution) was

used to wet the Zip-tip Pipettor column with the maximum volume of 10JlI setting and to remove

organic impurities. The wetting solution was aspirated into the pipettor tips by depressing a pipettor

plunger to a dead stop, and dispensed to waste. This was repeated twice for maximum equilibration

of the zip-tip pipette tip (Figure 4.2).

add 50,..IIOmMDTI 10
cover !he dry gel piece,
incubate .@ 600 for
l hr, Discard supernatant

Add 50,.. 5OmMlAA.
incubate @ dark room
for 3Omints, discard
supematant

Repeal step: 2-5 Add 10,..1 trypsin buffer
redu ing incubation (20ng/,..1 in 50mM ace tic-
periods to mo I acid. Add 50,..1 JoomM
15mints ABC 10 50,..1 . loek frozen

aliquots 10 make final
cone, JOng/,..1. incubate on
icc for lSmints, incubate
overnight (J 5-20hrsl (gJ
37°C

protein spot 500,..150mM ABC IWO
timc. each for 5min..
occas ional vortexing 10
Wil! h gel piere

add 50,..1
10cover the dry gel
piere, incubate @ 60
°C for Ihr. Discard
upernatan I

add 50,.. IOmMDTT,
leave mom temp
for 15 min. Discard
supernatant

puonah for 20. hOWC\t,T recommended for epumal results Dl MS analysts. for,
ID gel these lep>. an: mandatory

m· .
I'TOI.:"" for MSAnalysis

l. 100% A (wetting
sol.), depres pipettoe
plunger 10 dead top, SCI 10
10,..1 max vol., aspirate,
dispe DS(' to was re (repea I)
2. O.l%TFA in 1iI1i-Q
grade water (equilibration
ol.), aspirate, dispense 10
waste (repeal)

Zip-lip procedure: adapted from User Guide for Reversed-Phase ZipTip®
Pipene Tips for Sample Preparation-MlLUPORE (pR023S8, Rev. A, 02A>7.
C 2007 M illipore Corporation)

SCI max vol to S,..I,
depres to normal
top, aspirate and

dispen • 0.1% TFA
in 33% A
(elution sol.) into a
clean vial

l. Bind peptider to
zip-tip pipette lips by
depressing pipettor
plunger to dead top.
set lO 10,..1 max vol.,
aspirate and dispense
(7 -I 0 cycle)
2. Repeat step # 11.2Spot on the PAC-lI CHCA

presponed MALOI target,
Analysis by MALOI MS LIFT
MSlMS: Protein ID from
MASCOT DB (MS and

Figure 4.2: summary of procedure for in-gel tryptic digestion of protein spots.

500111 50mM ammonium
bicarbonate (ABC) once
for 30min.s OCCA. ional
vertexing and discard
supernatant after each wash

500,..1 500/0 50mM
ABCI500/o accionitile
(AC ) two times each for
30m ins OC~ ional
vertexing to destain the gel

This diagram shows the procedure for in-gel tryptic digestion of protein spots from sorghum leaf tissues. In some

protocols the steps 6 to 9 (grey) of this protocol are considered to be optional for 2D gel though highly recommended
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for optimal results in mass spectrometry applications (Shevchenko et al., 1996b).

An equilibration solution (0.1%TFA in Milli-Q grade water) was aspirated into the pipettor to

equilibrate the column and to remove the wetting solution (washl), salt and loosely bound

impurities. These were dispensed to waste and the process was repeated at-least twice. Figure 4.2

summarises the procedure for in-gel tryptic digestion of protein spots from sorghum leaf tissues

according to a protocol revised and the zip-tip procedure based on the user guide for reversed-phase

ZipTip®; Pipette Tips for sample preparation-MILLIPORE. Billerica, MA, USA.

To bind the peptides to zip-tip pipette tips (a conditioned column in acidic TFA in H20), by

depressing pipettor plunger to dead stop, the samples were aspirated and dispensed (7-1 0 cycle)

using similar volume setting as before for equilibrating. The tryptic peptides in acidic 0.1% TFA(aq)

was washed with 0.1% TFA in water to remove some hydrophobic contaminants. This step was

repeated at-least twice. Peptides were eluted using a selective organic/aqueous mixture 0.1% TFA

in 50% CH3CN/ H20, maximum volume was set to 5Ill. By depressing pipettor plunger to standard

stop, the elution solution was aspirated and dispensed into a clean vial carefully for at least 7-10

times without letting air into the sample.

4.2.7.1.4. Spot analysis using MALDI-TOF-MS

Samples were spotted on the PAC-II CHCA pre-spotted MALDI target for analysis by MALDI MS

and were lifted by MS/MS. Each tryptic in-gel-digested protein sample of which the peptides were

already eluted using zip-tip procedure with Sill elution solution was used to spot on the MALDI

target plate by setting the already calibrated P10 (0.5-10Ill) pipette (Bio-RAD) to 0.5 III volume.

Each peptide sample was spotted at four positions to acquire reproducibility and representativity of

the technical replicates. Samples spotted onto a MALDI target plate were let well air dried for at-

least an hour to load on to the MALDI TOF/TOF Mass Spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics Ultraflex™,

Germany). Spot analysis and identification using MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS was initiated by

training the algorithm with four best spots at the extreme comers of the spotted samples and then

followed by calibration with a 200 - 600 shots to give inertia for changing the status and to obtain

the reference Mass. Autoanalysis was allowed to run to generate peptide mass fingerprints (PMFs)

for each spot. The absolute masses of the unknown protein of interest which was first cleaved into
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smaller peptides was accurately measured with a mass spectrometer (MALDI- TOF; Clauser et al.,

1999) and then compared to the known proteins in the databases. The proteins which are encoded

by the genome sequences in the databases of interest are cut into peptides in silico for which

absolute masses are calculated by software program and compared to the masses of the unknown

proteins. The best match is found based on the statistical analysis for the unknown peptides,

however, most PMF algorithms assume that the peptides come from a single protein (Shevchenko

et al., 1996a).

4.2.7.1.5 Searching for known protein sequences from databases

Search for known protein was performed against pertinent protein databases such as SWISSPROT

(Boeckmann et al., 2003) and UNIPROT (UniProt Consortium, 2008) databases, the National

Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI; Wheeler et al., 2007) and Mass spectrometry protein

sequence database (MSDB; Choudhary et al., 2001) where MASCOT (Perkins et al., 1999; Koenig

et al., 2008) was used to browse the MSDB. The absolute masses obtained for the unknown protein

peptides based on MALDI-TOF result was used as a fingerprint to search known proteins in the

databases. In all the searches, the hits were ranked according to the scores such that the more the

proteolytic peptides were contained in a candidate protein, the higher was the score ranked which

can match measured masses. This means that molecular weight search (MOWSE; Pappin et al.,

1993) scores higher than 66 (p<0.05) matches for a protein candidate were considered as positive

identifications. A minimum of 10% protein sequence coverage is also mandatory to assign proteins.

However, to avoid ambiguity where multiple proteins were meant to satisfy the minimum sequence

coverage, a protein with the highest MOWSE score was considered to be a probable positive

candidate.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Protein separation

4.3.1.1 One-Dimensional Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (ID-

SDS PAGE)

In order to determine the quality of protein extract in two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, we

first run a one-dimensional (1D) gel electrophoresis (as described in section 4.2.5.1). This is

probably because proteins in one dimension are separated so that all the proteins will lie clearly

along a lane largely improving the depth of proteomic coverage though sample fractionation is

associated with a moderate decrease of quantitative measurement repeatability (Gautier et al.,

2012). One-D SDS- PAGE can give adequate separation when the number of proteins is low,

however, for a very complex mixture not effective which is sometimes difficult to perform analysis

using MALDI TOF MS (Marvin et al., 2000).

4.3.1.2 Two-Dimensional Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (2D-

SDS-PAGE)

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis analysis of the sorghum Btx642 leaf tissue proteins revealed

quantitative changes as a result of responses to drought stress. The extent of expression of drought

responsiveproteins(DRPs) may impact the level and differences in drought tolerance indicating that

the result has also shown substantial qualitative changes. This may entail that there is inherent

difference in the expression level of DRPs to wards drought stresses which may be related to tissue

developmental stage specificity. It has been already reported in grain sorghum for the heat shock

level that there is natural genotypic differences in the extent of Heat Shock Proteins (HSPs)

expression based on the spatio-temporal variation (O'Farrell, 1975; Ngara et al., 2012).

4.3.2 Spot detection and protein differential expression analysis (PDQuest analysis)

The main objective of this chapter is to identify the DRPs by analysing three biological replicates of

sorghum leaf tissue from the post-flowering drought stressed Btx642 variety. Differential

expression analysis is a common and powerful method for screening and characterizing genes or

gene products based on specificity and patterns of spatio-temporal expression. Specificity in plant

tissues and development stages in the evaluation of differential expression of proteins for detection
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of drought tolerance is the key approach for analysis and identification of tissue or age specific

biomarkers.

Figure 4.3: PDQuest analysis of sorghum Btx642 leaf proteins for the 3 biological replicates

This diagram shows the PDQuest analysis for sorghum Btx642 leaf proteins where gel image of the 3 biological

replicates for both control (normal watering condition) and treatment (drought stressed condition, 30±5% Fe) groups

are shown with an automatically generated master gel at the left comer.

PDQuest analysis shown in part in Figure 4.3 for sorghum Btx642 leaf tissues for the three

biological replicate groups was based on differential conditions that include normal watering

condition (control) and drought stressed condition at 30±5% Fe (treatment). Protein spots in the

PDQuest analysis describe observed qualitative and quantitative variations as a consequence of

differential expression, as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. Here, analysis of separation of protein

extracts from sorghum leave tissue that was subjected to 2D SDS-PAGE using the lPG strips with

length of 7cm and pH range of 4-7 and differential expression profiling using PDQuest are

indicated. This analysis result in protein spot identification and differential expression represents a

sole reflection of inherent compositional contents and complex mixture of the protein sample with

differences in protein abundance between control and the treatment groups. On the other hand,

Figure 4.5 illustrates schematic representation of the 2DGE showing differential expression of

protein spots visualization, expression patterns and spot 3D views of sorghum Btx642 leaf proteome
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contrasting the relative abundance of proteins in control and treatment samples based on the

PDQuest analysis. Figure 4.6 shows the visualization of superimposed spots using multichannel

viewer.

The sixteen protein spots selected for MALDI- TOF-MSIMS analysis were classified based on their

spot density, protein (spots) separation based on Molecular Weight (MW) and their isoelectric point

(PI) and differential expression profile. Based on their molecular mass, spot # 5, 6, and 12 represent

proteins of higher molecular mass 2:,70kDa. On the other hand, the protein with spot number 11 and

14 are almost equivalent to 50 kDa. However, the majority of protein spots are in the lower

molecular mass weight range < 40kDa such as spot 1, 7 and 16 are representing ~ 1OkDa (Figure

4.4).

Figure 4.4: Representative 2DE showing spots selected for analysis of protein identification

Two-Dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis of sorghum (Btx642) leaf tissues under: (A) control (normal conditions)

and (B) treatment (drought stress condition). Drought responsive proteins in the circles are unique to drought treatment

and in the square unique to control plants. The gel was visualized by CBB. The arrows indicate protein spots identified

for MALDI- TOF TOF MS/MS analysis.

Protein spots identified with spot number 2,8,9, 12, and 16 were grouped in large sized spots based

on 3D view of the protein spot visualization. Spots identified as spot 1,4,5,7, and 14 were small

sized and those spots # 3, 6, 10, 11, 13 and 15 were considered to be faint spots. Thus 75% of all the

spot based on their molecular weight, were located below 50kDa of which one-third constituted

80% of the large sized spots. In terms of the pI position, almost 88% of the spots were located

between 5-6 pH range except the two spots (spot 1 and spot 16) which were positioned at about 4.5

and 6.5pI values respectively. Based on the differential expression patterns, almost 63% (spots 1,2,
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3,6,8,9, 10, 12, 13 and 16) were up-regulated, 12% (spots 11, 14) down-regulated and 25% (spots

4, 5, 7 and 15 ) remain unresponsive in stressed samples compared to the control ones.

Protein spots visualized based Expression
on differential expression pattern

3D view of the protein
spot visualized

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of2DGE differential expression of protein spot
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This figure describes 2DGE differential expression of protein spot visualization, expression patterns and spot 3D view

of sorghum Btx642 leaf proteome for the control and treatment samples. Each particular spot for which corresponding

differential expression pattern and the visualization of 3D view has been shown is indicated in the rectangular box

respective to the number given to each spot per control and stressed samples. The difference in colour of the numbers

assigned to the spot in spot density visualization and the 3D view (white and black respectively) is simply to contrast

the background. Nine proteins were identified from spot number 1,8,9, 12, 13, 14, and 16. Two spot (# 12 and 14)

resulted in to two proteins each (for the description, see section 4.3.3).

Figure 4.6: Visualization of superimposed spots using multichannel viewer

Separation of sorghum proteins using 2DGE from green leaf tissues treated under drought stress condition. Spots

labelled from 1 to 16 are selected for MALO 1-TOF-MS/MS analysis. PDQuest software provides an option to

superimpose the corresponding spots from the control and stressed gel replicates whereby one can be moved around the

corresponding spots. This option is helpful when automatic spot matching is difficult. In this Figure, A, represent a

black and white gel image of a representative replicate before superimposition of the control and stressed spot using the

multichannel viewer, B represent a gel image of a representative replicate of superimposed control (red-colored) and

treatment (green-colored), as automatically assigned and C represent a gel image of a representative replicate of

superimposed control (red-colored) and treatment (blue-colored) spot using the multichannel viewer. Green is more

contrastive in B than red-colored spots whereas red is more contrastive in C than blue-colored spots (i.e. red is more

contrastive in C than in B).

4.3.3. Protein identification using MALDI-TOF-TOF-MSIMS

4.3.3.1 Protein spot analysis and spectral acquisition

A total of 86 protein spots were separated by 2D gel electrophoresis, of which 16 spots matched

across all gels (Figure 4.4) and hence were selected for protein spot identification using MALDI-

TOF-TOF MS/MS analysis. A relatively low number of protein spots identified in this study may

probably be related to protocols (outlined in this section) that were not applied in the study because
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of the time frame and resource issues. Protein identification using MALDl-TOF-TOF based on a

sample desalting or concentrating with ZipTiPCI8 method and optimization will generally result in

high protein resolution (Lim et al., 2003). However, protein separation and identification from the

2D gel electrophoresis could be affected by some other factors that directly or indirectly contribute

to a relatively low number of protein spot identification. These factors include such as length and

pH range of the lPG strips, an extent of sensitivity of staining dye, the colorimetric protein assays,

electrophoretic technical and mechanical factors and the biological nature of the plant materials.

Other studies show that a relative amount of loaded polyacrylamide may affect the protein

recoveries of biologically-active and complex proteins (Reguera and Leschine, 2009). Most protein

samples are complex solutions as they are processed containing many non-protein, interfering

agents which partly or entirely affect the efficiency of protein. assay. Therefore, the extent of the

accuracy and sensitivity of protein assays may determine the quality of protein estimation. For

instance, the Bradford Protein Assay we commonly used is considered incompatible with the

common buffer and is sensitive to many contaminants, such as non-ionic detergents present in

biological samples in concentrations greater than 0.1% (Pihlasalo et al. 2012). Studies recommend

instead using 2D Quant-Kit GE Healthcare to quantify protein with such a reagent concentration in

the sample buffer (Tannu and Hemby 2006). On the other hand, a fluorescence-based assay has

been used for detailed measurements of expression levels and protein mapping enabling specific

protein identification and further characterization (Tannu and Hemby, 2006; Mackintosh et aI.,

2005). The use of membrane based protein separation, ultrafiltration, is also considered to give high

protein purification through separating out dissolved smaller impurities and retaining a relatively

larger sized proteins (Deutscher, 1990; Saxena et aI., 2009).

After plating the tryptic digest on the Pre-spotted AnchorChip (PAC)-II CHCA MALDl target

(Bruker Daltonics systems), spectra were acquired for each sample. Peptide mass fingerprints were

generated by using a MALDl-TOF-MS. MALDl-TOF-MS mostly demonstrate a relative failure to

identify proteins with low molecular mass than the reverse resulting in the fragmentation of protein

due to the low traceable peptides (Thiede et al., 2005). However, the limitation ofMALDl-TOF-MS

may be resolved by complementing PMF using de novo sequencing MSIMS methods (Thiede et al.,

2005).

Unknown protein peptides isolated from sorghum leaf tissue recovered from spot selections were
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micro sequenced using MALDI-TOF-MS/MS with the high pattern of spectral acquisition. Non-

redundant protein databases search using MASCOT software putatively identified 9 potentially

significant proteins each with at least one or two peptides (Table 4.5). Two spots (12 and 14) each

representing a combined spot were found to contain a mixture of proteins. ATP synthase subunit

beta and enolase 1; and fuctose-bisphosphate aldolase and double-stranded RNA-binding protein 5

were identified from spot 12 and 14 respectively. Thiede et al., 2013 obtained similar result whereby

665 spots out of 816 revealed one to five proteins each with one 2-DE spot identified up to 23

proteins. According to the author's demonstration, it is possible to identify multiple proteins within

a single 2-DE spot, regardless of the high protein resolution power of the 2-D. It is suggested that

the extent of sensitivity and resolution power of MALDI -TOF could probably determine the degree

of tryptic peptide detection. Similarly, Lim et al. (2003) has identified 9% of the spots containing

multiple proteins in the study conducted to compare a MALDliTOF peptide mass mapping with IlLC-ESI

tandem MS.

Based on MOWSE score and theoretical pI values and the number of peptide, it happened to a

double-stranded RNA-binding protein 5 to seemingly be unlikely hit and may represent false

positive. All the different protein spots experimentally identified using MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS

were functionally categorized based on the extent of sequence homology with the theoretical

proteins from the non-redundant protein databases. Three data bases namely the National Centre of

Biotechnology Institute (NCBI), UniProtKB and SwissProt were cross-referenced both for green

plants and all based on protein search. The best and significant matching proteins were selected

based on primarily but not limited to MOWSE score value corresponding to the resultant

combination of search result. The list of all proteins identified is indicated in Table 4.5 with all the

necessary information. These include the identified and selected protein spots for analysis using

MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS, MOWSE score for the best matches, the species to which the best

match was adhered, the accession numbers as identifiers of the identified proteins and the observed

experimental and predicted theoretical molecular weight (MW) along with isoelectric points (PI).

Figure S4.1 shows MALDI-TOF-TOF-MS/MS spectrum of an in-gel tryptic digest of putatively

identified proteins for the three top scoring proteins (Fructose-Bisphosphate Aldolase, ATP synthase

subunit beta and Ribulose Bisphosphate Carboxylase large chain, RuBisCO). Table 4.6 gives brief

functional description of each of the identified protein and the source of function information.

Figure 4.7 shows the functional categories of the putatively identified proteins whereas Figure 4.8
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illustrates the category of subcellular localization of the identified proteins. Of the sixteen spots

selected for mass spectrometry analysis, seven protein spots gave significant score for the nme

proteins that were identified.

4.3.4 Functional and subcellular classification of proteins

Five different functional categories of proteins were putatively identified based on the analysis of

MALDI-TOF-TOF-MSIMS and the protein database search using MASCOT.

Table 4.5 List of proteins identified by MALDI-TOF-TOF-MSIMS analysis
Codo>'_Spol AccessionJ Protein' Orgill'lÏ5m peptides' SC MOWSE Observed PrI!dicted CeJIular E""..."..ion
SSP II' (Species)' C%)· Seo..... MWIpI MW/pl IoCillion

14_6506 ALFC_ORYSJ Fruc10,.,..bi.sphusphate Oryza sativa subsp, 5 15.7 209.4 43.115.6 42/G.5 chloroplast
aldolase, [aponica

12_4804 ATPB_SACHY AiP synthase subunit be1a Saccharum h)<brid 5 15.9 204.8 60.915.2 53.9/5.2 Chloruplast ..
13_5506 RBL_LACSA Ru8isCO, I.rgechain Lactuca sativa 4 103 161 45.915.9 52.915.9 Cblomplast ..
8_4203 PSBO_FRIAG OX geo-e\'OI\ing enhancer Fritillaria agresti. 2 7.6 74.1 34.815 34.8/G.3 chloroplast ~

protein I

12_4804 ENOl_MAIZE Enolase I Ze. ma)" 2 5.2 51.2 60.915.1 4815.1 C hio rup I.~~ ..
I-1003 gil242038G3S hypothetical prot"i n Sorghum bieolor 2 10.0 SO. I 23.9(l14.2 23.914.3 Chlemplast ~

SORB IDRA Fl'_O I I,() U710 5

16_7011 PSBP_WHEAT Ux)'g"o-",'OI\ing enhancer Triticurn aestivurn 3.1 3531 23.9/(j.4 27.319.5 Chloruplast ..
protein 2

9_4'*11 CHrr_PEl1iY Acidi c "ndoehiti oase Petunla hybrida 2 7.5 39 39.715.6 27.615.6 Secreted. ~
Extracellular
region

14_6506 DR B5_0RYSJ Doubl"""tr.lnded RNA- Oryza sativa subsp. 2.7 31.3 43.115.6 43.1112.4 HNRNP'
binding protein 5 [aponica

Key to legend:

I represents the code number arbitrarily assigned to the spot that were selected for the MALDI- TOF-MS/MS

analysis;

2 represents the sample spot protein number assigned by the PO-Quest software to the differentially;

expressed spots correspondent to the code number of the spot selected for MALDI- TOF-MS/MS analysis;

3 represents the identifier recovered for the known protein identified from the non-redundant protein

databases

"represents the predicted known protein identified from the database matching anyone of the expressed

protein experimentally

5 represents the species to which the best and significant match for protein was obtained

6 represents number of peptides for each protein identified

7 represents the percent sequence coverage

8 represents heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles

The categories include 1) Energy generation or proton (H+) transporting protein, 2) Glycolysis and
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gluconeogenesis and other carbohydrate metabolism associated proteins 3) Photosystem regulation

(carbon assimilation) 4) Stress tolerance, defence and immunity related proteins; 5) RNA binding

proteins and 6) Unknown (Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5 and Table 4.6). On the other hand three different

classes of subcellular localization (Figure 4.8) was identified based on cellular component

specifically adhered to the identified proteins. This is because protein sub-cellular localization

primarily determines its function (Andersen et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003 and Smith et al., 2004).

Table 4.7 shows the sequence description for the identified peptide in the corresponding protein.

Figure 4.7 shows the Functional categories of the putatively identified proteins and Figure 4.8

illustrate the category of subcellular localization of the proteins identified. MASCOT probability

distribution based on peptides and proteins scores is shown in Figure 4.19, labelled A and B

respectively.

Table 4.6 Functional description of protein identified

Proteins functional dfScriptian

Froeto se- b isp hosphat ..
aldolase

K.GLVPLAGSNNE WCQGLDGLASR. Cl colysts, catalysis tho! conv .. rston of D-fnx:1o"" I,G-bisphml'hate into gl 'Cerone
phosphat .. and D-gly ......raldehyde 3-phosphate

ATP boeneliltion from ADP using proion gradi ..nt across th .. m ..mbrane

Carbon fixation. RuBisCO catalyzes two r..actions: th .. carboxylation of D-ribulose 1,5-
blsphosphate, the primary ...."nt in arbon dioxide fixation, as well as the oxidative
fragmentation of the pentose substrate in the phororespirauon JllUC""'. Both reactions
oocursimultaneously and in competition at the same active site

Stabl lizes tho! manganese cluster which is tho! primary site of water splitting

ca1alysis of the con",rsion of 2-phosphogIYlPrat .. (2-1'(;) to pho'l'hoenfllpyruv.te(PEP)

A1'Ps nthaspsubunit beta

RuBisOO, lruge chain

R.I~ VLGEPIDNLGI'VUTSATFI'IHRS

R.ElTLGI'VUUR.U

OEE I'

Ennlase I

K.DGIDYAAViVQLPGGER. V

K. RAPVEf'Y.-

SUR BIDRAFr _011,<012i 10' ICiGCSfDGStiNGQCQTGLKGGVLR.C Response to salt and defel1L'e to fungal

Acidlc endochitinase R.VI'GYGvrrNtINGGIECGK.G

R.F.:F'I'GQVLR.Y

R.RNAAAUAVLLR.A

Defense against chitin containing fungal pathogens

Ma ' be involved in the regulation of pbotosystern [I

Binds double-stranded RNA

OEE2'

DS-RNA-binding'

Legend: I Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein I; 1 Unknown, hypothetical protein; J Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 2: 4 Double-stranded RNA-

binding protein 5. This figure shows the functional description of the proteins identified and the sequences of the proteins. Detail description has

been given in the Table 4.5. The sequence of the proteins are also found in Table 4.7.
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Energy generation:
proton I')

Figure 4.7: Functional category of the proteins identified

This figure shows that photosystem regulation and or carbon assimilation involve 33% of the proteins identified such as

Rubisco, OEE I and OEE2 whereas carbohydrate metabolism involving 22% include proteins such as Fructose I, 6, Bis

Phosphatase and Aldolase. The rest of the proteins such as ATP synthase subunit beta, double stranded RNA-binding

protein 5 and acidic endochitinase each involve in energy generation, RNA-binding and defence and immunity

categorises respectively. The hypothetical SORBIDRAFT_OlgOI2710 is putative protein.

Extracellular Heterogenous
nuclear

rbonucleoprotei
n particles, 11%

Figure 4.8: Category of subcellular localization of the proteins identified.

This figure shows that the maximum number of proteins were identified and localized in the chloroplast indicating that

the role of these proteins to be related with photosynthetic activity. This on the other hand, suggests that most of the

proteins are fairly responsible for sorghum drought tolerance.

Figure 4.9: MASCOT probability distribution based on peptides (A) and protein score (B).
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The protein and peptides scores greater than 30 and 35 respectively were significant (P<0.05). The top scoring match

for protein was 195 whereas for peptide was 85. All significant scoring match were obtained with a random hit less that

5% chance, based on Mascot reports.

Table 4.7 Sequence description of the identified peptide in the corresponding protein
'\) hypoth"lk .. l proteiD SORBlDRA F1"_0Ig012710

This table shows the description of sequences of the identified proteins (A-I) where the peptide sequences are indicated in red colour.
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The distribution of the peptide sequences in the respective protein is equivalent to the number of peptides identified for each protein

(Table 4.5). For instance, Fructose-Bisphosphate Aldolase and ATP synthase subunit beta are represented each with five peptide

sequences each, RuBisCO with four peptide sequences and all the rest contain two sequences each, except OEE2 and double-

stranded RNA-binding protein 5 which contain only one peptide sequence each.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Functional categories of the proteins identified using MALDI-TOF-MS/MS

4.4.1.1 Energy generation: proton (H+) transporting protein

ATP synthase subunit beta (EC=3.6.3.l4; Saccharum hybrid (Sugarcane); ATPB; spot 12) is a

protein encoded on plastid, chloroplast. ATP synthase subunit beta, which is also known with the

name ATP synthase Fl sector subunit beta or F-ATPase subunit beta was upregulated under drought

stress with observed and theoretical MW/pI 60.9/5.2 and 53.9/5.2 respectively and with MOWSE

score 204. Based on the gene ontology (GO) functional information, as inferred from electronic

annotation (lEA), this enzyme is associated to biological process both in ATP hydrolysis and plasma

membrane ATP synthesis coupled proton transport. ATP synthase generate ATP from ADP using

proton gradient across the membrane with the beta subunits serving as catalytic sites (UniProt

Consortium,2013).

It has been previously identified that the binding of proteins to their interacting proteins may cause

functional or positional alteration and probably leading to the formation of protein complex (van

Hemert et al. 2001). However, activities of plasma membrane H+ ATPase (Borch et al. 2002) and

chloroplast and mitochondrial ATP synthase (Bunney et al. 2001) are regulated by regulatory

proteins such as 14-3-3 protein (Yan et al., 2004). ATP synthase beta subunit is involved in the

biological process through chloroplast thylakoid membrane and with cellular component in forming

proton-transporting ATP synthase complex.

Of the 70% chloroplastic proteins identified in the sorghum leaf proteome map, ATP synthase

subunit beta 2 was observed to be upregulated as a response to water stress, the extent of

dehydration at 30% FC where water availability become the major constraint falling below the

needs of cellular functions of the plant. The increased abundance in the ATP synthase subunit beta

in the treatment samples may represent its drought stress responsiveness being expressed at 60 kDa

and pI 5.2 (Figure 4.5; Figure 4.6; Table 4.5 and Table 4.6). This result go in agreement with other

reports on drought stress in wheat (Jiang et al., 2012), in Arabidopsis (Ndimba et al., 2005), and in

sunflower leaf tissue (Atkin and Macherel, 2009). Ngara et al. (2012) has also identified the
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upregulated AlP synthase subunits in sorghum in response to salt stress. The overexpression of AlP

synthase beta subunit, shown in this work might be an indicative evidence for the requirement of an

increase in energy level to bypass the window of stress.

Following the extent of drought stress, AlP synthase expression produces chlorplastic AlP to

generate energy. Excitation of chloroplast by the light absorption tend to produce reducing

substances to alter the redox status of the cell and to maintain the cellular energy balance. However,

these substances are transported by AlP synthase subunit by forming the AlP synthase complex to

mitochondria where AlP is either phosphorylated or produced as heat to boost energy for the cell

(Atkin and Macherel, 2009). Reoxidization of chloroplast produced reducing substances require two

important optional processes to take place, first in plastid itself exemplified by antioxidant systems

and second in the mitochondria by the photorespiratory cycle (Kromer, 1995) where the

involvement of Calvin cycle is dependable (Atkin and Macherel, 2009). The notion of the two

processes is agreeably supported by the chemiosmotic coupling, the mechanism of coupling

electron transport to AlP generation, where by energy stored in the form of proton gradients across

biological membranes is transferred to AlP rather than. a direct transfer of high-energy containing

chemicals (Mitchell, 1973). The electron transport coupling to AlP generation is applicable not

only in mitochondria but also in chloroplast where proton gradient allow AlP synthesis across the

plasma membrane (Boyer, 1997; Cooper and Hausman, 2000). This phenomenon signifies the

integrative operation of subcellular structure in mechanism of AlP and oxidative phosphorylation

and the biochemical pathways associated to the processes.

The production of AlP caused as a consequence of the freely transferred energy along the chain of

electron transport system (ETS) and oxidative phosphorelation is the functional relay of several

protein-enzyme-substrate-complexes working together. The two important final steps of the

physically separated, however functionally intact ETS and oxidative phosphorelation are catalysed

by cytochrome c oxidase subunits (complex IV) and by proton translocating AlP synthase subunits

(Complex V); oxidative phosphorylation metabolic pathway, refer to chapter 2 section 2.3.2, Figure

2.6 and Table 2.3 of this thesis). Interestingly, these key protein enzymes which are responsible for

the control of ETS and oxidative phosphorelation were identified to be drought responsive in this

study employing in silico functional genomies and experimental proteomic approach respectively.
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In other words, the ATP synthase beta subunit identified in this study is playing the rate limiting

step in the oxidative phosphorylation pathway which is tightly coupled with the ETS (Hejl et al.,

1993).

One of the two important drought responsive protein enzymes identified in silica, cytochrome c

oxidase subunit 1 (COXI) also refereed to as cyt c-oxidase or oxidase (EC:1.9.3.l; COX1;

SobioMp23; chapter 2 section 2.3.2, Figure 2.6 and Table 2.3), is known to catalyse the final

reaction of the ETS which is essentially irreversible, thus acting as a rate limiting (control point)

for electron transport (Cadenas and Davies, 2000; Namslauer et al., 2003). The other protein

enzyme, inorganic diphosphatase (EC:3.6.1.1; encoded by a group of genes ; chapter 2 section

2.3.2, Figure 2.6 and Table 2.3) catalyses the conversion of diphosphate into inorganic phosphate,

an important substrate for the chemical reaction of the ATP phosphorylation (Mitchell, 1966 and

Beard, 2005). Inorganic diphosphatase regulates the rate limiting reaction played by ATP synthase

subunit beta by way of limiting the amount of inorganic phosphate (Pi) that should be coupled with

Adenosine Dinucleotide Phosphate (ADP) in the last step of oxidative phosphorylation. However,

these phosphorylative substrates are stored inside the mitochondrial matrix (Affourtit et al., 2012;

Traba et al., 2011) while the site of ATP uptake is fairly outside (Heldt and Flugge, 2013). The

impermeability of the mitochondrial membrane to ADP and Pi poses another challenge (Nicholls

and Ferguson, 2013; Cohen and Venkatachalam, 2014) whereby the need for shuttle system to

transport them across the mitochondrial membrane is crucial. This is where ATP synthase subunits

come into action as the ultimate rate limiting, final step of oxidative phosphorylation (Osellame et

al.,2012).

4.4.1.2 Glycolysis and other carbohydrate metabolism associated proteins

Fructose-Bisphosphate Aldolase (EC: 4.1.2.13; spot 14; Oryza sativa subsp. japonica) and Enolase 1

also referred to as phosphopyruvate hydratase (spot 12; Zea mays) are the two identified and

functionally grouped under the category of proteins associated to glycolysis and other carbohydrate

metabolism. Fructose-Bisphosphate Aldolase is responsible for the metabolic process of glycolysis

and gluconeogenesis catalysing the conversion of D-fructose 1,6-bisphosphate into glyeerone

phosphate and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (Cooper et al., 1996; Sáez and Siebe, 2000). On the

other hand, Enolase 1 (EC:4.2.1.1l; Sb01g040040 and Sb02g023480) also involving in the carbon

metabolism is responsible for the conversion of 2-phosphoglycerate (2-PG) to phosphoenolpyruvate
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(PEP) in the processes of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (Pagliaro et al., 1989; Lakshrnanan et al.,

2013).

A chloroplastic Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase (Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase) also referred to

as aldolase or fructose 1,6-bisphosphate D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate lyase is one of the proteins

putatively identified in this study with the highest MOWSE score 209.4 at the MW 42kDa and pI

6.5 and with 5 peptides. Plants cells localize fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase in plastid

(chloroplast) endosymbiotically (Henze et al., 1995), in addition to its commonly known cytosolic

(cytopasmic) subcellular localization (Yamazaki et al., 2004; Lao et al., 2013). Fructose-

bisphosphate aldolase (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.5) in this experiment was found to be down-regulated

in sorghum Btx642 leaf samples treated under post-flowering drought stress (30±5%FC). The

decreased abundances of the fructose 1, 6-bisphosphate presumably suggest the suppression of

photosynthetic apparatus whereby chloroplast and mitochondria might have experienced higher

levels of oxidative damage under drought stress. This down regulations of the enzyme might

indicate the scarcity of secured concentration of CO2 for assimilation. Studies have earlier shown

that plants have developed precautionary mechanisms to drought stress in first phases of

dehydration mostly by decreasing the photosynthetic activities and starch content using stomatal

closure and by altering the level of sugars and starch (Haake et al., 1998) however gradually

regaining as dehydration continued by passive reopening (Schwab et al., 1989). The down

regulation of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase in this study seems to selectively slow or shut down a

metabolic pathway which results stress worsening. Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase is the enzyme

that catalyse a reversible reaction to allow gluconeogenesis which normally utilize high energy

input. Thus, at time of stress, drought-tolerant plants use the mechanism of slowing down the

expression and abundance of this protein enzyme to block gluconeogenesis and conserve the energy

for the cell. Similar result has been reported for fructose-bisphosphatases aldolase in the study

conducted to examine the expression profiles of Arabidopsis genes and gene products under drought

stress (Seki et al., 2002; Kilian et al., 2007); under salt and osmotic stresses (Ndimba et al., 2005)

and in the transcriptional analysis of drought-responsive genes based on signal transcription and

biochemical pathways in tomato (Gong et al., 2010). As sorghum is a C4 plant, this result might

also reflect the eventual impact of C4 photosynthetic pathway under sever drought stress and hot

temperature.
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However, as opposed to aldolase (Spot 14), Enolase 1 (spot 12) has shown significant increase in

subunit protein abundance when sorghum leaf tissues were treated under drought condition at the

post-flowering stage in contrast to the control group (Figure 5.6). As a glycolytic enzyme, the up-

regulation of the Enolase 1 under drought stress may seem to regain or maintain the active

functioning of glycolysis by counter acting the increased effect of aldolase on glycolytic flux which

otherwise may lead to the complete drop of the energy level that could cause of programmed cell

death (Apotosis; Colussi et al., 2000). Early studies have indicated the role of enolase in the

formation of sugars from three-carbon molecules in photo synthesising leaves of C4-plants via

glycolytic conversion reaction (Karpilovet al., 1977). Increased activity of enolase has been noted

in NADP-ME and NAD-ME subtypes, to provide the necessary PEP by converting PGA for C4

photosynthetic pathway (Monson, 2003; Sage, 2004. Thus, the upregulation of Enolase I in this

study presumably implicated in the C4 metabolic pathway.

However, several findings have also shown that Enolase is a multi-functional enzyme other than its

actual glycolytic functions (Pancholi, 2001; Entelis et al., 2006). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

Enolase acts as an RNA chaperone associating cytosolic tRNA with mitochondrial surface and as

Hsp48p signifying functional correlation with the cell wall (Entelis et al., 2006). It has also been

revealed that in plants a bi-functional Enolase take part in the control of cold (Lee et al., 2002) and

drought-responsive (Knight and Knight, 2001) gene transcription (CBF/DREBl). We also described

previously in the chapter one of this thesis (section 1.3.3; Figure 1.3) that DREBland DREB2

represent decisive components in the cross-talk between cold and drought signalling because they

use DRE element as the common transcription factors binding site in the promoters of gene RD29A

(Knight and Knight, 2001). Several previous studies have identified that many of glycolytic

enzymes including Enolase have acquired more non-glycolytic functions in signalling transduction

and transcriptional regulation (Kima and Dang, 2005). The up-regulation of enolase 1 in this

experiment, therefore, presumably suggest a nonglycolytic actions of this multifunctional enzyme in

addition to its innate activity, hence we speculate its involvement either in the coordination of cross-

talk between cold and drought or separately in each signal transduction pathways.

In Arabidopsis thaliana, enzymes of glycolysis are present on the surface of mitochondria and free

in the cytosol. The functional significance of this dual localization has now been established by
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demonstrating that the extent of mitochondrial association is dependent on respiration rate in both

Arabidopsis cells and potato (Solanum tuberosum) tubers (Grahama et al., 2007).

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase (EC:4.1.2.13; Sb03g008050) takes part in rate limiting (Wong and

Whitsides, 1994) steps both in gluconeogenesis and glycolysis (Cooper et al., 1996). The synthesis

of new glucose necessitates the reduction of phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to fructose 1,6-

bisphosphate which is catalysed by aldolase as the last reaction of gluconeogenesis (Horecker et al.,

1972; Sáez and SIebe, 2000). In case of glycolysis, the last product of gluconeogenesis, fructose

1,6-bisphosphate is used as a substrate to be oxidized back to PEP in which case aldolase play the

first reaction catalytic role in glycolysis (Cooper et al., 1996). The aldolase that is involved in the

gluconeogenesis and glycolysis occurs both as chloroplastic and cytoplasmic protein. Two type

aldolase classes are known to exist (Cooper et al., 1996) with further division in to sub-aldolase-

classes (Walther et al., 1998). This suggests that different sorts of aldolase isomeric enzymes are

necessary to control the catalytic reactions of the pathways in glycolysis and gluconeogensis (Sáez

and SIebe, 2000).

4.4.1.3 Regulation of photosystem (carbon assimilation)

Ribulose Bisphosphate Carboxylase (RuBisCo, EC:4.1.1.39; Spot 13; Sb03g020182; Sb05g003480;

Sb05g025125; Sb05g025130; Sb08g001646) is among three identified protein enzymes in the

functional category of photosystem regulation (carbon assimilation; pathway ID:ec007l0).

RuBisCo (Lactuca sativa) was upregulated in this experiment in the sorghum leaf tissue treated

under drought condition at the post-flowering stage (Figure 4.5) and is responsible for the carbon

fixation (Berg et al., 2010; Peretó et al., 2010), a special ingredient in dicarboxylate metabolism

(pathway ID:ec00630) with a bipartite relationship with glycolysis (Heymans and Singh, 2003).

That RuBisCo large chain displayed upregulated expression profiles in this study goes in agreement

with a previously demonstrated work (Spreitzer and Salvucci 2002). RuBisCo is treated under this

functional category for its outstanding performance in carbon assimilation by catalysing carbon

fixation in one of the major metabolic process in the photosynthetic organism (Bar-Even et al.,

2010; Bauwe et al., 2010; Hohmann-Marriott and Blankenship, 2011). RuBisCo has been

previously shown to be involved in a glucose metabolism (glycolysis) following a pathway that

bypasses extra-glycolytic reactions in generation of pyruvate from D-fructose-6-phosphate and

supplementing C02 at the minimal cost of energy expenditure from hydrolized ATP (Karpinets et
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al., 2014). This way, it looks that RuBisCo plays stress tolerance role by minimizing energy uptake

of a cell at time of stresses when metabolising carbohydrate contributing to the amount of energy

reserved for use. This mechanism definitely assists the plant staying alive, probably in association

with stay-green genes (Thomas et al., 2000). This function of RuBisCo seems to correlate with the

one that Fructose-Bisphosphate Aldolase does in conserving energy pool in drought-stressed plants

by inhibiting gluconeogenesis that otherwise consume high energy (Gong et al., 2010) leading the

plant cell to oxidative damage and apoptosis (programmed death; Apel and Hirt, 2004; Ott et al.,

2007).

Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1 (OEEl, Fritilaria agrestis) is among other identified proteins

functionally categorized in the carbon assimilation (pathway ID:ec00710). Oxygen-evolving

enhancer protein 1 (spot 8) was expresses experimentally and theoretically at the MW/pI level

34.8/5 and 34.8/6.3 respectively with MOWSE score 74.1 and was observed to be upregulated in

the sorghum Btx642 leaf tissue under drought stress in the treatment group than in control group.

The implicated over-expression of OEE1 following post-flowering drought stress in sorghum leaf

suggests its role in the photo system II complex having strong association with photosynthesis.

Other studies have also shown similar result when evaluating the leaftissue from the Chinese spring

and needles of maritime pine (Bahrman et al., 2004) in drought stress.

Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 2 (OEE2; Photo system II (P680 chlorophyll a; Petunia hybrida)

also referred to as photosystem II oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 2 (Pathway ID: sbi00195;

biochemical pathway Photosynthesis; Sb01g049040; Sb02g002690) is the third protein categorized

into the functional group of carbon assimilation (photo system regulation). A 23.9/6.4 kDa/pI Spot

16 was increasingly expressed to have matched with OEE2 (Triticum aestivum) with a MOWSE

score 35.31 and was up-regulated with functional correlation with OEEL The increased abundance

ofOEE2 suggests the establishment of photosynthetic activity through maintenance of the evolution

of oxygen from the system in drought stressed leaves. Other study has previously demonstrated that

OEE1 take a key position in oxygen evolution and stability ofPSII (Sugihara et al., 2000).

The relative abundance of the two subunits was observed to be comparable with seemingly slightly

ubiquitous nature of subunit 1. The two proteins were previously identified to be encoded by
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nuclear-chloroplast bound to be photosystem II (PSII) peripheral location on the thylakoid

membrane of luminal region (Sugihara et al., 2000). The simultaneous increased expression of the

protein spots of the two subunits OEEI and OEE2 entails their integrative and coordinated

functioning of the photosystem II (PSII) in accelerating carbon assimilation in the drought stressed

sorghum leaf tissue. Results from the experiment of salinity stress showed the concurrent increase

of the two proteins with increase in the quantity of PSII centre (Sugihara et al., 2000; Kim et al.,

2005) though reduction in gross photosynthesis was exhibited following increased salinity

(Takemura et al., 2000). This implicate that the OEEI and 2 protein subunits actively respond to

multiple stresses to maintain functioning of photosynthesis.

4.4.1.4 RNA-Binding protein

Double-stranded RNA-binding protein 5 (EC:2.7.7.49; spot 14; Oriza sativa subsp.japonoca, Figure

4.7; Table 4.5) is the heterogeneous nuclear-riboneocleoprotein particle functionally known to bind

double-stranded RNA (Fierro-Monti and Mathews, 2000; Buratti and Baralle, 2001). A 43.1kDa

protein spot which was migrated at the pI 5.6 with a relatively lower MOWSE score was identified

to be down-regulated in sorghum Btx6642 leaf sample under differential drought stress compared to

the control plant samples. Some studies have indicated that this protein has significant role in

detecting and controlling the viral genome (Yoneyama et al., 2004) and in microRNA-mediated

gene regulation (Han et al., 2004). Study conducted using Arabidopsis thaliana proves glycine-rich

cold-inducible zinc finger RNA-binding protein to contribute to the enhancement of freezing

tolerance (Kim et al., 2005). However, as to our knowledge no report has been produced to indicate

the functional role of double-stranded RNA-binding protein 5 in association with post-flowering

drought responses in sorghum leaf tissues. A significantly decreased abundance of the double-

stranded RNA-binding protein 5 shown in this result suggests that this protein does not play

significant role in responding to drought stress in sorghum Btx642 leaf tissues under post-flowering

drought stress. Alternatively, the extent of dehydration (30±5%FC) imposed to induce drought

stress might not have been sufficient to induce the expression of this protein.

4.4.1.5 Stress tolerance, defence and immunity related proteins

Acidic endochitinase (EC=3.2.1.14; Sb07g027310; spot 9; Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5) that was

identified in this experiment is the only protein classified as having functional correlation with

defence against chitin containing fungal pathogens (Grover, 2012). Based on the gene ontology
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information, this protein involve in chitin and polysaccharide degradation in addition to plant

defence activity (Grover, 2012; Hartl et al., 2012). Acidic endochitinase has been identified from an

increasingly abundant spot 9 experimentally at the MW/pI 39.7/5.6 by sequence homology search

against non-redundant protein database. The search result identified the highest match with Petunja

hybrida protein with MOWSE score 39. Acid endochitinase has been observed to be up-regulated in

sorghum leaf tissue under post-flowering drought stress entailing strong functional correlation of

this protein with drought response. Other studies have reported similar results by identifying

Abscisic Acid and osmotic stress-responsive genes encoding acid endochitinase from Lycopersicon

and by functionally characterizing the protein in the traps of the carnivorous pitcher plant genus

depicting positive association with drought stress (Chen et al., 1994; Rottloff et al., 2011).

4.4.1.6 Unknown (Hypothetical proteins)

Hypothetical protein SORBIDRAFT_01g012710 (giI242038635; spot 1) was identified in this study

as putatively uncharacterised protein with an observed MW/pI 23.9/4.3, 2 protein peptides and

MOWSE score 50.3. As the only one with unknown functional category, much is not known about

the role of this protein albeit sorghum gene prediction annotation (Paterson et al., 2009) serve as

preliminary information. Database search for the sequence similarity of the micro sequence of the

protein spot 1 as a query showed the top match with a sorghum protein, the hypothetical protein

SORBIDRAFT_01g012710, encoded by the gene 'SbOlg012710'. This putatively uncharacterised

protein was found to be upregulated in sorghum leaf tissue of the Btx642 variety when treated under

post-flowering drought compared to the well watered plant samples. The increased abundance of

this protein implicate the involvement of this protein in response to drought stress. Ontological and

gramene/ensembl plants based information suggest defence response to fungus and incompatible

interaction and response to salt stress to be hypothetical function of this protein (UniProt

Consortium, 2013). All this information suggest that the protein responds to multi-stresses including

drought tolerance as the current study implicate.
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4.5 Conclusion

This study represents experimental investigation of proteomes responsive to drought stress by

employing expressional proteomics. The differential expressional profiles exhibited in this research

led to the identification of key protein enzymes that play central roles in metabolic pathways that

determine the drought phenotype of the stressed plants thus leading to functional proteomics. A long

standing application of 2DE for separation and visualization of proteomes and the Bruker ultraflex

based MALDI-TOF-TOF-MSIMS gave the complete hightech proteomic platform for the analysis

of this research and establishment of sorghum leaf proteome map. Many experimentally identified

proteins were shown to be correlated with in silica identified, for example ATP synthase subunit

beta (complex V) which is the rate limiting enzyme for oxidative phosphorelation pathway

correlated with the cytocrome c oxidase subunit 1 (cox 1, complex IV), a rate limiting enzyme for

the ETS pathway. This study serves as a validative work for in silica genomic identification of gene

and gene products signifying the importance and implication of protogenonmics in agricultural

research. The result of this study can therefore be used as a model for all genomic research

combining with proteomics. The identified drought-induced genes and gene products can be used in

breeding programmes to enhance crop productivity. In total, the current result can be used as a

stepping stone towards agricultural achievements through proteomic research using sorghum as a

model crop.
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CHAPTER5

Chapter 5: General discussion and conclusions

5.1 Summary

Water deficit is the most important constraint to sorghum productivity worldwide. A broad genetic

basis and natural variability added to the C4 photosynthetic pathway provides for physiological and

biochemical plasticity in sorghum to adapt to drought affected regions. Plant adaptation and

specifically sorghum, is a complex phenomenon that involves a chain of processes from the stress

specific activation of signalling cascades to the expression of specific stress-induced genes and gene

products. Several studies have indicated that extracellular signal perception activates the

downstream intracellular signal cascade generating the second messenger (Haung et al., 2012 and

Hubbard et al., 2012). This triggers up-regulation of cytoplasmic calcium levels facilitating the

interaction of.calcium binding proteins (Ca2 sensors) with the down stream signalling components.

This initiate a transduction (phosphorylation) cascade to target the major stress responsive genes or

the transcription factors that regulate these genes then produce the gene products that are involved

in plant adaptation and survival. The study described in this thesis focused on genomic and

proteornic analyses of drought tolerance to identify potential drought responsive genes and gene-

products, and discover novel drought related functions encoded by the sorghum genome. We aimed

at providing a better understanding of drought-related genes that are switched on in response to

drought stress.

The points of discussion in this chapter are divided into four sections. The first section deals with

the in silico identification of candidate genes for drought tolerance in sorghum and the discovery of

novel genes using ab initio and an extrinsic evidence approach. The second section explores the

gene-gene and gene-phenotype association for drought related determinants in sorghum, and the

third section deals with identification of proteins using differential expression profiling and

MALDI-TOF-TOF MS/MS analysis. Lastly, the concluding chapter combines these three chapters

and discuss the implications.

5.2. In si/ico Identification of candidate genes for drought tolerance

The In silico candidate gene approach (InsCGA) was successful in identification and prioritization
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of drought responsive genes. Identification of candidate genes by mapping experimental data to a

reference genome is a promising approach because it allows for identification of genomic regions

associated with complex drought tolerance. For example, the tissue attributes of the UniGene

dataset (9258 DRESTs) were exploited to identify 123 drought responsive candidate genes.

With the complete sequencing and annotation of the sorghum genome, it was possible to assign the

coding regions of the majority of sorghum genes to metabolic functions (Paterson et al., 2009). The

fourteen metabolic pathways identified in this study represent the biochemical basis of functional

networks of the 477 sorghum genes involved in these pathways in general and the 32 drought

specific genes that are responsible for encoding enzymes that catalyse substrate conversion in

particular. Analysis of the metabolic pathways revealed a functional set of genes involving a

multiplex metabolic role across the pathways and within a pathway. For example, Mitogen-

Activated Protein Kinases (MAPKs ) regulate similar multiplex roles in plant signalling pathways

mediating the functioning of cellular responses to drought and salt stresses (Munnik and Meijer,

2001). By and large, pathway analysis revealed a wide array of potential candidate genes interacting

in response to complex drought stress.

00 annotation and Interpro domain analysis demonstrated a high frequency of protein domains

related to drought tolerance that exist as common elements in plants. Analysis of gene expression

reflected conserved functional similarity in drought stress responses between species in agreement

with the previous finding that co-expression of genes is largely conserved between orthologs

(Dutilh et al., 2006). At least 50% of all sorghum genes associated with drought phenotypes were

identified in maize, rice and Arabidopsis suggesting an evolutionarily conserved mechanism to

external stresses. Yet, 10% of sorghum drought responsive genes were not identified in other

cereals.

The results of the current study reveals the identification of novel gene structures and single gene

model updates from existing annotation that include novel exons, five and three prime UTRs. These

gene updates will be submitted to sorghum database as OFF formatted files. The value of an

annotation comparison could be realized both in annotation of different versions of the same

genome and different sources of distinct gene structure prediction pipelines (Standage and Brendel,
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2012). These provides opportunities for comparative genomies to use orthologous groups in

different genomes to fmd similarities and differences between organisms by comparing genome

sequences and exonic variants (Singh et al., 2008). On the other hand, in this thesis, novel sorghum

genes were predicted using the combination of both ab inito and extrinsic evidence (Stanke et aI.,

2006 and Haas et aI., 2008) of which 69% were shown to be DR. Recently, the use of a combination

of sequence similarity search and ab initio approaches is the most concern in functional genomies in

predicting the complete gene structure models with sets of exons that can be spliced (Leroy et aI.,

2012; Kornblihtt et al., 2013; Castellana et al., 2014). The present study has also identified novel

genes with single exonic (intron less) feature (47.7%) with high probability to function in drought

tolerance based on the fact that most intronless genes were shown to be drought inducible (Haake et

al., 2002 and Akhtar et al., 2012).

5.3 Gene-gene and gene-phenotype association in sorghum drought tolerance

Cellular and whole-plant level complexity in tissues and developmental stage-specific physio-

biochemical processes have been the most challenging in understanding the genetic foundation of

drought tolerance. This challenge is best solved by understanding the association between drought

phenotype of the plants under drought stress condition and the typical drought tolerance pathway.

Recent advances in functional genomies has provided opportunity to bridge the gaps (Farooq et al.,

2009 and Pagariya et al., 2011). Identification of the genes with functional association across

environmental stresses and among species cross-talk using an integrated approach was the main

objective of this chapter. This study identified 34% of the 169 sorghum drought responsive genes

with functional conservation in other species (maize, rice and Arabidopsis) and functional roles in

multi-stress (cold, heat, salt and ROS) tolerance. This confirms that sorghum has a potential value

as the model in comparative genomies and in agricultural research. In line with other studies (Yue

et al., 2006), the current analysis partitions the whole-plant resistance into separate components of

functionally enriched drought expressed genes namely drought tolerance (369), drought avoidance

(147) and drought escape (1950) genes. Functional ontology mapping revealed more than 50%

genes with transitive association (Vinayagam et al., 2004 and Mungall et al., 2010) suggesting the

importance of orthology groups in discerning genetic dissection of complex drought tolerance.

Integrating gene expression profiling and ontology related data revealed 48% tissue specific

association of drought responses implicating the power of expression data in determining gene-
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phenotype association. This has also been demonstrated by several previous works (Pillitteri et al.,

2011).

5.4 Identification of drought responsive proteins using DE profiling and MALDI- TOF -TOF

MS/MS

Sorghum Btx642 is a known post-flowering drought tolerant variety and a source of stay-green

genes (Jordan et al., 2012). This study aimed to identify drought responsive proteins using Btx642,

a terminal drought tolerant sorghum variety. The result of this data has contributed to nine key

protein enzymes (78%-upregulated) that play a central role in the biochemical processes and

metabolic pathways that determine drought phenotypes. Identification of key up-regulated proteins

suggest their role in post flowering drought tolerance entailing functions related to stay green genes

that regulate post-flowering terminal drought stress (Harris et al., 2007).

Of the protein enzymes identified in this study, ATP synthase subunit beta (spot 12) and Fructose-

Bisphosphate Aldolase (spot 14); Enolase 1 (spot 12); Ribulose Bisphosphate Carboxylase

(RuBisCo; spot 13); Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1 (spot 8); Oxygen-evolving enhancer

protein 2 (spot 16) are among others involved in photosynthetic metabolic activities in various

ways. ATP synthase subunit beta is a relatively large protein enzyme acting as a rotary mechanical

motor (Junge et al., 2009) to generate ATP, a rate limiting role of Oxidative phosphorylation (or

OXPHOS) (Hi.ittemann et al., 2008; Verdin et aI., 2010). Contrary to OXPHOS vitality in plant

metabolism, studies have indicated the production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS, eg.

superoxide and hydrogen peroxide) that can cause the spread of free-radicals, probably leading to

apoptosis through damage of cells contributing to senescence in plants (Fleury et al., 2002).

However, enzymes responsible for the OXPHOS pathway are the potential target of drugs and

poisons that inhibit their activities in attempt to maximize antioxidant role (Wallae et al., 2000; Roy

et al., 2008). This data is similar to the result we identified in silica, 'Drug Metabolism-Other

Enzymes', catalysed by enzyme Ali-esterase (EC:3.1.1.1; chapter 2), probably a novel discovery in

sorghum metabolism, the expression of which may be used as a BIOSENSOR to evaluate

hazardous compounds induced due to insecticidal contamination or other environmental pollution in

plants (Carvalho et al., 2003).
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The different classes of sub-cellular localization of these proteins indicates the type of function they

are associated with (Smith et al., 2004) suggesting chloroplastic enzymes in this research have got

to do with photosynthetic metabolism in conferring drought tolerance in plants. Moreover, this

study showed the functional correlation of the key enzymes identified in this experiment with many

of the enzymes identified in silico, that can be taken as a validation for in silico genomic approach.

5.5 Conclusive remarks and future research plan

The current work has identified comprehensive catalogues of significantly enriched candidate

multi-stress responsive genes. Since the analysis in this thesis includes distinctly different studies on

genes and proteins related to drought responses, it is worth integrating and comparing the results

across the different studies. Based on InsCGA (chapter 2), a total of 612 known and novel drought

responsive genes were identified using mapping expression data to reference genome (306 genes),

pathway analysis (28 genes), expression profiling ( 11 genes) and analysis of orthology relation (260

genes). Seven (1.1%) genes were commonly identified in all analytical approaches used in InsCGA.

On the other hand, among a total of 1831 genes identified using the gene-gene and gene-phenotype

association study (chapter 3), 1743 functionally enriched drought responsive genes were identified

by integrating five plant ontologies using semantic query components and 88 DRGs using

expression profiling with 77 genes commonly identified by all approaches used in the gene

association study. Comparing the results from the different analytical approaches used to identify

drought responsive genes in the two chapters, 89 genes were found to have overlapping biological

functions. Further more, nine drought responsive proteins which are functionally novel in sorghum

were identified in the 4th chapter using differential expression analysis and MALDI- TOF -TOF-

MS/MS. Most of the genes and proteins identified were shown to have multiple stress tolerance. For

example, based on InsCGA approach, 32 genes (-4%) which were identified in pathway analysis

and 265 genes (- 43%) in orthology groups were all associated with multiple responses across

environmental stresses. Likewise, 34% of the total DRGs identified using gene-gene and gene-

phenotype association have demonstrated multiple stress resistance that suggests a wide range of

biological functions and prevalence of adaptive traits across environmental heterogeneity. This

study has shown apparent concordance between the in silico and the experimental results that

account for valid functional components and the quality of our data. Specifically, the results in this

study signify the empirical value of integrative approach to identify drought responsive genes that
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would not otherwise be captured by using just a single or few analytical approaches. Overall, this

study identified a total of 2113 known DRGs, 241 novel genes and 9 functionally novel proteins in

sorghum. All the novel genes identified in this study and the existing gene models modified will be

submitted to the sorghum annotation database.

A future plan includes the validation of some representative known and novel genes using RT-

qPCR. However, transformation of the promising sorghum candidate multiple stress responsive

genes into an open pollinated farmers varieties should be the main future target to improve sorghum

productivity. To do this, we propose a very concise note. Construction of promoters/reporter gene

will be used to manipulate and clone DNA. Promoter GUS reporter gene fusions will be used by

constructing chimerical promoters. All promoter fragments will be assembled, confirmed by

sequencing, excised and transferred in front of the GUS reporter gene. The promoter reporter gene

constructs will be cloned and all DNA fragments to be generated by PCR will be confirmed by

DNA sequencing. Electroporation technique will be used to introduce the promoter/GUS constructs

into the appropriate experimental organism (eg. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain). Plants from

sorghum preferred farmer's varieties will be transformed using appropriate protocol. Integration of

the chimerical genes into the sorghum genome will be examined by DNA gel blot analysis or by

PCR using appropriate protocol (Stockhaus et al., 1997; Le et al., 2012; Atkinson et al., 2013).
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Appendices

Appendix 1
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Figure S 1.1: Flow chart for sorghum staged clustering of UniGene-build procedure.

This figure serves to justify the exclusion of ESTs from the UniGene clusters. At time of transcripts clustering into

UniGene cluster, several parameters were considered. Sequences were rejected from the clusters if one or more criteria

were not satisfied. Repeats, sequence length of less than 100 productive bases, enterenze gene record, gene link or links

to homologene for fully sequenced organism are common factors. In addition, the extent of sequence similarity, clone-

based ends (presence or absence of polyA-tail), sequences mapping to clusters and whether less-sized clusters mapping

to other UniGene clusters are included into the parameters.
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Table S 1.1 Justifiable parameters for staged clustering UniGenes

no. Parameters Threshold (cut off values) or required quality References

Repeat masking High GC content, free of low complexity, Smit et al. 2012

mitochondrial or ribosomal sequence, etc (see

Figure S 1.1)

2

3

4

5

6

sequence length

gene link

gene record

sequence homology

2:. 100 informative base pairs

Homologene

Entrenze gene

2:. 80% identity

Hide et al., 1999

Sayers et al., 2011

Sayers et al., 20 II

Ersoz et al., 2012

Kim et al., 2005clone-based ends (presence or Presence of PolyA-tail

absence of polyA-tail)

extent of sequences mapping Presence of 3prime end

to clusters

Hide et al., 1999;

Bordat et al., 20 II

7

8 extent of less-sized clusters mapping of less-sized clusters to other UniGene Sayers et al., 2011 and

clusters Acland et al., 2013
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Appendix 2

Table S2.1 Overview of UniGene libraries (build # 29)

Main parts of plants Tissues Number of Library ID Name of Library Sequence

libraries number

Body site Callus Lib.13735 Callus culture/cell suspension 10449

embryo 2 Lib.5437 Embryo I (EM I) 9843

leaf 12 Lib.15546 Wounded leaves 11221

Lib.10086 Pathogen-infected compatible I (PICl) 9092

Lib.14497 Drought-stressed after flowering 6295

Lib.14500 Drought-stressed before flowering 3597

8 not shown Not shown each <1000

ovary 3 Lib.5439 Ovary I (OV I) 5052

Lib.7266 Ovary 2 (OV2) 4983

I not shown Not shown <1000

panicle 2 Lib.9519 Immature panic Ie I (lP I) 9588

I not shown Not shown <1000

pollen Lib.14372 Pollen 10212

chloroplast not shown Not shown each <1000

root 3 Lib.15544 Acid- and alkaline-treated roots 7744

Lib.16897 Anaerobic roots 6113

Lib.20762 Sorghum bicolor BTx623 Root hair 5468

shoot 2 Lib.16898 GA- or brassinolide-treated seedlings 11134

I not shown not shown <1000

Whole 4 All not shown Not shown each <1000

Unspecified tissue not shown Not shown <1000

mixed 13 Lib.4037 Dark Grown I (DG I) 11099

Lib.13713 Heat-shocked seedlings 10558

Lib.15545 Oxidatively-stressed leaves and roots 10086

Lib.4038 Water-stressed I (WS I) 10039

Lib.13770 Ethylene-treated seedlings 6942

Lib.13736 Salt-stressed seedlings 6737

Lib.13769 Salicylic acid-treated seedlings 5801

Lib. I2996 Abscisic acid-treated seedlings 4907

Lib.14109 Iron-deficient seed Iings 3984

Lib.14297 Nitrogen-deficient seedlings 3849

Lib. I4296 Phosphorous-deficient seedlings 3723

2 Not shown each < 1000

not yet classified 4 Lib.5441 Pathogen induced I (Pil) 9569

Lib.2801 Light Grown I (LG I) 9451

2 Not shown Not shown each < 1000

Developmental stage Germinating seed 2 Not shown Not shown Each < 1000

seedling 25 Not shown Not shown each < 1000
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Main parts of plants Tissues Number of Library ID Name of Library Sequence

libraries number

vegetative 9 Not shown Not shown each < 1000

flowering Not shown Not shown < 1000

ripening Not shown Not shown < 1000

unknown I Not shown Not shown < 1000

developmental stage 3 Not shown Not shown each < 1000

not yet classified 2 Not shown Not shown each < 1000

Table S2.2 Chromosomal distribution ofUniGene clusters mapped to genome

Chrom UniGene clusters that UniGene clusters that mapped Grand Total

osomes overlapped Known genes to intergenic region

DR1. Non-DR(DR)2 Total DR Non-DR Total

Chr1 20 1733 (37) 1753 22 91 113 1866

Chr2 14 1181 (33) 1195 20 69 89 1284

Chr3 16 1322 (39) 1338 15 73. 88 1427

Chr4 13 1150 (35) 1163 12 64 76 1239

Chr5 4 432 (13) 436 7 49 56 493

Chr6 19 876 (21) 895 10 64 74 966

Chr7 9 670 (23) 679 9 61 70 749

Chr8 8 544 (13) 552 7 63 70 622

Chr9 14 883 (27) 897 12 66 78 976

Chr10 6 750(15) 756 7 54 61 817

Super 0 99 (2) 99 7 74 81 180

Total 123 9640 (258) 9763 128 728 856 10619
Key to legend:
1 UniGene clusters that represent drought response

2 UniGene clusters that do not represent drought response, however, contain shorter ESTs as

member of the clusters which were expressed under drought conditions.
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Table S2.3 Comparison and update of annotation

Existing annotation Current annotation

Description TJGR transcripts UniGene clusters

gene models mRNA gene models gene models

mRNA mRNA

Original

Updated

36338 31890

4447

36216

122*
34496 30145

3724

34374

106

Total 36338 34494 3633836337 3449634496
* Out of 122 mRNAs obtained using UniGene clusters, 12 mRNAs including the merging mRNAs

were redundant with mRNAs obtained using TIGR transcript. This supplementary table shows the

comparison and update of annotation between existing and current prediction of sorghum genome

based on PASA alignment evidence

Table S2.4 Databases containing potential candidate drought responsive genes

No. Databases Link or reference

1 Genome database:

Phytozome http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum

ftp://ftp.jgi-

psf.org/pub/compgen/phytozome/v9.0/Sbicolor _

Gramene

Ensembl

vl.4/; Goodstein et al., 2012

http://www.gramene.org/; Ware et al., 2002

http://www.ensembl.org/index.html; Flicek et al.,

2013 and 2014

2 sequences databases:

RefSeq

NCBI

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov Irefseql

http://www.ncbi .nlm.nih. gov I

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/; Rudd et al.,

2003

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST I; Boguski

UniGene

dbESTs
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3

Uniprot

Protein domain databases

Uniref

Uniprot

Swissprot

et al., 1993

http://www.uniprot.org/

Interoroscan

www.uniprot.org/help/uniref

http://www.uniprot.orgl

http://www.expasy.ch/sprot!

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot!

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/

http://www.signalpeptide.com!

4

Signal peptides

expression databases:

Gene Expression Omnipus (GEO):

experimental genome microarray data,

RNA-seq data

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov /geo/

Table S2.5 Relevant tools for identification of the candidate gene

Ser. # Tools Links or references

alignment tools:

Blast,
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi; (Altschul et

al., 1990)

http://genome. ucsc.edu/F AQ/FAQblat.html
Blat,

est2genome

exonerate

http://bioinfo.nhri.org.tw/cgi-bin/emboss/est2genome,

1997)

http://www.csc.fi/english/research/sciences/bioscience/programs/

(Mott,

ClustalW

ClustalX

exonerate/index html

http://www.genome.jp/tools/clustalw/

http://www.clustal.orglclustaI2/

2 Gene structure prediction tools:

Augustus,

est2genome

exonerate, and

http://augustus.gobics.de/binaries/

ftp://ftp.hgc.jp/pub/mirror/ebi/software/exonerate/

http://bioinfo.nhri .org.tw/cgi-bin/ emboss/ est2genome

http://www.evidencemodul

http://evidencemodeler.sourceforge.net!

PASA

Evidence Moduler (EVM),
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3 Gene enrichment analysis tools:

AgriGO

Blast2go

MeV,

Genevestigator,

http://www.agrigo.org/; Du et al., 2010

http://www.blast2go.de; Conesa et al., 2005

http://www.tm4 .org/mev.html

https://www.genevestigator.ethz.Ch!

4 Genome viewer tools:

Galaxy, http://usegalaxy .org; https://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/;

Goecks et al., 2010

http://gmod.org/wiki/GBrowse/tool_data;

http://genome.ucsc.edu/;

http://www.ensembl.org/info/datalbiomart.html;

http://archive.gramene.org/biomart/martview/334378

ea281f8c0071 at7d45f4abOl f9;

http://www.phytozome.netlbiomart/martview/6ae06d

47637222933cd94d5beb507c71

Gbrowse

USCS-Gbrowse

Biomart-ensemble,

Biomart-Gramene

Biomart Phytozome

5 Expression profiling analysis tools:

Multivariate Experiment Viewer http://www.tm4.org/mev.html; Saeed et aI., 2003

(MeV)

6 Sequence quality filtering tools:

RepeatMasker http://www.repeatmasker.org/; Smit et al. 2012

Statistical analysis tools:

R programming,

MeV

http://www.r-project.org/

http://www.tm4.org/mev.html

7 Programming tools:

linux OS

Perl,

Python,

R, programming modules,

Bioperl

Biopython

http://www.gnu.org/

http://www.perlmonks.org/

http://www.tutorialspoint.com/python/python_tools_utilitie

s.htm

http://www.r-project.org/

www.bioperl.org/

www.biopython.org/;http://biopython.org/wiki/Main Page
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Figure S2.1: Predicted overlapping gene annotation and characterization status
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Figure S2.2: GO annotation based on blasting and mapping to non-redundant databases

GO annotation based on blasting and mapping sequences to non-redundant databases based on balst2go: a) patterns of sequences distribution based on

blast hils associated to the GO-terms for the biological process; b) Species specific score for the total blast-hit; c) species specific blast top hits and d)

GO-level distribution of annotations
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Figure S2.3 is represented as follows by six figures each containing two pathways and the last one pathway. The name of the metabolic pathway is

indicated at the top of each pathway but also indicated in the caption given for two pathways appeared on each page. For the description of EC

number and the genes responsible to encode each protein enzyme, information are given in the Table 2.4. A metabolic pathway, Oxidative

phosphorelation is indicated in the text (Figure 2.6) and is not included in this list.
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Figure S2.3A: Diagram of the two Metabolic pathways (Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis and Cysteine and methionine metabolism).
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Figure S2.3B: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Drug metabolism - other enzymes and Glucosinolate biosynthesis), continued.
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Figure S2.3C: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Glycerophospholipid metabolism and Glycerolipid metabolism), continued.
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Figure S2.3D: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Phosphatidylinositol signalling system and Nicotinate and Nicotinate metabolism),

continued.
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Figure S2.3E: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Pyrimidine metabolism and Purine metabolism), continued.
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Figure S2.3F: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Valine, Luecine and Isoleucine Biosynthesis and Valine, Luecine and Isoleucine

Degradation), continued.
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Figure S2.3G: Diagram of the two metabolic pathways (Pantothenate and CoA biosynthesis), continued.

Figure S2.3: The 13 metabolic pathways among 14 identified (Figures S2.4A - G).
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Figure S2A: Description of inter pro domain analysis: List of protein signatures identified.
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a) chart for significantly expressed 45 genes supported by all
statistical models based on analysis of gene-expression (see also
section 2.4.3.1.1)

Figure S2.5: Sorghum % GO-terms assigned genes identified from maize orthologs.-

b) chart for significantly expressed total 1079 genes supported by individual statistical
models based on analysis of gene-expression (see also section 2.4.3.1.1)

This figure shows the percentage of sorghum genes identified from maize orthologs that are assigned to different GO-terms associated to drought

effects on gene expression in maize reproductive and Leaf meristem tissue (Kakumanu et aI., 2012). a) chart for significantly expressed genes

supported by all statistical models and b) chart for significantly expressed total 1079 genes supported individual statistical models.

-----------------....._-....-- .. -=
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Figure S2.6: Mapping of GO terms related to responses to stress based on biological process.

This map was generated using agriGO software package (Du et aI., 2010 ) by browsing in tree traversing mode selecting

only significantly overrepresented GO-tenns most related to drought tolerance. Drought stress regulated genes were

represented as an expression of mRNAs with more than two-fold changes under differential conditions. The number

inside the coloured box represent GO accessions, p-values, # of enriched genes in the test set per total number of genes

involved in the test set and those in the sorghum database associated with GO-tenn per total number of genes in the

database involved in the background set of the GO-tenn (see legend for further description).
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Appendix 3

Figure S3.1: Graphical views of significantly enriched GO-terms

The graphical views of significantly enriched GO-terms for the identified genes shows strong association with drought-

related terms based on biological processes. Analysis of GO of sorghum drought-stress responsive genes using agriGO

(Du et aI., 20 I0). Drought stress regulated genes were represented as an expression of mRNAs with more than two-fold

under differential conditions. Information in each box shows the GO ids, the p-value and GO term, number of enriched

genes in the test set per total number of genes involved in the test set and those in the sorghum databaseassociated with

GO-term per total number of genes in the database involved in the background set of the GO-term (see legend for

further description).

- Input fist,..

GO annotat:lon

Figure S3.2: GO-annotation Vs % gene enriched in the particular GO-domain.

The y-axis shows the number of genes in percentage that was significantly enriched and the x-axis represent the GO-

annotation depicting all the GO-terms that are associated to specific genes for all the GO-domains.
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a) Biological process b) Molecular function

Figure S3.3: Interactive association of genes for enriched GO-terms.

This graphical representation of interactive association of genes represent significantly enriched GO-terms with all deterministic

factors: a) Interactive association of genes significantly involve in a) biological processes and b) molecular functions.
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Appendix 4
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Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase, chloroplastic OS=Oryza sativa subsp. japonica GN=Os II gO171300 PE= 1 SV=2
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• r....
ATP synthase subunit beta, chloroplastic OS=Saccharum hybrid GN=atpB PE=3 SV=I

,,'

Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large chain OS=Lactuca sativa GN=rbcL PE=3 SV=2 RuBisCO

Figure S4.1: MALDJ- TOF- TOF-MS/MS spectrum of protein spot in-gel tryptic digest.

This figure shows MALDI- TOF- TOF-MS/MS spectrum of an in-gel tryptic digest of putatively identified proteins:

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase, ATP synthase subunit beta and Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large chain,

RuBisCO. The spectra were produced by calibrating internally using trypsin autholysis peaks for the m/z values. These

three spectra are presented here to represent the peptides from the top three proteins identified in this analysis based on

MOWSE score.
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